
Welcome
Sherpa Software's Discovery Attender is a software tool designed to automate the search and collection of
electronically stored information across a variety of platforms. This dynamic solution sits behind the firewall
and enables in-house talent to identify and gather responsive information in a timely, defensible manner.

TheDiscovery Attender interface is designed to be intuitive and user friendly. TheWelcome Screen (above)
 serves as the gateway to the product. From here you can directly open the PreSearch Tool or create a project.
A project serves as a repository for a collection - related searches and associated result sets. Once a new pro-
ject is created, theMAIN CONSOLE acts as the central hub to allow you to control the creation, processing, and
organization of searches. From here, you can access aSearchWizard which guides you through the step-by-
step process of creating a new search. TheMAIN CONSOLE also provides access to the Result Management
features to view, organize, export and report on themessages, attachments and files that are found during
your custom searches.

Where to Begin
To effectively filter and produce data withDiscovery Attender, youmust first create a project . Once a project
is created, follow the steps below to begin the process:

Step Action Description

1 Create and Run A Search A setup wizard leads you through the process of
selecting locations and criteria to include in your
search.

Once started, the chosen data stores are
scanned to find items (called results) that match



the selected criteria. Information andmetadata
from these results are stored in the search data-
bases.

2 Manage Results After the search is complete, you have a variety
of options to view and organize your results
including:

l Review
l Filter
l Deduplication
l Annotation
l Labels
l Marks
l andmore

3 Export Results Discovery Attender provides a number of set-
tings for exporting selected results to your
chosen format.

After the results have been exported, youmay
find it useful to generate reports to document
the chain of custody or audit trail for your
searches.

Sections
Please navigate to the following sections to find further detail about key topics.

l Installation Guide
l System Requirements
l Main Console
l SearchWizard
l Result Management
l Result Actions
l Settings
l Supported File Formats
l PreSearch Tool
l Best Practices
l Glossary
l Contact Information

Searchable Data Stores
l Microsoft Exchange  (includingMailboxes, Public Folders andOnline Archives)
l Outlook Personal Folders (PST files )
l Office 365 and other EWS data stores
l MBOX files
l Lotus Notes NSFmail files
l Microsoft SharePoint



l Files stored in network and local file shares
l MSG or EML formatted email stored in network and local file shares
l Archives created by Sherpa Software's Archive Attender

Questions
Please contact our technical support team with any questions.
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Installation Guide

The following are general steps to install Discovery Attender. For more detailed information, please see the
Getting Started guide.

Prerequisites for Discovery Attender 4.0

l Version4.0 of Discovery Attender requires the .Net 4.5 framework to be present on the installation
machine before setup has begun.   If this framework is not present, the installer cannot continue.

l If you are searching any Microsoft Exchange basedmail store (mailboxes, public folders, online
archives, PST files, MSG file paths, EWS (Office 365), Archive Attender archives), Microsoft
Outlook version 2003 or abovemust be installed and run once with at least one profile. Outlook is not
completely configured until the first profile has been created.

If you are searching Exchange 2013, youmust have anMicrosoft Outlook client version 2010 or
above installed and aMaster MAPI Profile created to an administrator account.

l If you are searching NSF files, a Lotus Notes client version 8.5.1 or abovemust be installed.

l If you are searching SharePoint, theDiscovery Attender for SharePoint component (licensed

http://www.sherpasoftware.com/


separately) must be installed on a server within the SharePoint farm you wish to search.

l Discovery Attender requires local administrator rights to the computer where it is installed. 

Please note:

l If you are runningDiscovery Attender on a computer with UAC settings enabled (Windows Vista,
Windows 7 or Windows Server 2008 or above) you will be prompted each time you run the pro-
gram.

l Do not install Discovery Attender directly on a production Exchange server.  If you install it on a
backup Exchange server, please be aware that some PST functionality may not work properly.

New Installation

1. Choose the server or computer where you wish to install Discovery Attender.

2. Verify that the prerequisites (see above) are installed and configured

3. Double-Click the appropriate setup file (e.g. DA_Setup.exe) to begin the installation of DISCOVERY
ATTENDER. The InstallShield™wizard will automatically launch the setup wizard.

4. Follow the screens as prompted. Youmust accept the LICENSE AGREEMENT to continue with the install-
ation.

5. Select theDiscovery Attender features to install. TheSherpa PreSearch Tool is an optional, but recom-
mended, component.

6. Select the location to which you wish to install Discovery Attender. In addition to the program files, this
path stores log files and a temporary directory. Verify the login account has read/write permission
to this location.

7.  You will be prompted to install a specific C++ runtime libraries. Please follow the prompts and accept
the license agreement.  If you have an older version of the C++ runtime libraries installed, youmay be
prompted to upgrade and reboot.

8. Discovery Attenderwill be installed with a new program group created in your Start Menu. At any time
you can go toStart | Programs |Discovery Attender |Start Discovery Attender to begin.

9. At the conclusion of the installation, you will have an option to launchDiscovery Attender. Select the
checkbox and click 'Finish' to launch the application.

10. Upon startup, you will be prompted for your license key (does not apply for evaluation versions).

11. TheWelcome Screen will appear guiding you through the options for creating a new project.

Existing Installation

l Discovery Attender 4.0 will update all previous versions of the product from version 2.0 and above. It
should not, however, be installed side by side with an older version of the product.

l If you have a 2.x or 3.x version installed, please use theUpgrade option after clicking on the appro-
priate setup file (e.g. DA_Setup.exe).

l Older projects created in V2.x and above will not be overwritten; however, they will be upgraded when
opened in Version4.0 tomatch the new format.



l If you are using the 'Search Again' option on a search first created in an earlier version, pleasemake
sure you check the wizard options carefully.  Many options that are available in newer versions of Dis-
covery Attender did not exist in older versions, or existed in a different format whichmay not have trans-
lated to your specifications. 

l Please contact Sherpa Software technical support if you have any questions or issues.

Note: Discovery AttenderVersions 2.x and above, including Version 4.0, are not compatible with older 1.x
versions.   1.x versions can be installed side by side with 2.x, 3.x and above, includingDiscovery Attender
4.0.

Un-Installing Discovery Attender
To un-install Discovery Attender, open the Control Panel, chooseAdd/Remove Programs orPrograms and
Features (depending on your operating system), and select Discovery Attender from the list.

All information stored in the default application directory, including any projects data located in those dir-
ectories, will be deleted.

See Also
Installing the SharePoint Component

Installing the SharePoint Component
The following are general steps to installing theDiscovery Attender for SharePoint component. For more
detailed information, please see theGetting Started guide.

The SharePoint component runs as a service on a server that is amember of the SharePoint farm containing
the sites that need to be searched.   It can be installed on and search SharePoint 2007 or SharePoint 2010
servers.

Since the processing of files is done through the service installed on the SharePoint server, themachine
where this service component is installed should have sufficient bandwidth, CPU, hard drive space and
memory to conduct file searches.

Full permission to the sites included in the searches is required for the SharePoint component to run effect-
ively. Youmay need to contact your SharePoint administrator with any questions on creating an account with
proper access to the specified SharePoint farms.

In addition to theDiscovery Attender for SharePoint component, the .Net 3.5 framework with Service Pack 1
must also be installed on the server.

Installation

1. Choose the server or computer where you wish to install theDiscovery Attender for SharePoint com-
ponent.

2. Double-click the DASP_Setup.exe file to begin. The InstallSheild™wizard should automatically



launch the setup.

3. Follow the screens as prompted. Youmust accept the License Agreement to continue with the install-
ation.

4. Select the SharePoint component for installation.

5. Choose the destination folder. The setup will begin, installing the required components in the chosen
directory.

6. Upon completion of the setup, the configuration wizard will launch. In order to complete this section,
you will need to know the name and password under whose authority the service will run. 

7. Be sure to save the Universal Resource Indicator, or URI, for the SharePoint server or servers you
wish to search. Enter the account credentials and URI. If you are unsure about the URI settings, just
leave the defaults.

8. Once the URI details are entered, setup is complete. Click the FINISH button.

9. TheDiscovery Attender for SharePoint component is licensed separately from themainDiscovery
Attender application. WithinDiscovery Attender, you will need to enter the SharePoint component
license key and configure basic settings as described in theSharePoint Settings.

Uninstalling the SharePoint component

To uninstall theDiscovery Attender SharePoint component, use thePrograms and Features options from the
Control Panel of the SharePoint server. Select 'Remove' from the options and the setup utility will stop the ser-
vice and uninstall all the components.

See Also

l Searching SharePoint
l SharePoint Settings
l Installation Guide

System Requirements
Discovery Attender runs as a stand alone application on your desktop, laptop or server. Themore RAM and
CPU power a computer possesses, the fasterDiscovery Attenderwill run. The following are theminimum
requirements.

• Windows 8.1 or higher, Windows 2008 Server, SP 2 or Higher

• MINIMUM: 2 GHz or higher CPU (significantly more is recommended)

For significantly better performance, please use 2x or 4x theminimum amount of processing
power recommended above

•4 gigabytes of RAM or higher (4 gigabytes or higher recommended)



• Outlook 2010 or Higher installed and configured with a profile (if searchingmailboxes, online
archives, PST files, or other Microsoft Exchange based data stores)

• Lotus Notes Client 8.5.1 or higher (if searching Lotus Notes NSF files)

• Approximately 100MB free Hard Drive space for the installation. Additional Hard Drive
space will be required as projects, searches and (optional) indexes are created. We recommend
at least 20 GB per active project, andmore if caching is used.

• Local administrator rights are required to run Discovery Attender.

Please Note:

• Microsoft .Net 4.6 framework is required.   The framework can be downloaded from the
Microsoft web site.

• If you are runningDiscovery Attender on a machine with UAC settings enabled, youmust
select the "Run this program as administrator” privilege level underProperties | Compatibility.

• The login account that Discovery Attender is running under requires local administrator rights
to the computer where the application is installed.

• The above requirements are theminimum needed for running the product. However, to
improve the performance of Discovery Attender, increase the CPU and thememory.

• If you wish to run the 64-bit version of Discovery Attender , the version of Microsoft Outlook or
Officemust also be 64-bit.

See Also

l Installation Guide

Main Console
Themain console allows you to create andmanage your searches. It contains a summary of your searches
and serves as the gateway for most Discovery Attender functionality. You canmanage searches, modify
existing searches (search again), view statistics, set application options, view summaries, access the result
set andmore.

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=30653


Themain console is divided into several parts:

l The top portion of the console is used forSearch Management;

l The bottom portion of the console provides aSummary of Results for each task or location for the
search selected in the SearchManagement portion. It also allows you to view andmanage exceptions
and log files.



Application Menus andStatus Bar round out the console screen.

Menus

File Menu

New Project Creates a new project using the New Project Dialog.

Open Project Allows the user to select a project from theOpen Project Dialog.

Recent Projects Allows user to select their project from a list of most recently used
projects.

Searches

New Search Create a new search with an empty SearchWizard.

Load from Template  The user will be prompted for the location of a template (.dast file)
to create a new search. Values from the template will populate the
SearchWizard.

Search Again Will create a new search based on the values of the selected



search.

Save As Template Saves the selected search as a template file (.dast).

Delete Search Deletes the selected search. Note this also will delete all data
stored in the directory of the selected search.

Open Results View Opens the Result Management view for the selected search. All
data exports, organization and filtering is managed from this
screen.

Tools Menu

Settings Opens the Settings where application and action settings are stored.

Manage Cus-
todians

Opens theManage Custodians dialog box where users can add, edit or delete cus-
todians associated with this project.

Show Searches In
Progress

Opens the Searches in Progress window which tracks the task progress for currently
running searches.

PreSearch Opens the Sherpa PreSearch Tool which allows users to perform tasks helpful before
a search begins.  Options in the PreSearch Tool Include:

l Deduplicating PST files
l Export from a variety of data stores (Exchange, IMAP, O365, NSF, PST, etc.)
l Conversions between a variety of data stores (OST to PST, NSF to PST,
EML to PST, Journal format etc.)

l Snapshot - creates a statistical model of PST files to asist with analysis of
data

Some of these options can be refined by date, address or message type filters.  A
simple, easy to use wizard helps you set up the task details. The PreSearch tool also
has powerful customization features allowing you to choose your own field mappings,
deduplication criteria and other advanced settings.

This PreSearch tool is completely independent from themain Discovery Attender
processing.  It has its ownHelp document, logging, methodology and algorithms.  

Custom Excep-
tions

Opens the Custom Exceptions dialog box which allows users to add and edit custom
exceptions.



Settings Menu

This option opens the Settings screen which allows users to enable application level options.

Help Menu

Discovery Attender Help Opens this help document. Help is context specific and
can also be opened by clicking F1 or any visible Help but-
ton.

About Discovery Attender Opens the About Discovery Attender form which shows
details about the license key, contact information and ver-
sion numbers for all theDiscovery Attender components.

License Management Opens the LicenseManagement screen which allows you
to enter, validate and change license keys.

Main Console:  Results by Location
By default, the lower half of theMain Console contains a list of the result locations (tasks) with summary
data. It is also called the Task Summary.



l This set of tasks is linked to the search selected in the searchmanagement portion of the screen.

l Double-clicking on a location item will open the text log file for error review and tracing for the individual
task.

l After every search is complete, the logs should be checked for any task with values greater than 0 in
the exceptions column.

l All columns can be sorted by clicking on the column header.

l List colors may change if the search is still processing.

Columns

Description

Results by
Location

Lists the name of individual task location 

Location
Type

Type of data store for this task (Mailbox, PST, Archive, Public Folder, Path)

Started Time the task was started (if applicable)

Elapsed  Time it took for the task to complete (if applicable)

Exceptions Total number of exceptions encountered while processing this task. See the task log file or
combined exception log for details. To get to the task log file, double click on the result task
item, to access the combined exception log select the EX icon

Status The status of the task

Hits Number of items whichmatched the search criteria in this particular task

Messages Number of messages whichmatched the criteria of the total number of messages examined
for this task.

Attachments Number of attachments whichmatched the criteria of the total number of attachments
examined for this task.

Files Number of files whichmatched the criteria of the total number of files examined for this task.
Directory hits and examined are included in this column.



Result Task Summary Toolbar and Menu Options

Icon Context Menu Description

Refresh Updates the listing

Filters the task list to show only unsuccessful tasks such as Access Errors,
Database errors, or tasks which were canceled

Filters the task list to show only tasks which were completed successfully but
contained some exceptions

Filters the task list to show only tasks which were completed successfully no
exceptions

OpenDetailed
Log

Opens the individual text log file for this task that was created during the search

View Selected
Exceptions

View the combined exception logs management screen.

l If opened from the context (Right-Click) menu, the list will show excep-
tions for the selected task only.

l If the button is selected from the toolbar, all exceptions from all tasks will
be shown in the list

Re-Search Selec-
ted Tasks

Performs aSearch Again on the tasks selected in the lower pane.

OpenResults Open the Results Management view for the search

Export List to
CSV

Exports the current list to a CSV file

Open Application
Log

Opens the log file for the application

See Also

l Main Console

Searches in Progress Window
This window shows the tasks processing details for any searches in progress.



Description

The Searches in Progress window opens automatically when a search is started. The list is populated as
tasks are initialized and begin processing. The list will constantly refresh as status fields are updated. Tasks
leave the list once processing is complete, or if they have been canceled.

The screen will close automatically once all tasks from all active searches have been processed.

Closing this form will not cancel any of the tasks. If you close the list and wish to re-open it, select the Open
Searches In Progress option from the toolbar or context menu on theMain Console.

Options

l Double-Clicking on a listed task or selecting 'View Log File' from the context menu will open that task's
active log file. Active SharePoint task log files are unavailable.

l ToCancel an individual task, select the item, Right-Click to bring up the context menu and select
'Cancel this Task'. Please be patient as it may take a few minutes for the task to register itself as can-
celed,

Columns

Description

Search  Name of the search belonging to this task.

Location Type of location being searched with its name and details

Elapsed Time elapsed since the start of this task

Hits Total number of hits found and processed thus far in the task.

Status What the task process is currently doing.

See Also

Main Console



Main Console:  Search Management
The top half of theMain Console contains the search summary data. This area holds a one line summary per
search. Double-clicking on an individual item will open the Results window. Selecting an individual item will
enable various toolbar features and show a listing on the bottom half of the screen.

Columns

Description

Search Title Short descriptive summary of the search, chosen at the time of search cre-
ation

Added Date the search was created

Searching Number and types of items being searched

Status Current standing of the search (see Status Descriptions )

Exceptions The total number of exceptions encountered by all the tasks in this search
(including ones that were canceled)

Hits The total number of results of any type whichmatched the criteria for this
search

Messages Number of message hits (x) and total number of messages (y) examined in
all the tasks of  this search. Displayed in the format  'x of y'

Attachments Number of attachment hits (x) and total number of attachments (y) examined
in this search. Displayed in the format  'x of y'

Files Number of  file hits (x) and total number of  files and folders (y) examined in
this search. Displayed in the format  'x of y' .
NOTE: Directory Hits are counted in this column. If you need a breakdown
of files and directory hits, please see the Result Management  'By Location'
view.

If you useDiscovery Attender in amulti-user environment, you will notice that searches started on a 'foreign'
machine (i.e. not your local machine) or a different installation will appear in a light green font. All standard
(local) searches are in black font.



Search Summary Toolbar and Menu Options

Icon Context Menu Description

Refresh List Updates the details for the search listings

Start New Search Start a new search with a blank wizard

Load from Template Loads a search from a template file and opens a new search
wizard with the values stored in the chosen template. Tem-
plates can be created in the wizard on by using the 'Save
Template' option.

Search Again (Copy
Search)

Opens a new search wizard using the criteria of the selected
search to populate the details.

Save as Template Saves the values of the selected search as a template file
that can then be used in other projects or installations.

Delete Search Delete the selected search and all associated details includ-
ing the database, search logs and any items stored under the
folder of the selected search.

Rename Search Changes the name of the search to a new user-entered selec-
tion.



To rename the search, enter the new name, then click 'OK'

Manually Start Search Starts the selected search. This choice is only enabled by
selecting a search which is ‘Not Yet Started’ or 'Scheduled to
Start'

Cancel Search Stop currently running search (only enabled by selecting a
search that is currently in progress). This option will void any
results for that search.

Pause Search Halts the currently running search and provides an option to
restart the search.

Since Discovery Attender cannot restart from themiddle of a
task, users are given a choice for the currently running tasks.
The first choice is to let the tasks complete. All subsequent
tasks will be halted.

The section choice is to stop all running tasks. This will
pause the search as quickly as possible, but those running
tasks will need to start from the beginning when the search
resumes.

Please note:  You cannot alter any information or open a
paused search.

Resume Search Restarts a search that has been paused.

OpenResult Management Opens the Result Management view for organizing and
exporting details for the selected search

Annotate Search Allows the user to open the Annotate Search screen to view



and add notes to the search which can be viewed by others.
See Annotation for more details

Export List to CSV Exports the current list to a CSV file in a user selected loc-
ation

View Search Summary Opens a simple text summary of the search criteria. More
advanced reports can be found in the Result Management
views.

Open Searches in Pro-
gress

Opens the screen which shows the details for the locations
which are currently processing

Open Application Log Opens the current day's log file for the application. For older
logs, select to Debug | Open Logs Directory.

Debug Shows debug options. This menu option is shown only if the
'Debug' logging is enabled in the Settings.

Please note:  Use these options with care and for
troubleshooting with the guidance of a Technical Support rep-
resentative.

Open Logs Directory Shows all application log files stored in the installation dir-
ectory

Open Search XML Opens the Search.XML file for the currently selected search

Open Search Directory  Shows the search directory for the currently selected
search, all folders and files will then be accessible

OpenDatabase  Opens the back-end database (DA.mdb) for the selected
search.

Opening the database requires a version of Microsoft Access
to be installed on the computer where Discovery Attender is
installed. If it is not installed, an error will be shown.

Reset Statistics Clears the statistics stored in the Results. They will be recal-
culated upon opening the appropriate Result Management
views.

Reset Custodians Clears all Custodian links. This means all Custodians will
have to be reassigned to results. However, resetting cus-
todians does not affect the actual custodian entries or ali-
ases.

Please note:  Use these options with care and for
troubleshooting only.

See Also

l Main Console



Search Wizard Overview
TheSEARCHWIZARD guides the user through the creation of  a search. Users customize searches by select-
ing the data store, location and criteria options available in the wizard pages. Standard buttons assist with nav-
igation between screens. Once the search wizard setup is complete, proceed to the next steps section below.

TheSEARCHWIZARD is accessed from theMAIL CONSOLE.  Using the toolbar or context (right-click) or file
menu, users can create a new search wizard with any of the followingmethods:

New Search Opens an empty wizard with default options. All data
should be entered in the order of the wizard screens.

Search Again Uses the selected search to populate the options in the
wizard screens.  Use the navigation buttons to change
details for the new search revision.

Load From Template Uses a template file to populate the details of the wizard
screen. Templates store search criteria details outside
the project in a specially formatted XML file.

Re-search Selected Tasks This option is used to perform aSearch Again, but only
on specific tasks that were selected from the bottom
pane of theMAIN CONSOLE. 

Setting Up the Wizard

Wizard pages are enabled based on selections made on previous screens. You only need to choose the
options that are required to fulfill your search objective (e.g., don't choose size criteria if the search only calls
for a certain date range). 

The search wizard screens are divided into several segments, each with its own set of pages.  ClickingNEXT
will continue the navigation through each section consequtively.  Remember, you will only see the wizard
pages that match the options selected on previous screens.

Clicking the on-screen help button will provide context-specific information about each individual wizard
screen. 

The search wizard sections include:

l Describe the Search
l Select Data Store Types
l Choose Individual Data Stores
l Define the Criteria
l Set Individual Criteria Options
l Result Options
l Conclusion

Describe the Search

Enter details to enable easy identification of the search in reports or lists.

Page View Description



Welcome - Start Your Search Enter title and
description of the
search. This name
will be displayed in
theMain Console
listing of searches
as well as various
reports.

The Revision num-
ber can be used to
distinguish similar
searches from one
another. It will also
automatically iterate
with any copied
search.

This page is stand-
ard and will be
present in any
search wizard setup.

Select Data Stores Types

This section tells Discovery Attender exactly which types of data to include in the search.  This, in turn,
determines the wizard pages used to select specific data stores to include in the search.

Page View Description

Select Areas to Search Specify general types of
data stores to search. 

This page is standard and
will be present in any
search wizard setup.



Specify Exchange Data
Stores

Choose specific types of
Exchange based data
stores be they on-
premises or Office 365.

This page only appears if
Microsoft Exchange
Serverswas chosen in
the Select Areas to
Search page.

Specify Other Email Stores Specify other email data
stores to include in the
search. The options
include:

l Sherpa Software
Archives

l Lotus Notes Mail
Files (NSF)

l Outlook Mail
Messages 
(.MSG Files)

l Standard Email
Files (MIME)
(.EML Files)

l MBOX mail files

 This page only appears if 
theOther Email Stores
option was chosen in the
Select Areas to Search
page

Choose Individual Data Stores

This section provides wizard pages to help users select the individual data store  locations to include in the
search.

Page View Description



Select ExchangeMailboxes Choose specific Microsoft
Exchangemailboxes. 

This page will only appear if
theMailbox option was
selected in the Specify
Exchange Data Stores wiz-
ard page.

Note: This option is specific
to on-premises Exchange
servers using
MAPI connections only. If
you wish to search O365 or
other EWS data stores,
return to the Specify
Exchange Data Stores wiz-
ard page and select the
O365 / EWS options.

Select ExchangeOnline
Archives

Choose specific Online
Archives to search (on
premises Exchange 2010
and above only).

This page will only appear if
theOnline Archives option
was selected in the Specify
Exchange Data Stores wiz-
ard page.

Configure Public Folders
Mailbox

Enter amailbox used for
Public Folder configuration.

This page will only appear if
thePublic Folders option
was selected in the Specify
Exchange Data Stores wiz-
ard page.



Select Public Folders Specify Public Folders to
include in the search.

This page will only appear if
thePublic Folders option
was selected in the Specify
Exchange Data Stores wiz-
ard page.

Select EWS Mailbox (Office
365)

Specify the EWS (Office
365) mailboxes to include in
this search.

This page will only appear if
theEWS Mailbox option
was selected in the Specify
Exchange Data Stores wiz-
ard page.

Select EWS Online Archive
(Office 365)

Specify the EWS (Office
365) online archives to
include in this search.

This page will only appear if
theEWS Online Archive
option was selected in the
Specify Exchange Data
Stores wizard page.

Select EWS Public Folder
(Office 365)

Specify the EWS (Office
365) public to include in this
search.

This page will only appear if
theEWS Public Folder
option was selected in the
Specify Exchange Data
Stores wizard page.



Select PST Files Chose PST files to include
in the search.

This page will only appear if
theOutlook Personal
Folders (PSTs) option was
selected in the Select
Areas to Search wizard
page.

Select Archive Users Select archive users and
folders to include in the
search (requires Sherpa
Software's Archive
Attender).

This page will only appear if
theArchives option was
selected in the Specify
Other Email Stores wizard
page.

Specify Email Options Choose options for search-
ing email by defining which
portion to include in your
search .

This page will appear if any
email store is being
searched.

Select Email Folders Specify which email folders
to include in the search. 

This option is relevant for
any non-NSF email stores
included in the search



Select NSF Files Choose NSF files to include
in the search.

This page will only appear if
the Lotus Notes Email
Files (NSFs) option was
selected in the Specify
Other Email Stores wizard
page.

Select NSF Folders Choose the folders to
search in NSF stores. 

This page will only appear if
the Lotus Notes Email
Files (NSFs) option was
selected in the Specify
Other Email Stores wizard
page.

Select MSG File Paths Choose the paths con-
taining any individual
MSG email items to include
in this search.

This page will only appear if
theOutlook Mail Mes-
sages (MSG Files) option
was selected in the Specify
Other Email Stores wizard
page.

Select EML File Paths Choose the paths con-
taining any individual
.EML email items to include
in this search.

This page will only appear if
theStandard Email Files
(MIME) (.EML files) option
was selected in the Specify
Other Email Stores wizard
page.



Select File Paths Select the paths containing
non-mail files to include in
this search.

This page will only appear if
the Files on Network
Shares... option was selec-
ted in the Select Areas to
Search wizard page.

Select SharePoint Sites Choose the sites and col-
lections from SharePoint
Servers to include in the
search. 

This page will only appear if
theSharePoint option was
selected in the Select
Areas to Search wizard
page.

Note: To search for files on
SharePoint servers, a sep-
arate license is required and
a special component must
be installed in the
SharePoint server farm.

Define the Criteria

Once the locations are selected, users will choose what criteria to use. This screen identifies which criteria
screens to show in the wizard.

Page View Description

Choose Search Criteria Specify the
types of criteria
to use in this
search.

This page is
standard and
will be present
in any search
wizard setup.



Set Individual Criteria Options

This section allows users to customize the individual criteria options.

Page View Description

Choose Addresses Enter the
address criteria
to use in the
search.

This wizard
page will only
appear if the
Address cri-
teria was selec-
ted on the
Choose
Search Criteria
page.

Choose Keywords Enter the
keyword cri-
teria to use in
the search.

This wizard
page will only
appear if the
Keyword cri-
teria was selec-
ted on the
Choose
Search Criteria
page.

Keyword Search Options Specify the
options for
keyword cri-
teria.

This wizard
page will only
appear if the
Keyword cri-
teria was selec-
ted on the
Choose
Search Criteria
page.



Enter File Names and Types Choose the file
name or type
criteria to use
in the search

This wizard
page will only
appear if the
File Names cri-
teria was selec-
ted on the
Choose
Search Criteria
page.

Enter Categories Choose the
email cat-
egories to
include in your
search. This
wizard page
will only appear
if Categories
was selected
on the Choose
Search Criteria
page.

Choose Date Range Select a date
range to use in
the search.

This wizard
page will only
appear if the
'Dates' criteria
was selected
on the Choose
Search Criteria
page.



Choose Size Range Select a size
range to use in
the search.

This wizard
page will only
appear if the
Size criteria
was selected
on the Choose
Search Criteria
page.

SharePoint Data Types Select the data
types to search
for when
searching
SharePoint
Data stores.

This wizard
page will only
appear if the
SharePoint cri-
teria was selec-
ted on the
Select Areas to
Search wizard
page.

ChooseMessage Types Limit message
types for email
-based items.

This wizard
page will only
appear if the
Message
Types criteria
was selected
on the Choose
Search Criteria
page.



Select CustomMessage
Classes

Enter custom
types to further
refinemessage
criteria.

This wizard
page will only
appear if the
Message
Types criteria
was selected
on the Choose
Search Criteria
page.

Applying the Criteria to Specific Types

This section allows users to further specify which criteria to use for each result type .

Page View Description

MessageOptions Specify the cri-
teria options for
searchingmes-
sage items.

This wizard
page will only
appear if either
of themessage
options were
selected on the
Specify Email
Options page.

Attachment Options Specify the cri-
teria options for
searching attach-
ment items

This wizard
page will only
appear if either
of the attach-
ment options
were selected
on the Specify
Email Options
page.



File Options Specify the cri-
teria options for
searching file
items.

This wizard
page will only
appear if file
paths are being
searched.

SharePoint Filter Options These options
are used if
Users or Lists
were selected
as part of the
SharePoint cri-
teria in the
Choose Search
Criteria wizard
page.

SharePoint Options Specify the cri-
teria for search-
ing files on
SharePoint. This
wizard page will
only appear is
SharePoint doc-
ument libraries
are searched.

Result Options

Use this section to select helpful options to assist in processing results .

Page View Description



Result Options Choose dif-
ferent options to
help process
results includ-
ing caching,
hashing, index-
ing and auto-
matic labels.

This page is
standard and
will be present
in any search
wizard setup.

Create Automatic Labels Define labels to
use to identify a
secondary set
of search cri-
teria.

This wizard
page will only
appear the
Auto-Label
Results option
was selected
on the Result
Options page.

Conclusion

Once all the details have been entered, use this section to initiate the search process.

Page View Description

Schedule Your Search Set up the
timetable for the
processing of the
search.

This page is
standard and will
be present in any
search wizard
setup.



Next Steps
Your search is now created. If you have decided to start the search immediately, the Searches in Progress 
screen will open and display the status of individual tasks that are being processed. If you scheduled your
search, or set it to manual start, you will be returned to theMain Console. 

Once all the tasks in the search have finished processing, you can move onto the next steps tomanage and
retrieve the relevant data.

Description

Analyze Exceptions Use logging and exception identification to review andmanage exceptions
encountered during the search.

Review Results Preview your results using built-in views, Preview Pane, integrated Text Search
Viewer as well as advanced filters.

Organize Results The Results Management screen provides options to organize, view, deduplicate,
filter and group the items found during the search.

Export Results Copy or move items to new or existingmail stores or individual files.  Options are
available to export results by groups, by source, custodian, or other specific cri-
teria.

Create Reports Discovery Attender offers a number of useful reports that supply detailed audit
trails, chain of custody as well as summarize the search and results. 

Wizard Navigation Buttons
There are several buttons used for navigating through the wizard screens:    

Opens the context specific help for the current wizard page.

Opens amenu listing the wizard pages that are available up to this point. As options
are selected, pages may be entered or removed from the list. You can 'jump' forward
or backwards. Datamay need to be entered on the current page before you can
'jump' to another page.

Returns to the previous wizard screen.

Proceeds to the subsequent wizard screen. The programmay not let you advance
unless specific information is entered on the current screen. If so, amessage box
will appear explaining why the wizard can not continue.

Stops the current SEARCHWIZARD. You will be asked to verify the cancellation. If
you chooseYes, all conditions entered up to this point will be lost.

Only shown at the end of theSEARCHWIZARD, this button initiates the search based
on the scheduling option selected.



Search Wizard:  Welcome - Start Your Search
This is the first screen to appear when the search wizard is started.

Description

This page allows the user to enter descriptive data about the search.  The title and revision number help
identify the search in the other views and reports.

Options

Description

Search Title Title used to identify the search in theMain Console and log files.

Revision Number indicating the version of this search. This is helpful for distinguishing
searches with the same Search Title.

If you are performing aSearch Again or loading a search from a template,  the revi-
sion number will automatically be incremented to help distinguish the new search



from others with the same name.

Description
(Optional)

More detailed notes or comments about this the search. Although this description
cannot bemodified after the search has been created, it is possible to annotate the
search after it has run to include any additional comments.

See Also

l Navigation Buttons
l Table of Contents

Search Wizard: Select Areas to Search
This second wizard screen will appear for all searches. Use this page to select the data store types to include
in the search.

Description

This wizard screen tells Discovery Attenderwhich types of data repositories to include in your search.  It con-
trols which screens will appear subsequently in the wizard to enter individual data store locations. For



example, if you select Outlook Personal Files (PSTs), then all the PST and email related wizard screens
will be shown as you navigate through the wizard.

Options

Description

Microsoft Exchange Servers Check this box if the search will include ExchangeMailboxes, Online
Archives, Public Folders or EWS related Exchange data stores (e.g.
Office 365).

Note: 

l To search on premises mailboxes successfully, the login
account must have the correct permissions to search themail-
boxes, online archives or public folders.

l If searching EWS based stores (i.e. Office 365), youmust
have correct permissions to the individual mailboxes, or del-
egated account access.

Outlook Personal Folders
(PSTs)

The search will include PST files stored in network or hard drive loc-
ations. PST files, also known as Outlook Personal Folders, were tra-
ditionally used to organize a number of messages in one file for
archiving or storage purposes.

To search PST files successfully, the login account will need
read/write permission to the directories where your PST files are
stored, and exclusive access to those files

Other Email Stores (MSGs,
EMLs, NSFs, MBOX, Sherpa
Archives)

The search will include other email stores outside of Exchange or PST
files.

You will be able to clarify which data stores to include in your search
on subsequent screens.

Files on Network Shares, Hard
Drives or Local Machines

The search will return electronic files stored on a hard drive or network
share. Discovery Attender can access most directories available as a
share in theMicrosoft Window Explorer window. Selecting this option
will return File result types.

Note: If you are searching for email in PST files, use the Outlook Per-
sonal Folders (PSTs) option to enable PST searching functionality.
All items located using theHard Drive and Network Shares option
will be searched as *files*.

See Supported File Formats for a list of file types that can be
searched.

SharePoint
(requires SharePoint com-
ponent)

Search data users have uploaded to a SharePoint servers.  Please
read the SharePoint summary for more detail and tips regarding search-
ing SharePoint servers.

Please note:  A separate license is required to successfully search for



files on a SharePoint server.  In addition, a separate component must
be installed on a server in the SharePoint farm for searches to be suc-
cessful.

Buttons

Select (check) all check boxes in the criteria list

Un-check all check boxes in the criteria list

See Also

l Supported File Formats
l SharePoint Summary
l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard:  Specify Exchange Data Stores
This screen will appear when you selectMicrosoft Exchange Servers on the Select Areas to Search page.



Description

This page allows the user to refine the types of data stores hosted by Microsoft Exchange servers, either on-
premises or in the cloud (i.e. Office 365), to include in the search.

Note: In order to successfully search any mail store, the correct permissions must first be enabled in the Set-
tings.

Options

Description

Mailboxes Choose this option to includeMailboxes in the search. Themailboxes des-
ignated heremust be located in on-premises Microsoft Exchange servers.

To searchmailboxes successfully, the login account must have the correct per-
missions to searchmailboxes.



Online Archives The search will includeOnline Archives found onMicrosoft Exchange servers
version 2010 and above.

Public Folders The search will include Exchange Public Folders. Public Folders are created on
an Exchange server as a repository where data can be shared betweenmultiple
users.

To successfully search Public Folders, Discovery Attender requires access to
an individual mailbox that has the appropriate permissions needed to access the
Public FolderS included in your search.

EWS Mailbox (Office
365)

Search Exchangemailboxes using EWS connectivity. This includes Office 365
mailboxes.

EWS Archive (Office
365)

Search ExchangeOnline Archives using EWS connectivity. This includes
Online Archives in Office 365 .

EWS Public Folder
(Office 365)

Search Exchange Public Folders using EWS connectivity. This includes Public
Folders in Office 365 .

Buttons

Select (check) all check boxes in the criteria list

Un-check all check boxes in the criteria list

See Also

l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard:  Specify Other Email Stores
This screen will appear when you select Other Email Stores on the Select Areas to Search page.



Description

This page allows the user to choose additional, non-typical email data stores to include in the search. Choose
the appropriate option to show the correct wizard screens for selecting the related data stores.

Options

Description

Archives (Requires Sherpa Software's Archive
Attender)

Search email archives created by Sherpa Software's
Archive Attender.

Please note, if you do not wish to see this option in the
SearchWizard, navigate to Tools | Settings | Archive
Attender to disable the it.

Click here for more information onArchive Attender.

Lotus Notes Mail Files Search Lotus Notes email files, including attachments.



(NSFs) Note: This option cannot be used to search non-mail
Notes databases.

Outlook Mail Messages
(MSG files)

Search individual file paths containing individual email
messages in theMicrosoft MSG format.

This option allows you to use email specific criteria such
as address, message type, or sent date, in addition to
keyword criteria.

Standard Email Files (MIME)
(.EML Files)

Search individual file paths containing individual email
messages in theMIME .EML format.

This option allows you to use email specific criteria such
as address, message type or sent date, in addition to
keyword and date criteria.

MBOX Files Search email files in nativeMBOX format, including all
attachments. The results will be exported to EML.

Buttons

Select (check) all check boxes in the criteria list

Un-check all check boxes in the criteria list

See Also

l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard:  Select Exchange Mailboxes
This screen will appear when you select Mailboxes on the Specify Exchange Data Stores page.



Description

This screen allows you to create and edit a list of on-premises Microsoft ExchangeMailboxes to include in the
search. This option uses MAPI to searchmailboxes. If your organization does not haveMAPI enabled, please
choose the EWS option on theSPECIFY EXCHANGEDATA STOREwizard page.

To successfully select and searchMailboxes, theMAPI Master Profile selected in theSETTINGSmust have
full permissions to themailboxes being searched.

Columns

Title Description

Display Name Name of themailbox users.

Server Server where themail files are found.

MAPI Profile When searching on-premises Exchange, you will need to use aMaster
MAPI profile. This can be set in two ways. The first is to set the value indi-
vidually, per mailbox, using theADD orEDIT buttons on this screen. The
secondmethod is to use theSettings |Exchange |Connections options to des-



ignate a default profile to use in all instances. When using the latter option, this
columnmay not have a value.

Note:  This option is needed for all versions of Exchange 2010 and above.
Earlier versions of Exchange did not require profiles to be created for access,
however, they are no longer supported by Microsoft.

Buttons

Description

Allows the user to browse theGlobal Address List (GAL) for mailboxes to add to the list.

Allows users to query Active Directory for mailboxes to add to the list.

Useful only for Exchange 2007 or earlier, this option allows users to query Exchange serv-
ers to add all mailboxes from a selected server to themailbox list.

Select the Exchange server that contains themailboxes to include in your search, then
click OK. If the server is not listed, or you cannot navigate to it, try entering the fully qual-
ified server name in theComputer Name section. Alternately, try using Active Directory.

Note:  Hidden and Systemmailboxes are not searchable viaDiscovery Attender.
However, they can be added when selecting the entire mailbox server with this feature. 
Pleasemake sure you review the entire mailbox list for non-searchablemailboxes before
continuing.  If non-searchablemailboxes are included in the search, those tasks will fail
with access errors.

Allows the user to import a mailbox list from a .csv or .txt file.



Allows the user to add a new mailbox by entering the credentials one by one.

Mailbox permissions can also be validated with this screen if the 'Verify mailbox settings'
option is enabled.

Allows the user to edit a selectedmailbox.

Removes the selectedmailboxes from the list.

Context Menu

Description

Select All Selects all items in the list



Remove Removes the selectedmailbox

Export Exports the list of mailboxes

Export to Text ... to a text file

Export to CSV ...to a .csv  file (which can be opened in Excel)

Import Imports a list of mailboxes from a file. See Import Format Page for more detail.

See Also

l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard:  Select Exchange Online Archives
This screen will appear when you select Online Archives on the Specify Exchange Data Stores page.

Note: This Online Archives selection is meant to select archives from on-premises Exchange servers
accessed by MAPI protocol. It is only available in Exchange versions 2010, 2013 and 2016. For all other ver-
sions, EWS must be selected from the Specify Exchange Data Stores page.



Description

This page allows the user to  search Online Archives found in Exchange 2010 or later.  These data stores are
enabled by administrators andmay not be available for all users.  

Please note: 

l It is possible to enter accounts that do not haveOnline Archives.  If this occurs, and  the selected
account does not have an accessible Online Archive, then the associated task will return an error when
the search is run. 

l As Online Archives are a specialized form of aMailbox, the entry forms and dialog boxes mimic those
for enteringMailbox details.

Columns

Description

Display
Name

Name of the Online Archive

Server Server where the Online Archives are found.

MAPI Profile
Youwill need to use aMaster MAPI profile for access. This profile can be set in two ways.
The first is to set the value individually, per mailbox using the Add or Edit buttons. The
secondmethod is to use theSettings |Connections options to designate a default profile to
use in all instances. In this case, the profile may not show up in this list once the archive is
selected, but it will still be used.

Note:  Earlier versions of Exchange do not require profiles to be created for access.

Buttons

Description

Allows the user to browse theGlobal Address List (GAL) for Online Archive to add to the
list.

Allows users to query Active Directory for Online Archive to add to the list.

Allows users to query Exchange servers to add all Online Archive from a selected server
to themailbox list.



Select the server that contains the Online Archive to include in your search, then click
OK. If the server is not listed, or you cannot navigate to it, try entering the fully qualified
server name in theComputer Name section. Alternately, try using Active Directory.

Note:  Hidden and System data stores are not searchable viaDiscovery Attender.
However, they can be added when selecting the entire server with this feature.  Please
make sure you review the entire list for non-searchable data stores before continuing.  If
non-searchable stores are included in the search, those tasks will fail with access errors.

Allows the user to import a list of Online Archives from a .csv or .txt file.

Allows the user to add a new Online Archive by entering the credentials one by one in the
Edit Mailbox Entry dialog.

Allows the user to edit a selected Online Archive by accessing the Edit Mailbox Entry dia-
log.



Removes the selected Online Archive from the list.

Context Menu

Description

Select All Selects all items in the list

Remove Removes the selected Online Archive

Export Exports the list of Online Archives

Export to Text  ...to a text file

Export to CSV ...to a .csv  file (which can be opened in Excel)

Import Imports a list of Online Archives from a file. See Import Format Page for more detail.

See Also

l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard:  Configure Public Folder Mailbox
This screen will appear when you select Public Folders on the Specify Exchange Data Stores page.



Note: A variation of this form(see below)will appear if you are searching EWS Public Folders. In this case, you
will choose just one EWS mailbox to add for access to Public Folders. See the Select EWS Data Store page
for more details.



Description

Public Folders are repositories of data which can be viewed by a number of different user accounts. These
folders can only be accessed via amailbox with appropriate permissions. This screen will let you enter the
mailbox that will be used to access your public folders. Once amailbox is selected, Discovery Attender can
access any Public Folder to which the selectedmailbox has access.

Options

Description

Display Name Visible name attribute of an ExchangeMailbox.

Server Name Name of the Exchange server where themailbox is located.

DN or Alias Shows the Distinguished Name of the Exchangemailbox (as shown above), or the
Alias (unique nickname) for the ExchangeMailbox.



Verify Access to
this Mailbox

Check this option to test access to themailbox. If the settings could not be verified,
the followingmessage will appear:

Buttons

Description

Browse for the configurationmailbox from theGlobal Address List (GAL).

The following dialog appears to change the details for the selectedmailbox:

Allows users to query Active Directory to select the appropriate mailbox.



See Also

l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard: Select Public Folders
This screen will appear when eitherPublic Folders orEWS Public Folder (Office 365) are chosen in the
Specify Exchange Data Stores page.

Description

This screen is used to select specific Public Folders to include in the search. By default, all Public Folders are
included. To select specific folders, use the drop down box and buttons to refine your choices.

To successfully select and search Public Folders, youmust first select amailbox which has full permissions
to the Public Folders being searched. In the case of EWS data stores, themailbox needs to have connectivity
and rights to the Public Folders being searched.



Options

Description

All Folders All Public Folders will be searched, no further action is needed (default).

Only The Folders
Listed Below

Use the buttons to the right to select the Public Folders to be searched. Only the
selected folders will be searched, items in all other folders will be excluded.

All Folders Except
Those Listed Below

Use the buttons to the right to select Public Folders to be excluded from your
search. Nomessages in the selected folders will be searched.

Include Dumpster
Folders

Do you want to include the Recovery Deleted Items, a.k.a. the Dumpster for the
Public Folder in this search? This can add time to the search.

Columns

If the user is including or excluding certain folders, the list view will be enabled.

Description

Folder Path or
Name

Name of the folder

Type Name orPath. This describes how the Public Folder listed will be evaluated.

If aName, then any folder matching that specific namewill be searched.

ForPath, then any folder within that path structurewill be searched.



Subfolders Records whether the sub-folders of the selected folder will be searched

Assessment How the folder namewill be evaluated. If it will be evaluated as a pattern (either wild-
cards (Like) or Regular Expression), or exactly as entered.

Token Yes or No. Should this folder name be resolved as a pre-defined folder token?
Tokens are designated by a percent sign (i.e. %) and are predefined values.

Buttons

Browse for folders using the Choose Public Folders to add to the list using your default
profile.

Opens the Edit Folders dialog for a user to add a custom Public Folder value.

Opens the Edit Folders dialog for a user to edit the values of a selected Public Folder.

Removes the selection from the list.

See Also

l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard: Select EWS (Office 365) Data Stores
A version of this screen will appear when you select an option to search any EWS (Office 365) data stores
such as EWS Mailbox, Online Archive or Public Folder on the Specify Exchange Data Stores page.



Description

This screen allows you to create and edit a list of data stores located onMicrosoft EWS connected servers
(such as Office 365 ) to include in the search. Use the buttons on the right to add the specified data store to
the text list.

Discovery Attender uses ExchangeWeb Services (EWS) to access data stores onOffice 365 and some on
premises Exchange data stores. To successfully select and search these data stores, the credentials entered
(see below) must have permissions to the data stores being searched. All types of EWS data stores that Dis-
covery Attender searches (Mailboxes, Online Archives and Public Folders) are accessed viamailbox name.

Pleasemake sure you test thesemailboxes for connectivity (see Adding Office 365Mailboxes dialog) to
ensure you have access before starting the search.

Please note:  Accessing EWS based data stores such as Office 365mailboxes over the Internet can be very
slow. An alternative is to export the EWS data stores to PST files using the PreSearch Tool, then search the
generated PST file.

Columns

Description

User
Account

Full name of the EWS (Office 365) data store to include in the search (e.g. tuser-
@sherpasoftware.com). Mailboxes, Online Archives and Public Folders will all use the account
(i.e. mailbox) name for accesss.

Type The type of access to this account.

l Default: This option will use the default delegation (i.e. impersonation) settings at listed in
the EWS Office 365 Settings page.

l Direct: Themailboxes will be accessed directly with the supplied password.
l Impersonated: An alternate delegated account is used to access the account.

Buttons

Opens the entry form for a user to add an EWS (Office 365) Mailbox.

Opens the entry form for a user to edit the selected EWS (Office 365) Mailbox.

Removes the selection from the list.

Imports a list of EWS (Office 365) Mailboxes in .txt or .csv format.

See Import Format Page for more detail.



Imports a list of mailboxes from a previously generated powershell export using the
Settings EWS list option.

Please note: The option to regenerate the list may take some time. It is far better to gen-
erate the list first using the settings, then use the same list for all your entries.

Context Menu

Title Description

Select All Selects all items in the list

Remove Removes the selectedmailbox

Export Exports the list of mailboxes

Export to Text  to a text file

Export to CSV to a .csv  file (which can be opened in Excel)

Import Imports a list of mailboxes from a file. See Import Format Page for more detail.

See Also

l EWS (Office 365) Settings
l Add/Edit EWS Office 365Mailboxes
l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard:  Select PST Files
This screen will appear when you select Outlook Personal File Folders (PSTs) on the Select Areas to
Search page.



Description

Use this page to choose the PST files to include in your search. In addition to the local machine, PSTs on file
servers, laptops or desktops can also be searched as long as the following conditions aremet:

l The PST is not being actively used.
l The installationmachine has connectivity to the PST location
l The login account has full permissions to search the PST location.
l The PST is actually an Outlook Personal Folders file.

Discovery Attender requires read/write access to search PST files.  PSTs stored on certain media (such as
read-only CDs) will need to bemoved to a readable directory before searching can begin.

Columns

Description

File Name of the PST file.



Name

Path Location where PST file was found.

Size Size of the PST file at the time it was entered into the list.

Type If the PST is accessible, this columnwill list the format of PST file (ASCII or Unicode).

If access to the PST is not possible, the entry will be listed in red.  The reason the PST could not be
accessed will be in parenthesis (e.g. (Not a valid PST) or (File in Use)). Once you amend the situ-
ation, use theRefresh button to verify that access has been established.

Buttons

Opens a dialog that allows users to search network shares or hard drives to find all PST
files stored in that location. See Search PSTs for more information.

Refreshes the list of PST files. This is useful to verify any change in status for the
PSTs.

Allows the user to import a previously created list of PST files from a specially formatted
csv or .txt file.

Allows the user to navigate to a path and select PST files to add to the list.

Removes the selected PST files from the list.

Context Menu

Description

Select All Selects all items on the list

Export Exports the list of PSTs

Export to Text ... to a text file

Export to
CSV

...to a .csv  file (which can be opened in Excel)

Import Imports a list of PSTs from a specially formatted file. See Import Format Page for more
detail



See Also

l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Select Archive Users
This screen will appear when you select Archives (Requires Sherpa Software's Archive Attender) on the
Specify Other Email Stores wizard page.

Description:

Use this wizard screen to populate a list of the archive users to include in the search. To successfully choose
users, you will need to know where the archives are located.

If your archives are not user specific, you can still use this screen to enter your archive locations.  Simply fol-
low the same directions, andmake sure you use theSPLIT button tomake the searchmore efficient.

Please note:



l The option is for searching archives created with Sherpa Software's Archive Attender only.
l Discovery Attender can search Archive Attender archives without an installation of Archive Attender
on the installation computer.

l To search archives created with Outlook, select theOutlook Personal Folders (PST File)
option. ExchangeOnline Archives are searched using theOnline Archivesoption . For all other
archive stores, check with your software provider for searching functionality.

Columns

Description

Users Name of the archive users, or designation of the archive location folder

Archive Paths Location where the user archives are found.

Buttons

Opens a browse dialog box allowing you to navigate to a single archive location.

Breaks up the selected path into its first level directories. This is very helpful in making
your searchmore efficient by addingmore tasks to the process queue.

Imports a list of archive users. This file can be generated by using the context menu to
export the list of users to a CSV file .

Opens the Select Archive Users dialog form which allows you to select users frommul-
tiple archive user locations.

Please note:  This list of archive locations can be created in the Settings.



Allows you to add the path to an individual archive location using theARCHIVE PATH
ENTRY dialog box:

Removes the selected items from the Archive Users list.

Context Menu

Description

Select All Selects all users in the list

Remove Removes the selected users from the list

Export Exports the list of archive users

Export to CSV ...to a .csv  file which can be opened in Excel or re-imported to this wizard
screen

Import Imports a list of archive users from a file previously created with the export
option

See Also

l Archive Attender Summary
l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard:  Specify Email Options
This screen will appear when searchingmessages from email based data stores.



Description

This page allows the user to choose whether the search should encompass message content only, attach-
ment content only, or both.  It is used to helpmake the searchmore efficient.

Please note: Regardless of the setting chosen on this screen - attachments are always exported with source
messages.  This maintains the context of parent-child relationship.

Options

Description

Search Both Messages
and Attachments

Bothmessages and attachments will be searched with criteria available for
both types.

This is best option if a search contains keyword criteria.

Search Messages Only Only messages will be searched with criteria available for messages only.



Choosing this option will speed up the search significantly if only date,
address or message type criteria is being used.

This is best when searching only for message criteria, such as addresses or
dates.

Search Attachments Only Only the attachments will be searched. This is most effective when search-
ing for file names only criteria.

See Also

l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard:  Select Email Folders
This screen will appear when email in Mailboxes, Online Archives, PST files, Archive Attender archives, or
EWS (Office 365) data stores is being searched.



Description

This screen allows you to select specific folders to search in your mail stores. By default all folders found in
the data store are searched. However if you wish to limit your search to standard folders (e.g. Sent Items or
Deleted Items) or custom folders (e.g. Project X), this is the screen. Use the drop down box and buttons to
specify the folders to include or exclude from your search.

This page also defines whether or not to include the Dumpsters as part of your search of Microsoft Exchange
Server based data.  

l Dumpsters are also known as the Recover Deleted Items. Thy are enabled by the Exchange admin-
istrators but may not be present in all environments. 

l Microsoft has added significantly to the functionality of the Recoverable Items (previously known as
the Dumpster). In addition to its task as a recovery folder, the Dumpsters are also used to support built
in Litigation Hold and retention functionality in O365 or on-premises Exchange servers.

l Always test this functionality before deploying a dumpster search on a large number of locations.
Some anti-virus and administrator settings prevent Discovery Attender from searching or exporting
items from these stores.

Options

Description

All Folders All email folders will be searched, no further action is needed (default).

Only The Folders
Listed Below

Use the buttons to the right to select folders to be searched. Only these folders will
be searched, messages in other folders will be excluded.

All Folders Except
Those Listed
Below

Use the buttons to the right to select folders to be excluded. Nomessages in these
folders will be searched.

Include Dumpster
Folders (Recover
Deleted Items)

Do you want to include the Recovery Deleted Items, a.k.a. the Dumpster? This
option is only enabled if you are searchingMailboxes.

Note:  Searching Dumpsters adds significant time to the search, and not all
Exchange servers support this functionality. Be sure to test access to Dumpsters
first by running a sample search before selecting this option.

Columns

If the user is including or excluding certain folders, the list view will be enabled.



Description

Folder Path or
Name

Name of the folder

Type Name or Path, describes how the folder will be evaluated. If a Name, then any folder
matching that namewill be searched, if a Path, then any folder within that path struc-
turewill be searched.

Subfolders Records whether the sub-folders of the selected folder will be searched

Assessment How the folder namewill be evaluated, whether it will be evaluated as a pattern
(either Like or RegEx), or exactly as entered.

Token Yes or No. Should this folder name be resolved as a  pre-defined folder token?

Note: Unless choosing folders from the 'Common' folder list, do not enable this
option.

Buttons

List of common folders to use to add to the list:



Browse for folders to add to the list using your default profile.

Opens the Edit Folders dialog for a user to add a custom folder value.

Opens the Edit Folders dialog for a user to edit the values of a selected folder.

Removes a folder from the list.



See Also

l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard:  Select NSF Files
This screen will appear when you select Lotus Notes Mail Files (NSFs) on the Specify Other Email Stores
wizard page.

Description

This page allows the user to enter Lotus Notes mail files (.NSF files) that you wish to include in the search.  
Use the buttons on the right side of the screen to choose NSF files to include in the list. 

 Please note:

l Entries listed in red cannot be searched due to access or other issues.
l Discovery Attender is not able to search Notes applications outside of email.  Other important details
for NSF searching can be found in the NSF File Searching summary.



Columns

Description

File Name The name of the NSF file.

Path The file path(s) indicating the location of the selected file(s).

Size The size of the selected file(s).

Buttons

Description

Opens a Search for Mail Files dialog box that scans chosen directories, computers or
file shares for NSF files to include in the search.

Refreshes the list of NSF files. This is useful to verify any change in status for the NSF
files.

Allows the user to import a list of NSF files from a .csv or .txt file.

Allows the user to specify individual NSFmail files one by one.

Removes the selectedmailboxes from the list.

Context Menu:

Description

Select All Selects all items on the list.

Remove Removes the selected File Path

Export Exports the list of File Paths

Export to Text ...to a text file.

Export to CSV ...to a .csv  file (which can be opened in Excel).

Import Imports a list of File Paths from a file. See Import Format Page for more detail.



See Also

l NSF File Summary
l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard:  Select NSF Folders
This screen will appear when email is searched in Lotus Notes mail files as selected in the Specify Other
Email Stores wizard page.

Description

This screen allows you to select specific folders to search in Lotus Notes mail files.  

Please note:

l Folders in NSFmail files are similar to views in other applications.  Themost important thing to remem-
ber is that in a Lotus Notes Mail file, the samemessage can be inmultiple views. 

l There is also a default folder/view calledAll Documentswhich contains every item in the NSF file.



Options

Description

All Folders All folders will be searched, no further action is needed (default).

Only The Folders
Listed Below

Use the buttons to the right to select folders to be searched. Only the selected
folders will be searched, messages not present in the selected folder will be
excluded.

All Folders Except
Those Listed
Below

Use the buttons to the right to select folders to be excluded. Nomessages in these
folders will be searched.

Columns

Description

Folder Path
or Name

Name of the folder

Type Name or Path, describes how the folder will be evaluated. If a Name, then any folder match-
ing that namewill be searched, if a Path, then any folder within that path structurewill be
searched.

Subfolders Records whether the subfolders of the selected folder will be searched

Assess-
ment

How the folder namewill be evaluated, whether it will be evaluated as a pattern (either Like
or RegEx), or exactly as entered.

Token Yes or No. Should this folder name be resolved as a  pre-defined folder token?

Buttons

Opens a dialog box containing a list of common Lotus Notes mail folders. 



Opens the Edit Folders dialog box for users to add specific custom folder entries not
found on the common folder list.

Allows the user to edit a selected folder using the Edit Folders dialog box.

Removes the selected folder from the list.

See Also

l NSF Summary
l Main Console
l Table of Contents

Search Wizard:  Select MSG Email File Paths
This screen will appear when you select Outlook Mail Messages (MSG files) orStandard Email Files
(MIME) (.EML Files) on the Specify Other Email Stores wizard page.



Description

Discovery Attender can search .MSG files as files or email. When searched as email, MSG files can be
scanned usingmail specific criteria such as address or message type. However, they must be designated as
email by using this screen, which is enabled from the Select Other Email Stores wizard page.

To searchMSG files as emails, use this page to list the paths where individual mail items are stored. These
file paths will be queried and then processed using email specific criteria such as address, message type or
date in addition to the traditionally used keywords and dates.

Sections

Description

File Path Full Name of the path to be searched

Please note: File paths bemapped to a drive letter or entered as a UNC path.

Subfolders Indicates whether subfolders of the path will be searched.



Logging
Options

Select this option to ignore errors caused by non-MSG files appearing in the selected file
paths.

Please note:  By un-checking this option, those non-MSG files will be listed as excep-
tions.

Buttons

Description

Allows the user to browse the computer for paths to enter in this list.

Breaks up the selected path into its first level directories.

Please note:  This split option is very helpful in making your searchmore efficient by
addingmore tasks to the process queue.

Allows the user to import the file path list from a .csv or .txt file. See Import Format
Page for more detail.

Allows the user to add a new file path directly.

Allows the user to edit the selected entry.

Removes the selected path from the list.

Context Menu

Description

Select All Selects all items on the list.

Remove Removes the selected File Path

Export Exports the list of File Paths

Export to Text ...to a text file.

Export to CSV ...to a .csv  file (which can be opened in Excel).

Import Imports a list of File Paths from a file. See Import Format Page for more detail.



See Also

l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard:  Select EMLFile Paths
This screen will appear when you select Standard Email Files (MIME) (.EML Files) on the Specify Other
Email Stores wizard page.

Description

Discovery Attender can search .EML files as files or email. When searched as email, EML files can be
scanned usingmail specific criteria such as address or message type. However, they must be designated as
email by using this screen, which is enabled from the Select Other Email Stores wizard page.

To searchMSG files as emails, use this page to list the paths where individual mail items are stored. These
file paths will be queried and then processed using email specific criteria such as address, message type or
date in addition to the traditionally used keywords and dates.



Sections

Description

File Path Full Name of the path to be searched

Please note: File paths bemapped to a drive letter or entered as a UNC path.

Subfolders Indicates whether subfolders of the path will be searched.

Logging
Options

Select this option to ignore errors caused by non-EML files appearing in the selected file
paths.

Please note:  By un-checking this option, those non-EML files will be listed as excep-
tions.

Buttons

Description

Allows the user to browse the computer for paths to enter in this list.

Breaks up the selected path into its first level directories.

Please note:  This split option is very helpful in making your searchmore efficient by
addingmore tasks to the process queue.

Allows the user to import the file path list from a .csv or .txt file. See Import Format
Page for more detail.

Allows the user to add a new file path directly.

Allows the user to edit the selected entry.

Removes the selected path from the list.

Context Menu

Description

Select All Selects all items on the list.

Remove Removes the selected File Path



Export Exports the list of File Paths

Export to Text ...to a text file.

Export to CSV ...to a .csv  file (which can be opened in Excel).

Import Imports a list of File Paths from a file. See Import Format Page for more detail.

See Also

l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard:  Select File Paths
This screen will appear when you select Files on Network Shares, Hard Drives or Local Machines on
the Select Areas to Search wizard page.



Description

This screen allows you to select and edit a list of File Paths to include in the search. In addition to the local
machine, File Paths can also be searched on file servers, laptops or desktops as long as the following con-
ditions aremet:

l The installationmachine has connectivity to the file store location via mapped drive or UNC path
l The login account has full permissions to search the file store location.
l File names (including path) do not exceed 255 characters

Please note: Before embarking on a large file search, please review the Searching Large File Shares article for
more information and best practices.

Columns

Title Description

File Path Full Name of the path to be searched (Note: Can bemapped or UNC path)

Subfolders Indicates whether subfolders of the path are being searched

Buttons

Allows you to browse your network for file shares to add to the list.

Breaks up the selected path into its first level directories. This is very helpful in making
your searchmore efficient by addingmore tasks to the process queue.

Opens the automatic split dialog whichmakes splittingmore effective by allowing you to
choose the number of levels to split, and themaximum number of folders to have in your
search.



Allows the user to import a list of paths from a .csv or .txt file.

Select a computer where file paths can be found. This can be useful for selecting files on
remote desktops or network shares.

Selecting the domain, or clicking the + sign will allow you to see themachines listed under
that domain. Check the boxes corresponding to themachines you'd like to search and
then click 'OK' to open a dialog to select any applicable shares on thosemachines.

Check a share and click 'OK' it to the list.

Please note: You will need connectivity, access and permissions to view and collect data
from these drives.



Manually add a path to the list.

Edit the selected path.

Remove the selected path from the list.

Context Menu

Description

Select All Selects all items on the list.

Remove Removes the selected File Path

Export Exports the list of File Paths

Export to Text ...to a text file.

Export to CSV ...to a .csv  file (which can be opened in Excel).

Import Imports a list of File Paths from a file. See Import Format Page for more detail.

See Also

l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard:  Select SharePoint Sites
This screen will appear when you select SharePoint (requires SharePoint component) on the Select
Areas to Search page.



Description

This page allows you to select SharePoint sites or collections to be included as part of the search.

Please note:

l Before you can enter values in this page, the default SharePoint server credentials must be entered
and connectivity tested from the Settings. Those server credentials are dependent on theDiscovery
Attender for SharePoint component being properly installed.

l See the SharePoint summary page for help with setting up SharePoint searches.

Options

Description

Type Displays whether the intended SharePoint destination is a Site or Site Collection.

URL The URL indicating the SharePoint server and directory to be searched.



Buttons

Allows you to browse your SharePoint server for sites or collections to add to the list:

Use theSharePoint Web Application option to select the higher level Web Application
entity. For more details, refer to your SharePoint Administrator for the proper value.

Next, collections can be expanded or collapsed by clicking on the plus(+) or minus(-)
signs to the left of their node name. Site names displayed in blue or black are accessible.
Blue values indicate the site is a top-level site within the Collection, whereas black indic-
ates lower level sub-sites.

Site names displayed in red generally indicate that theDiscovery Attender for SharePoint
component lacks sufficient permission to search these sites. However, theremay be top-
level Sites beneath the site names that contain searchable data.

The default SharePoint server is defined on the SharePoint Settings page.

Manually add a site or collection to the list:



Enter the appropriate URL and designate whether it represents a Site or a Collection.

Edit the selected entry:

Edit the URL and designate whether it represents a Site or a Collection.

Remove the selected site or collection from the list.

See Also

l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard: Choose Search Criteria
This wizard page will appear for all searches.



Description

This wizard screen allows users to choose the conditions for filtering results during the search. Selecting an
option on this screen will enablemore detailed choices on subsequent wizard pages.

Please note: Tomake your searchmost efficient, only choose the options that are relevant to your search.

Description

General
Criteria

This section is always enabled and these options are available for any kind of search.

Keywords Returns hits in items which contain specific words or phrases.

Date Only include results that fall within a certain date range.

Size Only include results that fall within a certain size range.

File Name
or Type

Restrict file and attachment results based on file name or type.

Email Cri- This section is only enabled if email stores are being searched.



teria

Addresses Limit message and attachment results based on specific recipient or sender criteria. For use
with email items only.

Message
Type

Restrict message items results based on the category – Email Message, Calendar Item,
Contact, etc.

Please note: If you wish to search all message types, leave this option unchecked as all mes-
sage types are searched by default.

SharePoint
Criteria

This section is only enabled if SharePoint is included as part of your search.

Users Restrict results to items which were created or modified by certain users

Lists Restrict results to items which are located in specified SharePoint lists.

Old Ver-
sions

 Checking this option will ensure that older versions of files stored in SharePoint are
searched.  Keeping this option uncheckedmeans only themost current version will be
searched.   

There are certain limitations to searching old versions, see SharePoint summary for details.

Buttons

Select (check) all check boxes in the criteria list

Un-check all check boxes in the criteria list

See Also

l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Choose Addresses
This screen will appear whenAddresses has been selected on the Choose Search Criteria page.



Description

This wizard screen tells Discovery Attenderwhat address criteria should be used to help filter message res-
ults. Enter the address criteria in the text box, one per line, and then choose an evaluationmethod from the
drop down list.

Please note:

l Discovery Attenderwill search theDisplay Name andAddress (aka Routing or X 400) portions of
address properties tomatch the criteria. It will also search theCommon or SMTP address property,
where applicable.

l The address must match the entire field, so it is advisable to use wildcards (e.g. *) around your address
to procure amatch. See the Email Address Clarification below for more detail.

l Internal addresses found in Exchange based email often use a distinctive address pattern (e.g.
/O=SherpaSoftware/OU=QA/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TUSER) instead of themore familiar format
tuser@sherpasoftware.com.



l It may be easier to enter addresses from internal addresses by using the Global Address List (GAL). In
this case use the Browse button to select the entries (recommended). If this is not possible (e.g. no link
to the GAL, employee has left the organization), then your best bet to find an internal address is to use
bothDisplay Name and smtp address.

l The entire address field must bematched, so it is essential that wildcards are used when searching for
portions of addresses. For example, if searching for the Sherpa Software domain, you would use *@sh-
erpasoftware.com. Searching for a last name only should have wildcards on either side, e.g. *miller*.
Formore information, see Email Address Clarification below.

l Proximity is not supported with Address criteria. If you require proximity, use keyword searching
instead. Just remember to enable 'Messages Addresses' in theMESSAGEOPTIONSwizard page.

Options

Find Any
Address lis-
ted below

An Address canmatch either Sender or Recipients (To, CC, BCC) to return a hit

Find Any
Sender ...

Addresses from the list must match the Sender to return a hit

Find Any
Recipient ...

Addresses from the list must match at least one Recipient (TO, CC, BCC) to return a hit.

Note:  A hit will be returned even if other recipients are listed as long as one of the recip-
ients is listed.

Find Only
Specified
Recipients

Only returns amatch where ALL the recipients are on this list.

Note:  A hit will NOT be returned if it there are any other recipients on the email.

Find Con-
versation
Between Any
Two
Addresses

The Sender and at least one Recipient must be in the address list. There should be at least
two addresses in the list to work correctly.

This option is Ideal for findingmessages between specified address, but keep inmind if
one of the addresses belongs to the custodian whose email you are searching, it is more
efficient to use the Find Any Address option with the non-custodial addresses.

Find Con-
versation
Between Dif-
ferent...

Finds results where the sender is from one list and at least one recipient is from the other.
Theremust be at least one address per box. The screen will change to this view:



Find only
Specified
Conversation

The Sender and at least all Recipient must be in the address list. There should be at least
two addresses in the list to work correctly.

Note: If any other addressees are in the email that are not on this list, the email will not be
returned as a result.

All conversation options will result in false positives if the sender is in the habit of CC or
BCCing their address.

Exclude All
Addresses

Addresses in the list can *not* be in any of themessage address fields (Sender, To, CC,
BCC, On Behalf Of).

Please note:  The Exclude options can be very tricky to verify. It is better to use Automatic
Labels for identifying email that should be excluded. Additionally, please see the Handling
Privileged Data section for other ideas.

Exclude
Sender ...

Addresses in the list can *not* be in the Sender fields

Exclude
Recipient...

Addresses in the list can *not* be in any of the recipient fields

Note:  The aboveEXCLUDE options are not recommended because of the lack of audit-
ing (i.e. listing what documents were excluded). Instead Sherpa recommends using auto-
matic labels, views or filters combined with organizational tools in Results Management.

Use Server
Side Filtering

This option enables Server Side Filtering specifically for Address criteria. If enabled, the
data store filters in Exchange or PST files will be used as a first pass in applying the
address criteria to themessages being searched. Enabling this option significantly speeds
up the search, however, precision can be lost. We recommend testing Server Side Fil-
tering for addresses before deploying it on a production search to verify its functionality in
your environment.



If you would like this option enabled or disabled by default, please see the Settings.

Buttons

Description

Using this screen, the user can test address criteria against sample data frommailboxes,
PST files or loose .msg files.

Note: When using the test criteria, please choose small data stores.

Opens the global address list (GAL) to help select the entries to populate the criteria box.
Browsing the GAL is recommended if you are choosing addresses from your Exchange
environment. 

See Note below about the syntax.

Allows the user to select a file that contains  address criteria.  The file must be in text (.txt)
format. The text entries will be imported verbatim.

Opens theADVANCED ADDRESSOPTION dialog box which allows the user to specify more
granular aspects of the addresses criteria by limiting the address criteria using the type of
address (e.g. EX, SMTP, Notes etc.) or recipient field (To, CC, BCC).

Email Address Clarification

An address search termmust match the entire property text to be considered a hit. However, patternmatch-
ing can be used with the address search term tomaximize hits. See the chart below for examples



Example Address Properties

A John Smith <john.Smith@foo.com>

B John.Smith@foo.com

C “John Smith”

D jsmith@foo.com

Search Term Hits Returned

john.smith@foo.com B

*smith@foo.com B and D

*smith@foo.com* A, B and D

 *smith* A, B, C and D

*john.smith@foo.com* A and B

For a list of MAPI properties that are searched for email address criteria, please see the properties help page.

Please note:  Discovery Attender may automatically format addresses chosen from theGAL for themost effi-
cient searching. For example, choosingWolfgangMozart from theGAL as a test will enter the following into
the text box:

Wolfgang Mozart
LIKE("*cn=WMOZART"):EX
"wmozart@sherpa-exchange.com":SMTP

The first entry: Wolfgang Mozart is the Display Name of the address. The second line is the unique alias
cn=WMOZART converted to Discovery Attender engine syntax LIKE("*cn=WMOZART"):EX. This expres-
sion is the equivalent of entering: *cn=WMOZART*

The LIKE("") portion indicates this entry has a Like Pattern, while the :EX defines the Address Type. See
Advanced button for more detail.

Context Menu

Description

Undo Erases the previous command for the text box

Cut Removes the selected items from the list and holds them inmemory

Copy Holds the selected item inmemory while keeping it in the list

Paste Takes items frommemory and adds them to the selected list

Delete Removes the selected items from the list but does not keep them inmemory

Select All Selects all items in the list  box



See Also

l PatternMatching
l Properties
l Main Console
l Table of Contents

Search Wizard: Choose Keywords
This screen will appear when Keywords has been selected on the Choose Search Criteria page.

Description

This wizard screen allows a user to enter the keyword criteria to use in a search. You have the option to input
a list of words or to enter a custom search expression using Boolean logic.

Enter the keyword criteria in the text box and then choose an evaluationmethod from the drop down list. Be
sure to use the keyword tester to verify the validity of your entries.

Please note:  If you are using AND/OR (i.e. Boolean) logic, youmust select Search Expression.



Options

Description

Word List (Find any of
these keywords)

If any of the listed keywords are found, the search item will be passed (i.e. Huck
OR TomOR Becky). Uses  BooleanOR.

Word List (All of these
keywords must by
found)

Requires that all the listed words or phrases must be found for the search item to
pass (i.e. Huck AND Tom AND Becky)

Search Expression
(Use AND/OR logic)

This allows the administrator to enter a logical expression for keyword usage.
See Search Term Clarification for more detail.

Match Case Check here to ensure the search will match only if the exact case of the entered
keywords is found. Leave blank (default) to search a word or expression regard-
less of case.

Please note:  All words or phrases in the text box will be affected by this option
andmust match case if selected.

Word List Rules

When using aWord list (Any or All), keep inmind the following rules are used for evaluating the entries:

l Keywords or Phrases should be entered one word or phrase per line.
l Quotes are not needed for multi-word phrases. Each item is delineated by the line breaks.
l Wildcards may be used in words or phrases. Discovery Attender will automatically recognize wild-
cards as a Like Pattern. If you wish to search for literal word, one that has a  wildcard as a character
you wish to search, put the word or expression in quotes.

l Regular Expressions may be used as part of the keyword list. Make sure to use the proper syntax (i.e.
RegEx("expression").

l Proximity operators (e.g. raft NEAR(3) Mississippi) may be used in aWord List .
l PATTERN options for finding PCI or PII data can also be used.

Search Expression Rules

A search expression uses Boolean logic to enter amore complex set of keyword criteria. When a search
expression is used, follow these guidelines:

l Valid Boolean operators are: AND, OR, AND NOT

l Always use the Keyword Tester to validate your search expression.

l Long search expressions will word-wrap around the text box. Do not enter words or phrases one per
line, as this could cause an error or a logical mistranslation.

l Multi-word phrases need to be surrounded by double quotes, e.g. "Statue of Liberty"



Multi-word phrases with wildcards need to use the LIKE reserved word . For example, LIKE("stock
market*").

l Double quotes (") should surround words or phrases with punctuation including spaces, hyphens, par-
enthesis or commas, e.g. "100-234".

l Be sure to use parenthesis to group search expressions, e.g. ((blue OR green) AND (red or yellow))
OR (lions AND tigers AND bears)

l Proximity operators can be used in search expressions, e.g. (bank* NEAR asset*  AND loan NEAR
payment)

l Discovery Attender will automatically consider items with wildcards to be valid Like Patterns, unless
that word or phrase is in double quotes.  Therefore, *day*will find today or days, while "*day*"will find
only the exact phase *day*with the asterisks included.

l  See Search Term Clarification for more detail on proximity, nesting, patternmatching andmore.

Please note: If you have a long, complicated search expression, it helps to break it up in is component parts
and build it up one expression at a time using the keyword tester.  

Defining Branch Expression Hits

To ensure that expression branch hits are reported correctly in the keyword views and reports, use the less-
than and greater-than signs ("<",">") at the beginning and end of the portion of the expression to delineate a dis-
creet branch of a larger search expression (i.e. <expression>). 

If employed correctly, the branch expression hits will show up in theResults Management | Keyword node.

For example, when using the expression:  ((blue OR green) AND (red OR yellow)) OR ((cat OR dog) AND
(lion* OR tiger* OR bear*)) ,  youmay want to report on  (blue OR green) AND (red OR yellow) as one
branch hit and  (cat OR dog) AND (lion* OR tiger* OR bear*) as another. 

To discreetly identify each phrase, use the less-than and greater-than signs as in this example:  <((blue OR
green) AND (red OR yellow))> OR <((cat OR dog) AND (lion* OR tiger* OR bear*))> . 

Syntax note:  These delineators can be substituted for the outermost parenthesis of the branch.  This
example:  <blue AND green> OR <red AND yellow>  is equivalent to <(blue AND green)> OR <(red
AND yellow)>

If parenthesis were not used in your original expression, the addition of the branch delineators (<,>) will add
grouping logic to the expression.

If you need assistance with search expressions, please contact Sherpa Technical Support.

Buttons

Description

Opens the keyword tester which allows the user to validate the keyword criteria against
files and sample text. Highly Recommended.



Allows the user to select a file that contains keyword criteria (either a list or search
expression).  The file must be in text (.txt) format.   The  entries will be copied into this
wizard page verbatim.

Changes how the keyword criteria is evaluated within the search. A list will be converted
into a Search Expression, while a Search Expression will be converted to the closest list
(Any, All) equivalent.

Imports the addresses specified on the Choose Addresses wizard page and adds them
to the keyword list. This, along with other choices, is helpful in finding addresses in the
bodies of messages.

Context Menu

Description

Undo Erases the previous command for the text box

Cut Removes the selected items from the list and holds them inmemory

Copy Holds the selected item inmemory while keeping it in the list

Paste Takes items frommemory and adds them to the selected list

Delete Removes the selected items from the list but does not keep them inmemory

Select All Selects all items on the list

Please note: Theremay be other context menu options available for inserting different types of text or char-
acters.

See Also

l PatternMatching
l Keyword Tester
l Search Term Clarification
l Table of Contents

Search Wizard:  Keyword Search Options
This screen will appear when Keywords has been selected on the Choose Search Criteria page, although
some options may be disabled.



Description

Discovery Attender has a number of options for use in searching keywords.  This wizard screen allows the
user to choose the ones that will work best with their search.

Search
Type

Method by which the contents of files will be parsed by the search engine. At least one option
must be chosen when searching for keywords in files or attachments.

Native
Format

All searchable text is extracted from a file or attachment using the item's proprietary file format,
if available (e.g. MSWord for .doc). Discovery Attender uses the dtSearch® engine for parsing
text from the file. See the supported file list for more detail.

Raw Data Opens a file on a binary level using a text comparison of both ASCII and UNICODE versions
of the criteria.

It is highly recommended that you disable this setting if you have any acronyms in your search.

Please note: This option is included for backwards compatibility.  The  functionality has gen-
erally been replaced by theNative format option. It is off by default and not needed inmost
searches. If enabled, this option will add significant time to your search and increase false pos-
itives.



Keyword
Reporting
Options

Level of detail to return with keyword searches

Simple Limited detail option, storing only the first keyword that matches the criteria in a result item. As
soon as the criteria is validated, Discovery Attenderwill proceed to the next item. No other
keywords are searched or returned. This is the quickest searchmethod.

Complete (default) AfterDiscovery Attender finds a keywordmatch, the search will continue evaluating
the keyword criteria for further matches until the criteria is exhausted. *All* keywords that
match the criteria will be stored in the database. 

This option is helpful for keyword reporting, however, the time it takes to complete a search
grows with the number of keywords or complexity of the search expression. If you are search-
ing hundreds of keywords and do not require keyword reporting, use theSimple option instead.

Keyword
with
Address
Option

When you are searching bothAddress andKeyword criteria, you have two options to eval-
uate the criteria.

Both...
(AND)

(default) In order to return a hit, the itemmust validate for both the keyword AND address cri-
teria.

Either...
(OR)

A hit will be returned if an itemmatches the keyword OR the address criteria.

Exchange
Server
Keyword
Filtering

When enabled, this option uses the native Exchange or Office 365 indexes as a first pass for
keywords. While this significantly speeds up the search, it will be at the cost of precision.
Exchange indexes cannot index all messages or attachments, and cannot report on what was
not indexed using this method. Therefore using this optionmay result in missed results. It is
useful, however, for sample searches, reporting and to test criteria.

Regular Expressions and patterns cannot be used with Exchange server filtering.

Note: This option will only be enabled if on-premises Exchange or Office 365 data stores are
chosen.

See Also

l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard:  Enter File Names and Types
This screen will appear when File Names has been selected on the Choose Search Criteria page.



Description

This screen allows you to enter the criteria for files names or types.   This criteria listed here will be compared
against the names of files and attachments.

l One entry is permitted per line. Use of Like and RegEx patterns is permitted.

l This criteria is tested before keyword criteria . If you wish to create a list of all files excluded of a cer-
tain file type, Custom Exceptions can be used rather than this criteria.

l Most file and attachment names are found in a filename.extension format (e.g. budget.doc).  To find
all files of a specific type, use the asterisks (*) wildcard.  For example, to find all word documents use
*.doc*. This will find all files which end in .doc (Word 2003 and below) or .docx (Word 2007 and
above).

l It is highly recommended you use the exclude option for files which cannot be parsed for text (e.g.
media files, executables, databases etc.). A list of example types can be accessed through the Com-
mon button. 

l You can edit the default list of common files using the Tools | Settings, Common Files node.



l The reserved wordEXT(NONE) allows you to search for or exclude files that have no extension.

Options

Description

Include... Result files and attachments names must match an item in the list to be returned
as a hit.

Exclude... Result files and attachments will be a hit, unless the file namematches an item in
the list

Include a list of file
names, but Exclude
others

Result items must be in the inclusion list, but cannot match the exclusion criteria.
In the example below, all files ending in .docwill be returned, except a file with
budget in its name.

The list box will change to the following view:

Buttons 

Title Description

Allows you to browse for a file which contains a list of file names or types .  The file must
be a text file (.txt).   Entries gathered from the import list file will be added to the wizard
line for line.

Opens a dialog box containing a list of commonly included and excluded file names or
types.  You can use this option to add commonly included or excluded types to the text
box. The lists that appear in this dialog box can be customized in the Setting screen.



Context Menu

Description

Undo Erases the previous command for the text box

Cut Removes the selected items from the list and holds them inmemory

Copy Holds the selected item inmemory while keeping it in the list

Paste Takes items frommemory and adds them to the selected list

Delete Removes the selected items from the list but does not keep them inmemory

Select All Selects all items on the list

See Also

l Common File Types
l Main Console
l Table of Contents
l Searching Large File Shares

Search Wizard:  Enter Categories
This screen will appear whenCategories has been selected as email criteria on the Choose Search Criteria
page.



Description

This screen allows you to enter the criteria for searching based on email categories.   This criteria listed here
will be compared against the category fields of messages where applicable. Not all messages contain cat-
egories, and not all versions of Outlook support categories.

l One entry is permitted per line.
l Use of Like and RegEx patterns is permitted.

Options

Description

Include... The category of amessagemust match an entry on the list to be returned as a hit.

Exclude... Messages will be returned, unless they have a category that matches an entry on the list, in
which case it will be ignored.



Buttons 

Title Description

Allows you to browse for a file which contains a list of file names or types .  The file must
be a text file (.txt).   Entries gathered from the import list file will be added to the wizard
line for line.

Context Menu

Description

Undo Erases the previous command for the text box

Cut Removes the selected items from the list and holds them inmemory

Copy Holds the selected item inmemory while keeping it in the list

Paste Takes items frommemory and adds them to the selected list

Delete Removes the selected items from the list but does not keep them inmemory

Select All Selects all items on the list

See Also

l Table of Contents

Search Wizard:  Choose Date Range
This screen will appear whenDate has been selected on the Choose Search Criteria page.



Description

You can limit your results so that only items matching specific date criteria are returned. This screen sets the
date range. You will have the opportunity to select individual date types on further wizard screens (Message,
Attachment and File Options).

Date Range:
Use the selection and date controls to limit your date. Dates are inmmm dd, yyyy format. When using this
criteria, the search will only include items whose dates are: 

Description

After (>=) After the selected date, starting at midnight (1/1/2020 00:00:00)

Between Between the date ranges inclusive.

Before (<=) Before the selected date, ending at the end of the day (12/31/2020 23:59:59)

Use Server Side Fil- This option enables Server Side Filtering specifically for Date criteria. If



tering enabled, the data store filters in Exchange or PST files will be used as a first
pass in applying the date criteria to themessages being searched. Enabling this
option significantly speeds up the search. There are a few scenarios with dates
where precision could be lost. We recommend testing Server Side Filtering for
dates before deploying it on a production search to verify its functionality in your
environment.

If you would like this option enabled or disabled by default, please see the Set-
tings.

Notes

l Checking the 'Show time as part of dates' option will show the time portion of the date allowing you
to fine tune the range.  However, keep inmind that dates are searched as they are stored. Email dates
are often stored in UTC and not necessarily in local time. 

l Enter the date range by directly editing the date. Themonth field can only be changed with the arrow
keys.

l To choose a date using the calendar, click on the arrows on top of the control to move themonth, then
click on a given date within themonth to select it. You can also click on the title date (e.g. May 2020)
to choose other months, years or decades.

Calendar Control

See Also

l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard:  Choose Size Range
This screen will appear whenSize has been selected on the Choose Search Criteria page.



Description

This screen allows you to limit your results so that only messages, attachments or files matching a specific
size criteria are returned. This screen sets the size range. You will have the opportunity to select which result
types shouldmatch the size criteria on further wizard screens (Message, Attachment and File Options).

Size Range:
Use the selection and size fields to limit your search.

Description

Larger  Than (>=) Results will only include items with sizes greater than the given size

Between Results will include all items with inclusive sizes between the ranges

Less Than (<=) Results will only include items whose sizes are less than the given size

Size Units Use the drop-down arrow to select the units for the size range values. Byte is the
default unit.



Use Server Side Fil-
tering

This option enables Server Side Filtering specifically for Size criteria. If enabled,
the data store filters in Exchange or PST files will be used as a first pass in apply-
ing the size criteria to themessages being searched. Enabling this option sig-
nificantly speeds up the search. There are few scenarios with size where
precision could be lost. We recommend testing Server Side Filtering for sizes
before deploying it on a production search to verify its functionality in your envir-
onment.

If you would like this option enabled or disabled by default, please see the Set-
tings.

See Also

l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard:  Choose SharePoint Data Types to Search
This screen will appear if searching SharePoint. Note: Currently only Document Libraries can be searched.



Description

This screen allows you to limit the search to specific data types in SharePoint. Data in SharePoint is stored in
libraries, which in turn store specified types of data. Choose the data type options that match those you are
tying to search.

Options

Description

Where to Search

Document Libraries This library contains files of any format

Wiki Pages These are HTML based data stores which can contain attachments links
etc.



Events This includes all items in event lists

Announcements This includes all items in announcement lists

Generic Lists These are lists which are custommade.

All Other Types This option will search any type not listed above, including some system
types such as 'Groups' or 'People'

Handling SharePoint
Objects

These options will tell Discovery Attender how you would like to search
objects that contain attachments. Choose from the options listed in the drop
down box:

Please note: The SharePoint export options in the Settings control the
export of attachments and property files

See Also

l Searching SharePoint
l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Choose Message Types
This screen will appear when Message Type has been selected on the Choose Search Criteria page.



Description

In Microsoft parlance, a 'Message’ is an all-encompassing term for all items stored in Exchange or PST based
mail stores. There are a variety of message types, and this screen can be used to narrow your search to
those types that are required. 

l To include a specific message type, simply check the box of that type. To exclude a type, uncheck the
box.

l All standard properties of the selected types will be evaluated, including dates, addresses, and attach-
ments (if selected).

l If theMessage Type option is not selected on the criteria page, allmessage types will be searched by
default.

Description

Emails and
Drafts

Includes standard email messages including drafts

Calendar
Entries and
Invitations

Appointments, Meetings and other calendar entries



Journal
Entries

Outlook’s diary which keeps track of activities.

Please note:  This option has nothing to do with Journal messages created by the
Exchange journaling service. Those types of messages are handled by options in the set-
tings.

Notes Outlook’s equivalent of sticky notes

Contacts Entries associated with contacts

Task Entries
and Follow-
ups

Brief task descriptions

Archive
Attender
Stubbed
Messages

If you employ Sherpa Software's Archive Attender, this option allows you to exclude the
stubbedmessages (which have already been archived) from your search tomake it more
efficient.   By default these stubbedmessages are included in the search. 

Custom Mes-
sage
Classes

Allows designation of user specifiedmessage classes.  If selected, the next wizard screen
will allow you to choose which custom classes to include and exclude from your search.

All Other
Types

Other non-standard types including custom types, undeliverable items, templates or read
receipts

For a more detailed description of exact message classes searched for each type, please see the properties
page. 

Buttons

Select (check) all check boxes in the criteria list

Un-check all check boxes in the criteria list

See Also

l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard:  Select Custom Message Classes
This screen will appear by choosingCustom message classes in the ChooseMessage Types wizard page. 
It is designed to let you choose custommessage classes to include or exclude in your search.



Description

Use the text boxes provided to add a list of custom classes to include or exclude from your search, one per
line.  This option is useful to include or exclude archived stubbedmessages from third party vendors or certain
types of encrypted email.

Feel free to use wildcards to help form your inclusion or exclusion lists.

Please note: Use Include orExclude but not both. 

Exchange Document Classes

Exchange andOutlook support many types of message documents. The document types, often referred to as
theMessage Class define how Exchange andOutlook display and interact with the document. Below is a
brief list of themost common document types (message classes) that youmay encounter. 

IPM.Post  Message posted to a public folder

IPM.Note Normal  email message sent from one user to another



IPM.Note.Secure
IPM.Note.SMIME

Encryptedmessage sent from one user to another

IPM.Note.Secure.Sign Encrypted and signedmessage sent from one user to another

REPORT.IPM.* Message from Exchange indicating a transmission error

IPM.Appointment A calendar entry

IPM.Schedule.Meeting.Request Message sent to users requesting their participation in ameeting

IPM.Schedule.Meeting.Canceled Message sent to users indicating a canceledmeeting

IPM.Schedule.Meeting.Resp.Neg Message response to ameeting request, indicating the user will not
participate in themeeting

IPM.Schedule.Meeting.Resp.Pos Message response to ameeting request, indicating the user will par-
ticipate in themeeting

IPM.Schedule.Meeting.Resp.Tent Message response to ameeting request, indicating the user will tent-
atively participate in themeeting

IPM.Activity A journal entry

IPM.StickyNote AnOutlook sticky note

IPM.Contact An entry in the user's contact list

IPM.Task An entry in the user's task list

IPM.TaskRequest Message sent to users requesting they add a task to their task list

IPM.TaskRequest.Update Message sent to users updating a task list item

IPM.TaskRequest.Accept Message sent in response to a task request, indicating the user will
add the task to their list

IPM.TaskRequest.Decline Message sent in response to a task request, indicating the user will
not add the task to their list

REPORT.IPM.Note.NDR Undeliverable report

Buttons

Allows the user to import a list of Message Classes.

Clears the current set of Message Classes.

See Also

l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview



Search Wizard:  Message Options
This screen will appear if Messages are being searched using any Keyword, Date or Size options, as selected
on the Choose Search Criteria page.

Description

This page allows you to set options specifically for Message results. You can clarify the criteria forKeyword,
Date orSize criteria if these options were chosen on previous wizard screens.

Description

Keywords This section allows you to specify the fields within amessage which will
be searched for keywords. If keywords are not being searched, this sec-
tion will be disabled.

Message Subject Search the Subject of themessage for a keywordmatch.

Message Body Search the Body of themessage for a keywordmatch. Please note: this



does not include attachments. See Attachment Options for specifying
attachment criteria.

Message Headers Search the Internet Headers of themessage for a keywordmatch.

Message Addresses Search the Address fields of themessage for keywords. This is helpful if
you want to search for all items containing a specific address regardless
of whether it is in the address or body of amessage.

Note: If you are searching for a person's name in the keywords, this
option should be selected.

Merge Fields During Search Evaluate all the keyword fields of themessage together as one field.
Use this option if search expressions are used and you would like to eval-
uate the criteria against the fields jointly.

For example, use the following keyword search expression: 'Blue AND
Green'. A samplemessage has a subject reading "The Sky is Blue"
while the body contains the text "The grass was green".

If the 'Merge Fields' option remains unchecked, Discovery Attender
will not return a hit.  The subject is evaluated independently and does not
match the 'Blue AND Green' criteria. The body of themessage,
reviewed by itself, also will notmatch the search expression.

On the other hand, if the 'Merge Fields' option is checked, there will be
a hit.  In this scenario, Discovery Attender evaluates the subject and
body fields together. Blue from the subject is matched withGreen from
the body, successfully completing the keyword criteria.

Note:  If you are using 'NOT' as part of a search expression, always
Merge your message fields.

Dates This section allows you to specify whichmessage dates will be used to
apply the range selected in the Date Range screen. If dates are not being
used as criteria, this section will be disabled.

Message Sent Date themessage was sent

Message Received Date themessage was received

Message Creation Date themessage was created.

Please note: Message creation dates are not strong criteria and they are
not enabled by default.

Message Modification Date themessage was last modified.

Please note: Messagemodification dates are not strong criteria and they
are not enabled by default.

Task/Calendar Start Date a task or calendar entry is set to start

Task/Calendar End Date a task or calendar entry is set to end



Include Items without Dates When enabled, this option ensures Discovery Attender will include all
items without dates (e.g. Drafts) with the data set provided thematch
the other criteria.

When disabled (the default) items without dates are ignored and are not
searched.

Miscellaneous

Size Enable this option to indicate that Messages should be checked against
the size criteria. If size criteria was not selected, this section will be dis-
abled.

Has Attachments This option will ensure only messages which have attachments will be
searched.

If this option is disabled (the default), all messages are searched, regard-
less of whether they have attachments.

For more details on specific MAPI fields searched for each item, see the properties page.

See Also

l Properties
l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard:  Attachment Options
This screen will appear if Email Attachments are being searched, as selected on the Specify Email Options
page.



Description

This page allows you to set options specifically for Attachment results. You can clarify the criteria for Key-
word, Date or Size criteria if they were chosen on previous wizard screens.

Description

Keywords This section allows you to specify the fields within an attachment which will be searched for
keywords. If keywords are not being searched, this section will be disabled.

Attachment
Name

Search the name and label of the attachment for keywords.

Attachment
Body

Search the body of the attachment for keywords. The attachment body is searched as a file.

Nested
Attachments

If attachments are nested, such as within an attached email, this option will allow you to
search through all the nested items. For attached email, subject and body will be searched
at each level.



Merge
Fields Dur-
ing Search

Evaluate all the keyword fields of the attachments  together as one field. Use this option if
search expressions are used and you would like to evaluate the criteria against the fields
jointly.

For example, use the following keyword search expression: 'Blue AND Green'. A sample
attachment has a file name of "blue.doc" while the body contains the text "The grass was
green".

If  the 'Merge Fields' option remains unchecked, Discovery Attenderwill not return a hit. 
The file name is evaluated independently and does notmatch the 'Blue AND Green' cri-
teria. The body of the attachment, reviewed by itself, also will notmatch the search expres-
sion.

On the other hand, if the 'Merge Fields' option, is checked, there will be a hit.  In this scen-
ario, Discovery Attender evaluates the file name and body fields together. Blue from the file
name is matched withGreen from the body, successfully completing the keyword criteria.

Note:  If you are using 'NOT' as part of a search expression, it is recommended tomerge
the fields.

Dates This section allows you to specify which Attachment dates will be used to apply the range
selected in the Date Range screen. If dates are not being used as criteria, this section will
be disabled.

Please note: Attachment creation andmodification dates do not necessarily reflect the
dates of the original file. Some email systems will use the date of insert as the creation
and/or modification date, while others use the original file dates. There is no standard rule
for setting these dates.

Attachment
Created

Recorded date of the attachment creation - see note above.

Attachment
Modified

Recorded date of the attachment last modified date - see note above.

Size Enable this option to indicate that Attachments should be checked against the size criteria.
If size criteria was not selected, this section will be disabled.

Match the
Source Mes-
sage Criteria

These options are available to limit attachments to those items frommessages that match
the sourcemessage criteria.

Message
Addresses

By checking this option, the attachment will only match if the sourcemessage addresses
match the address criteria as chosen on the Choose Addresses page.

Message
Dates

By checking this option, the attachment will only match if themessage date options as
chosen on theMessageOptions page fall into the date range set for these options.

Message
Classes

By checking this option, the attachment will only match if themessage class matches the
message class criteria as chosen on theMessage Types wizard page.

For more detail on specific MAPI fields searched for each item, see the properties page.



See Also

l Choose Addresses
l MessageOptions
l Message Types
l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard:  File Options
This screen will appear if you have selected Files on Network Shares, Hard Drives or Local Machines on
the Select Areas to Search page.

Description

This page allows you to set options specifically for File results. You can clarify the criteria for Keyword, Date
or Size criteria if they were chosen on previous wizard screens.

Description



Keywords This section allows you to specify the fields within a file which will be searched for keywords.
If keywords are not being searched, this section will be disabled.

File Name Search the name of the File for keywords. Note: if you want to exclude or include certain file
types, use the File Name and Type criteria.

File Body Search within the body of the File for keywords.

Directory
Names

Return directories as hits if their namematches the keywords.

Please note: no actions can be performed on the directory results, although their counts will be
noted in the general result tally.

Merge
Fields
During
Search

Evaluate all the keyword fields of the files  together as one field. Use this option if search
expressions are used and you would like to evaluate the criteria against the fields jointly.

For example, use the following keyword search expression: 'Blue AND Green'. A sample file
has a file name of "blue.doc" while the body contains the text "The grass was green".

If  the 'Merge Fields' option remains unchecked, Discovery Attenderwill not return a hit.  The
file name is evaluated independently and does notmatch the 'Blue AND Green' criteria. The
body of the file, reviewed by itself, also will notmatch the search expression.

On the other hand, if the 'Merge Fields' option, is checked, there will be a hit.  In this scenario,
Discovery Attender evaluates the file name and body fields together. Blue from the file name
is matched withGreen from the body, successfully completing the keyword criteria.

Please note:  If you are using 'NOT' as part of a search expression, it is recommended to use
this option.

Dates This section allows you to specify which File dates will be used to apply the range selected in
the Date Range screen. If dates are not being used as criteria, this section will be disabled.

File
Created

System date of the File creation.

Please note:  The file creation date of source data sometimes is greater than themodification
date. This happens sometimes when data is copied by certain programs (e.g. Windows
Explorer) which change the creation date of the newly created copy

File Modi-
fied

System date of the File last modified date.

Size Enable this option to indicate that Files should be checked against the size criteria. If size cri-
teria was not selected, this section will be disabled.

See Also

l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview



Search Wizard:  SharePoint Filter Options
This screen will appear if the Users or Lists options from theSharePoint Criteria section were selected on
the Choose Search Criteria page.

Description

This screen allows you to limit your results so that only items matching a specific user name or SharePoint list
are returned. The names and/or lists can be filtered to either Include orExclude the pertinent data.

Options

Use the appropriate text box to limit the SharePoint User Names or List Names. To enter multiple values, put
one entry per line. Be sure to select the Include orExclude option to accurately reflect your choice.

Description

User The name(s) of the user whose documents you wish to filter or exclude.



Names

List Names The list name(s) where documents exist that you wish to either include or exclude in your
search.

See the SharePoint searching summary for more details on lists and users.

See Also

l Searching SharePoint
l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard:  SharePoint Options
This screen will appear if you have selectedSearch SharePoint on the Select Areas to Search page.



Description

This page allows you to set options specifically for all types of SharePoint results. You can clarify the criteria
for Keyword, Date or Size criteria if they were chosen on previous wizard screens.

Description

Keywords This section allows you to specify the fields within a SharePoint file which will be
searched for keywords. If keywords are not being searched, this section will be dis-
abled.

Name Search the name of the SharePoint file for keywords. Note: if you want to exclude
or include certain file types, use the File Name and Type criteria.

Body Search within the body of the File for keywords.

All Properties This option will allow Discovery Attender to search all the properties for the
SharePoint objects being searched. This includes many system properties and
can add significant time to the search

Merge Fields During
Search

Evaluate all the keyword fields of the files  together as one field. Use this option if
search expressions are used and you would like to evaluate the criteria against the
fields jointly.

For example, use the following keyword search expression: 'Blue AND Green'. A
sample file has a file name of "blue.doc" while the body contains the text "The
grass was green".

If  the 'Merge Fields' option remains unchecked, Discovery Attenderwill not
return a hit.  The file name is evaluated independently and does notmatch the
'Blue AND Green' criteria. The body of the file, reviewed by itself, also will not
match the search expression.

On the other hand, if the 'Merge Fields' option, is checked, there will be a hit.  In
this scenario, Discovery Attender evaluates the file name and body fields together. 
Blue from the file name is matched withGreen from the body, successfully com-
pleting the keyword criteria.

Please note:  If you are using 'NOT' as part of a search expression, it is recom-
mended to use this option.

Check Dates This section allows you to specify which File dates will be used to apply the range
selected in the Date Range screen. If dates are not being used as criteria, this sec-
tion will be disabled.

Created Date The date the file was created according to SharePoint

Modified Date The date the file was last modified according to SharePoint

Size Enable this option to indicate that the SharePoint files being searched should be
checked against the size criteria. If size criteria was not selected, this section will
be disabled.



Users This sections allows you to specify which user properties will be used to compare
to the SharePoint Filter Options

Created By The value stored in the SharePoint 'Created By' property, usually the first person to
add or create the file in SharePoint.

Modified By The value stored in the SharePoint 'Modified By' property, usually the last person to
change the file in SharePoint.

Miscellaneous

Old Version Enabling this option will search old versions of files that are stored in SharePoint.

Note:

l This option can add significant time to the search.
l Not all files have previous version storage enabled.
l Discovery Attender can only search older version less than 100MB in size.

See Also

l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard:  Result Options
This screen will appear for all searches, although some options may be disabled based on criteria that has
been chosen in previous screens.



Description

This screen allows users to select various result options to help with post-search tasks. Keep inmind that
each of these options, although useful,  will add significant time to the search duration. All of these selections
are optional.

Options

Description

Search
Tasks

Auto
Label

Results

This option enables the Auto Label wizard page where you can enter a secondary set of criteria to
apply to your result set while the search is running.

For example, if your primary search is based on keywords, you can label all items containing a



specific address. These labeled items can then be found in the By Label node of the Results.

Please note: Labeling is accomplished within theDiscovery Attender database. The source or
exported items are nevermodified or overwritten by creating a label.

Cache
Results

This option creates a local cache of all result items at the time of your search. This cache of res-
ults is stored within the project structure for easy linking even if this machine no longer has
access to the source data. Please see Caching Results for more detail.

Please note: 

l Using this option can take up significant amount of space. Make sure you have run a
sample search to extrapolate the amount of data that may be stored with your project.

l Results are automatically cached for results extracted from Exchange 365mailboxes,
regardless of the setting of this option.

Item
Tasks

Index
Results

This option creates an index of words to help users search within the result set for keywords after
the search is complete using an Advanced Result Filter. Eachmessage, attachment and file
which has matched the criteria will be included in the index.

Keep inmind, this is themost resource intensive of all the Result Options as indexing will add sig-
nificant time to your search. Before selecting this option, be sure you have adequate storage
space in your project directory to include the projected size of the index.

Hash
Results

This option creates an hash value for each result hit at the time of the search. The hash is stored
in the database and is useful for deduplicating and validating options.

Note: The option is on by default and they types of hashes used can be set in the Settings under
the Results Node.

See Also

l Result Management
l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Search Wizard:  Create Automatic Labels
This screen will appear whenAuto-Label Results is selected on the Result Options page.



Description

This screen allows you to create a secondary set of criteria which can be applied to your search results. To
identify items found with this criteria, automatic labels are generated and stored with the results. Automatic
labels are helpful for reporting, finding privileged data, outside email, web based email and other tasks that can-
not be completed in themain search.

Please note:  At no time is the source datamodified to create any of the labels.



Columns

Description

Label Label that was selected for this Automatic Label

Criteria Type of criteria selected for this Automatic Label.

Keywords OR
Address

Both Keyword and Address criteria will be evaluated. If either matches, the  res-
ult item will be labeled

Keywords AND
Address

Both Keywords and Address criteria will be evaluated. Bothmust match for the
result item to be labeled

Keyword Only Only Keyword Criteria is evaluated

Address Only Only Address Criteria is evaluated

Buttons

Description

Click this button to open the Automatic Label edit form to create a new automatic
label to add to the list. You will need to create a label for each set of criteria you wish
to automatically label.

The edit button permits the administrator to change an already-existing autolabel.

The remove button permits the administrator to delete an already-existing autolabel.

See Also

l Automatic Labels
l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview



Search Wizard:  Schedule Your Search
This screen is the last page of every search setup wizard.

Description

This is the last step of the creation of a search. Select an option forWhen to Search, then click the FINISH but-
ton to complete the search setup.

All three timing options save the search to the database once the FINISH button is clicked. If there are errors in
storing or validating the search (e.g. required elements not present), a message will be shown detailing the
issue. If clickingOK on themessage box does not take you to the faulting screen, use the navigation buttons
to resolve your issue.

Please note: If you havemany locations to search, or if you expect numerous results, youmight want to
schedule your search for an off-peak time. Running long searches can tie up a computer for hours. In addition,
PST files can only be accessed when they are not in use by other users. Please see the Best Practices for
other tips on optimizing your search.



Options

When to Search

Save and start this
search immediate

Launches the search process with no delay (default) as soon as the FINISH button is
clicked.

Only save this
search, I will manu-

ally start it later

Search is saved and inserted into the search list on theMain Console with the
status of Not Yet Started. The search can be startedmanually at a later time by
selectingManual Start from themain form.

Save and start at
the following time

and date:

Saves the search and schedules a start on the date and time chosen in the calendar
control. To set the date and time, you can directly edit the value or click on the down
arrow to bring up the calendar control.

Buttons

Opens a simple text description of the search criteria. If changes need to bemade,
click on the navigation buttons until the appropriate wizard page is reached.

Saves the search from this wizard as a template

See Also

l Navigation Buttons
l SearchWizard Overview

Result Management
The Result Management view provides the functionality to examine, organize and export results. It contains
many easily accessible features (exports, organization), views and reports.



This screen can be accessed by highlighting a search in theMain Console and selecting theResult Man-
agement option from the toolbar or context menu. Alternately, double-clicking on any search in the Search
View will open this management screen. Only one result management screen can be open at a time.

To help navigate, organize and export  your results, please see the sections below:

Overview Introduction to the sections of the Result Management screens

Navigation
Tree Nodes

Listing of each node and its function. Contains links to expanded explanations of each
Form View.

Menu and Tool-
bar Options

Many of the individual view screens have toolbars andmenus which are similar and share
the same functionality. Descriptions of thesemenus and toolbar items can be found here.

What to Do
With Your Res-
ults

Summary of what can be done with your results

Summary
Page

Expanded description of the Summary of Search Results form view.

For general information about tasks that can be performed in the Results, see the pages below:

Actions Open, Export, Deduplicate and Ignore result items

Organization Label, Mark and Annotate result items

Reports Consolidate and export information about the search and result set in HTML, Text, or
CSV format

Views Details available on an Item Level

Overview



Themain Results screen is broken up into two sections;  to the left is theResult Navigation Treewhich is
used to select views to populate the right half of the screen. Values in the tree will vary depending on the
details of the search (location, types of results , and result options) and actions performed (Deduplication,
Label). The right half of the screen contains the Form View for the selected node.

Note:  Not all options are available in all views!

Form View
 The form view usually consists of a Title, Toolbar, Context Menu and Information Layout.

Title
The title of the Form View provides a description of the enabled view. In the example above, theResult Sum-
mary  node has openedSummary of Search Results view :

Results:  Form View - Title Banner

Toolbar
In addition to the title, each view has a toolbar which changes based on the node selected. The toolbar
options can be accessed by clicking on the required button. A description of the toolbar options can be found
here.

Results:  Summary of Search Results:  Tool bar



Context Menu
In addition to the tool bar, many views have a context-menuwithmatching functionality. To use the context
menu instead of the toolbar, simply right-click on a view or selected item.

Results: All Results:  Context Menu

Information Layout
This section displays the summary or item details as selected in the tree. There are two basic types of lay-
outs, Summary Views and Detail Views. The Summary Views provide detail on an aggregate level, while the
Detail Views show lists of individual items. The example below is a Summary view:



Note:  The By Store section from previous versions can be accessed via the 'View' | 'By Store' option.

Results:  Summary of Search Results:  Information Layout

Navigation Tree Options

Node  Description

All  Results Listing of all results with basic information

Unique Items Optional node listing unique results after a deduplication action has been com-
pleted.

By Custodian Listing of results by Custodian.  For more information on creating and assigning
custodians, see CustodianManagement.



By Label Summary of the results which have been labeled, either as part of the search
(auto-label) or with the labeling functionality.

Label Detail Each label associated with results has its own node. The node opens a label
detail form which lists all the results for that label.

By Location Listing of locations with an aggregate summary per location. Under this will be a
sub-node per location type searched (Mailbox, Public Folder, PST, File Path). If
certain types were not included in the search, you will not see the node. In the
example above, only PSTs and File paths were searched.

Location Detail Each location in the search has a node which lists the results for that individual
Mailbox, Public Folder, PST or File Path.

By Result Type This view is a place holder for the Detail Forms. Click on one of the sub-nodes to
select a result type

Messages Listing of all messages in the result set with message specific details. Only
present if Messages were searched.

Attachments Listing of all attachments in the result set with attachment specific details. Only
present if Attachments were included as part of the search.

Files Listing of all the loose files in the result set with file specific details. Only present
if the Hard Drive or Network Share was included in the search.

Container Items Lists all the items found in compressed files, whether they were a hit or not. This
is only present if the correct options were selected.

By Extension Lists the extension groupings that were found during the search.

Keyword Summary of the keyword criteria by individual leaf, branch, or original expres-
sion. The keyword list will be populated only if the Keyword criteria was selec-
ted.

Address Summary of all addresses found in the result set.   The Address list will only
have values if a) messages or attachments are being searched and b) The option
is set to keep address details.

Exceptions This node is amirror of the Combined Exception log accessed from themain
console.  It lists all the exceptions encountered when the search is run.

Actions History Listing of each action undertaken for this result set.

Advanced Filter Manages and lists advanced filters

Filter Detail Listing of results associated with the advanced filter of the tree node.

The nodes available in the navigation tree are based upon several factors:

l Types of results returned
l Locations chosen
l Result Options selected
l Actions initiated
l Advanced Filters created
l Deduplication enabled



What To Do With Your Results
Now that you have searched your data, what can you do with your results?  Here are some ideas:

Search Within Result Set
(Advanced Filter)

Delve further into your data by searching the result set for keywords (if the
search was indexed), addresses and dates.

Export Results (Actions) Via the Actions menu, you can export results to a PST, NSF or Individual
File.

Organize You can label, filter, annotate andmark the result items based upon your pro-
cess and preferences. Additionally, you can run a deduplication process to
exclude all duplicates from your result set, or assign a custodian to help
group your results.

Report Generate reports for yourself or your end users. Discovery Attender offers
simple CSV exports or more advanced HTMLSummary, List, Detailed and
Duplicate reports

Views Get acquainted with your result set by using the variety of views on both the
aggregate (by Keyword, Address, Custodian,  Result Type, By Location) or
individual result (Item Details, Keyword Details) level.

Organizing Results
Discovery Attender provides tools within the Result Management views for users to organize, group and filter
their results.

Apply Labels
Allows the users to organize items by tagging them individually with customizable labels.

l Labeled items are then shown in the By Label view.
l Multiple labels can be applied to any item and all labels can be associated with any result item.
l You can add or manage labels in the Settings screen on the Results | Organization Tab. You will need
to close and reopen the Results Management screen for the labels lists to repopulate with new entries.

l Labels can be assigned to all Family Members of an email group.
l Labels can also be created with automatic labels during the search.

To assign a label to selected results, highlight the results,  then choose Organize | Apply Label | [Label] option
from the Context menu (see below):  Alternately, from the toolbar, chooseOrganize | Label

Labels can only be removed from the 'By Label' view.  To remove a label, navigate to the view for the label. 
Select the result or results you wish to remove the label from, then select Organize | Apply Label  | Remove
Label.

Mark Items
Notates a result item with a fixed icon or mark. Marks help to organize items for users and the associated text
will appear in reports as 'Marked As'.

l Each result can have only onemark at a time.
l Result views can be filtered using thesemarks.



l See theOrganization node in the Settings to associate the icons with user selected descriptions. You
will need to close and reopen the Results Management screen for themark text to update with the new
associations.  Please note: changing the text will change the text associated with these items in the
reports.

To assign amark to selected results, highlight the results,  then chooseOrganize | Mark | [Icon] option from
the Context menu :  Alternately, from the toolbar, choose Organize | Mark.

Annotate
The organization of searches and results can be enhanced by adding descriptive notes or comments to a
search or individual result items.

l  These comments are stored in the database with other search and results details. 
l Notes can be viewed, added or removed.
l Search notes will appear on both the detail and summary reports. Result Item notes only appear on the
detail report.

l When aResult Item has a note, the 'Notes' column in the 'All Results' view is incremented to the note
count.

Date
Added

 Date the comment was added to the item.

Added By  Login of the user who added the comment.

Machine  Name of the computer that hosts the installation was used to create these comments

Note  First line of the comment. The entire comment will appear in the 'Full Note' box when that
item is selected

Add New
Opens the New Note dialog box where text can be entered.



Enter the comment into the box. Click 'Save' store the comment. 'Cancel' will return you to the Comment list
without retaining any data.

Remove
Removes the selected comment from the list.

Close
Closes the Comment List dialog and returns focus to the originating form.

Results:  Toolbar and Menu Options
Themenus and toolbars in many of the Results views share functionality. Features in the toolbar aremirrored
in the context menus.  Use the list below as a guide to toolbar andmenu functionality.

Icon Text H-
ot
k-
e-
y

Description

Refre-
sh
List

F-
5

Updates the result details

Apply a filter to show all Message Results in the
View

Apply a filter to show all Attachment Results in the
View 

Apply a filter to show all File Results in the View 

Filter
| By
Mark

This menumanages whichmarks are shown on
the screen. If checked, the results which that mark
are shown. If unchecked, then .



Actio-
ns

l Open Item - Opens the selected item
l Copy to PST - Copies selected  results to
a user selected PST file

l Copy to Individual File - Copies selected
results as a file to a user-selected location

l Ignore Item- Sets the selected items to
'Ignore' so it will not be exported or included
in any reports

l Un-Ignore Item - Resets the selected
items so they will no longer be ignored.

l Deduplicate- Starts a wizard to guide you
through the process of identifying duplicates
in thee result set.

l Reset Actions - Changes the status of
selected items to 'Normal'

l Advanced - These options are only avail-
able if Advanced Actions are chosen in the
Tools | Settings | Export Actions node.

l Move to PST- Moves the selected item to
a PST file

l Move to File/MSG- Moves the selected
items to a individual file in a user defined loc-
ation.

l Delete - Deletes the item from the source
location.



________

Orga-
nize

F-
6
-
F-
1-
1

l Apply Label - Applies the chosen label to
the selected (highlighted) items

l Mark Items - Marks (associates) the item
with the selected icon

l Annotate - Opens the 'Annotate Item'
screen which allows the user to see and add
notes to the individual result item. See
Annotation for more detail.

Note:  

l The Edit Labels and Edit Marks options will
open the Organization screen in the settings
allowing the user to add, associate or
remove labels or marks as appropriate. The
available list of labels andmarks will be
updated accordingly.

l Only the By Label sub-view has the
Remove Label option.

Repo-
rts

l Summary - Opens the Summary Report
l List Report (HTML) - Creates and opens a
List Report in HTML format

l Detailed Report (HTML)- Opens
the HTML version Detailed Report

l Duplicates Report (HTML) - Opens the
HTML version Duplicates Report

l Export to CSV - Exports the entire list to a
CSV file

Note: the root Summary window has additional
reporting options including additional CSV List
reports:



View l Item Detail - Opens the details view for the
individual result item.

l Search Summary- Opens a text version of
the search criteria

l Keyword Details- Shows the Keyword that
matched this item in separate view.

l Exclude Ignored - View the Results
without the ignored items

l Include Ignored - Show the Ignored Items
as part of your result list.

l Application Log- Opens the application log
file useful for viewing system wide events

l End Columns - Shows the hidden columns
at the end of the list view (All Results View
only)

Please note:  The default text color of the items in the Results screen is black. Any other color indicates an
action has been performed on the item. Use the Status and Action Location columns to view action details.

Shortcut Summary

Hotkey Description

Ctrl-A  Select All Items

Ctrl-M Mark currently selected item to black check.

F1  Opens this Help file at the current screen.

F2  Opens the Keyword Detail screen for currently selected item

F3  Opens the Item Details screen for currently selected item

F4  Sets the selected items to 'Ignore'

F5  Refreshes the entire list

F6 Mark currently selected item to black check .

F7 Markcurrently selected item to green circle.

F8 Markcurrently selected item to blue square .

F9 Markcurrently selected item to purple arrow.

F10 Markcurrently selected item to red star.

F11 Removemarks from currently selected item

F12 Export entire list to CSV file



Automatically Assign Custodians
Discovery Attender has the ability to automatically label custodians with results. It does so by taking the ali-
ases created using theManage Custodians dialog box and comparing those alias to various properties in the
result set. As a result, those custodians must first exist and have alias properties before items can be auto-
assigned.

Users can assign custodians to the entire set of results using theOrganize | Auto Assignmenu option from
the Result Summary screen.

Alternately, users can automatically assign custodian to just a selected set of results by selecting the results,
then choosingOrganize | Auto Assign from the context (Right-Click) menu on any result list view.

Once the options have been selected, users will be asked to verify they want to assign the custodians:

There is no progress bar for assigning custodians, so it may take a few minutes on larger searches before the
summary screen is shown:

The aliases are used to automatically identify the custodians in the various property fields

Please note: There are other methods of assigning custodians to results. These can be explored in theMan-
age Custodians Summary.

Managing Custodians
Custodian is a legal term used to define the owner or the person responsible for data sources or an individual
results. WithDiscovery Attender, users have a number of methods for working with custodians including
manually or automatically assigning one or more custodians to specific portions of the result set.

Custodians are project specific. They must be added to the project using theManage Custodians dialog box
accessible via theMain Console Tools | Manage Custodians option.



In addition to the listing of Custodians, custodian aliases must also be entered to utilize the Automatic Assign-
ment features. These entry can be added using the Add/Edit buttons, or by importing a list from a custodian
template.

Assigning Custodians

There are threemethods for assigning custodians

Automatic Assignment (Result Set)

This option is available at the root node of the Result Summary screen under theOrganize | Auto Assign Cus-
todian option. It compares the alias values against the properties of the entire result set.

Automatic Assignment (Selected)

This option is available in a number of results screen under theOrganize | Auto Assign Custodian option. It
compares the alias values against the properties of the selected result entries. Only those entries that have
been selected will be compared against the custodians.

Assign Selected

This option allows the users tomanually assign custodians to selected results.

See Also

l Manage Custodians
l Automatically Assign Custodians



View Options
Discovery Attender stores many details about the files andmessages it searches, however there isn't always
enough room to list these properties in the standard views. To help display this information, most result views
contain a View Menuwhich links to expanded details.

Please Note

l Item Detail, Keyword Detail, Labels, Family Members, and View Custodians are based on the indi-
vidual result selected in a list view.

l Search Summary references the source search of the selected result set.
l Exclude and Include Ignoredmenu choices manage all views in this result set.
l Application Log houses data gathered on the application level.
l The End Columnmenu item is only found in the 'All Result' node and refers to that list view only.
l Togging the Show Preview option will tun the Preview Pane on and off for the current view for the dur-
ation of the session.

Item Details
Also reached by the F3 key, the item details show a list of properties for the selected result. This view will dif-
fer per result type, as will the options available.



Item Detail:  Message                                   Item Detail:  File

Formessages and attachments, click on the 'View Addresses' button to see a listing of the To, From, CC and
BCC addresses. The 'View Internet Header' button will display the Internet headers for the selected result, if
available. Keep inmind that not all messages have Internet headers.

Files that are containers (e.g. Zip files) will display a 'View Files' button that opens a screen listing the com-
ponent files with details. A value of 'True' in the Hit column indicates the relevant container file matched the
search keyword criteria.



SharePoint objectswill have a SharePoint Properties button that opens the XML listing of properties .

Keyword Details
If the keywords were included as search criteria, this option allows you to see the keywords pertaining to the
selected result.

If the 'Complete' search was selected in the search wizard Keyword Options page , the detail  shown on this
screen includes each of the keywords found from the original keyword criteria list. If the 'Simple' option was
chosen, this view will only show the details for the first keyword hit.

Description

Keyword The keyword hit text.

Type The type of keyword (Leaf, Branch, Original)

Count Number of times the keyword hit within the document.

First Snippet A snapshot of text from the first location where the keyword was found.



Location Code for where the snippet was found. In the example above, all the keywords were
found in the body of the attachment.

Offset Helps identify where the keyword was found within the section of the document.

Place Order in which the keyword was found (note: 0 based).

Original Expres-
sion

If this keyword was part of a search expression that was delineated with < and >,
then the original expression is listed here.

Labels
Selecting this option will open a view that lists all the labels for the selected result.

Family Members
This option will show any mail items related to the selected item.  For example, all attachments from the same
sourcemessage are considered part of the same family.

View Custodian
Shows the list of custodians assigned to this result.

Search Summary
This option opens the simple Search Summary report which can be copied to any text based program (e.g.
Notepad) using cut and paste functionality. This report contains information about the overall search including
processing information, criteria, and locations.

An alternate report for summary data is the HTMLSummary report  which also includes much of the same
detail but adds such things as result statistics in a formatted HTML view.

Exclude Ignored
This view option will clear all ignored items from the selected view.

Include Ignored
By default, no result list will show items that have been ignored. This option allows you to view all the results
including those that have previously been ignored. Those ignored items will appear in a light gray text.

Application Log
Opens the current day's log file which holds data pertinent to application processes. If you encounter an
unusual situation and suspect there was an error, the application log can be helpful for debugging.

End Columns
For visibility purposes, the All Results view hides the end columns. This option allows you to view those
columns for debugging or further details.

Description

Action Location Themost recent export location for the given result.



Marked As The text version of the itemMark. These labels can be associated in the Settings view.

Location Count The iteration count within the location or task, not the result set.

Result GUID Discovery Attender's unique identifier for the result item within the given search.

Note
Regardless of whether they are visible or not, the end columns will always appear in CSV reports.

Show Preview

Displays the preview pane for the current view for the duration of this session

Results View: Summary of Search Results

This view provides an overall summary of the results. It is a convenient  dashboard for executing actions and
creating reports for the entire result set.

l Each of the list views can be exported to CSV file using the context (right click) menu.

By Type
Aggregate summary of the results by the result type (Messages, Attachment, File, Directory, Total)

Hits Number of items whichmatched the criteria for the given result type

Examined Total number of items examined as part of the search for each given type. This number
includes the number of hits, plus items which did not hit.

Unique This line only shows if the results have been deduplicated. It shows what the number of items
when duplicates are removed.

Size
Combined size (as searched) for each of the result types. This listing gives an approximation of the final size



of a results set. However, a number of factors (Single Output Option, export storage format, source file
format) will determine the final size of the exported result set.

Count
Count of Exported items if Single Output Message is enabled, but not counting duplicates or ignored items.

Messages Number of sourcemessages exported (usually equals the number of message hits)

Loose
Attach

Number of attachments whose sourcemessages did not match the criteria. Only the attach-
ment is represented in the result set.

Child
Attach

Number attachments whose sourcemessages alsomatched the criteria. The sourcemessage
for this attachment will be exported. With the Single Source Output, the child attachments are
not exported since that would create duplicates in the exported files.

Total
Email
Export

Total number of email in the exported source if Single Output Message is enabled. IT is the
sum of themessages  plus the loose attachments.

Toolbar

The Summary of Search Results is one of a few result screens that does not share the common toolbar and
menu, although it is very similar. There are several differences:

l Any export actions selected from this screen are done to the entire result set, not specifically selected
items.

l The Compare Searches functionality is only available from the actionmenu on this screen
l The List Report (CSV) is only available from the report menu on this screen.
l TheView | By Store option opens theBY STORE vew. In previous versions, this view was located on
themain Result Summary page.

By Store
Aggregate summary of the success by the store type.

Success Total number of location stores that were searched and completed successfully or suc-
cessfully with errors.

Failed Number of locations stores that started to search, but failed to complete.

Not
Searched

Number of locations that were never started, and therefore never searched.

Total Total number of locations by store.



Please note:  Exporting unique items (i.e. items that have been deduplicated) can only be done from the
Unique Items view.

Result View: List of All Results

This view lists the details common to any of the results. All actions, organization and reports can be generated
from this view. See theMenu page for more detail on initiating actions.

l Each entry in this list is a record of an individual result item that passed the search criteria.

l  Discovery Attender result items can be one of four types: attachment, directory, message, or file.

l Attachment andMessage items originate from one of four places: Mailboxes on an Exchange server,
Public Folders on an Exchange server, PST files or Archive Attender archives.

l  Files and Directory results are found on hard drives or networks.

Once you have performed an action on a result, the text of the color of that result will change. Youmay reset
the text to the default black by items using the Actions menu and selecting Reset.

Columns
These columns are the standard detail columns and are used by most of the detail views

Description



Name Title of result item, the value is dependent on the type:

Attachment Name of the file attachment with the subject of the originating email in
parenthesis
Message Subject line of email
File Name of the file
Directory Name of the directory. Directory hits are for informational purposes only,
they cannot be copied or moved, but they can be opened.

Item Type The result type for the item. In the case of files and attachments, the registered item
type of the extension (if known). Otherwise, the type of result is listed.

Note: Messages (.msg) are the generic name for any Outlook or Exchange item.
Althoughmostly associated with email messages, they can also be contacts, cal-
endar appointments, notes or journal entries.

Location Description of where the item was found. Format is Store Type (PST, Mailbox,
Public Folder, Path), Store Name (Internal Folder Structure), e.g. PST c:\my-
folder\BeckyThatcher.pst (\Inbox\Accounting)

Size Size of the original item.

Keywords Snippet of the first keyword found and surrounding text. To better view the keywords
found for this item, select View |  Keyword Details from the toolbar or menu. If the
'Complete' option was selected. All found keywords will be listed.

Created If available, date the item was created.

Modified If available, date the item was modified. Hint: For other dates or details about the
file, select View |  Item Details from the toolbar or menu.

Status Most recent action taken with this result item. A blank entry is normal. It means that
no action has yet been taken against the item.

Notes Count of how many annotations exist for this result item.

The following columns are hidden by default. Use the View | End Columns to see these columns, if avail-
able

Action Location Location of exported item if it was copied or moved. Only themost recent action loc-
ation is shown.

Marked As The text equivalent of the user selected icon. This text can bemodified in the Set-
tings.

Location Count The unique count of the item within a given location. The number is reset by location.

Result GUID Unique identifier of this result in this search. This is a Discovery Attender specific
field, and should not be used for file identification.

Please see themenu page to learn about the toolbar and context menu for this page.

Result View:  Unique Items

Discovery Attender provides a user with the ability to deduplicate a result set for messages, attachments, and
file duplicates. This view shows all unique results after deduplication has been run on the result set. Once the
deduplication process has completed, this 'Unique Items' node will appear within the tree hierarchy in the Res-



ults Management window. Contained within this view is a listing of all unique result items that were found in
the deduplication process. Readmore about the process of deduplication here.

l  All the actions performed on this screen will be performed on unique items only, The duplicates will not
be included.

l Once the result items have been deduplicated, this view will always appear as a choice in the tree view
selector. You can change your deduplication settings by re-running the deduplication process.

The columns, toolbars andmenus in this view are similar to most detail views, with a few exceptions.

l The 'Dups' column lists the number of duplicates an item has, not including itself.

l The 'View Duplicates" menu option which lists all the duplicates of the selected item. Themaster
unique item is shownwith purple text.



Result View: Custodian Summary

Custodians are an organizational tool that help group items associated to a specific individual.    The By Cus-
todian summary and details are populated by assigning custodians to data stores in the By Location node.

Columns

Description

Name The custodian's name.

Alias An optional alternative for referencing the custodian.

Primary
Email

The custodian's primary email address.



Alternate
Email

An optional alternative address, such as the custodian's home email.

Note An additional optional field for entering comments or other data.

AA The number of items found in Archive Attender archives assigned to the custodian.

File Path The number of files assigned to the custodian.

Mailbox The number of Exchangemailbox items assigned to the custodian (for example: mes-
sages, calendar items, etc.).

MSG The number of MSG files assigned to the custodian.

NSF The number of  Lotus Notes messages assigned to the custodian.

Online
Archive

The number of Exchange 2010 archive items assigned to the custodian.

PST The number of PST files assigned to the custodian.

Public
Folder

The number of Public Folder mailbox messages assigned to the custodian.

SharePoint The number of SharePoint items assigned to the custodian.

Total The total number of items assigned to the custodian.

Result View: Summary of Labels

Labels are an organizational tool that you can assign to one or more results to help group related items. Once
labels have been applied to items within the result set, a user can access a summary of those labels by click-
ing on the 'By Label' node. This view shows the number of result items are contained within each label group.



l Automatic Labels created during a search will also appear in this Summary of Labels.
l A detail node for each label will be created under themain 'By Label' node. By selecting the detail
node, you can see a listing of the results assigned to each label.

Result View:  Summary of Location

The location summary screen provides an aggregate view of all tasks (or locations) that were included in the
search. The table shows vital statistics for each location - see column descriptions below. Double-Clicking on
a list entry will open the task log file showing details of the search for the selected location.



Columns

Description

Type Data store type of the location: Mailbox, Public Folder, PST, Archive or File Path

Location The name or path of this task.

Result The final result of the search, e.g. Successful, Successful with Errors, Canceled, etc.

Errors Number of errors incurred for this task during the search.

Skips Number of items skipped for this task during the search.

Warnings Number of warnings incurred for this task during the search

Started Time the processing began for the task,

Elapsed Total number of items examined (messages, attachments, files and directories) for this
task.

Total Hits Total number of matches for this task

Msg Hits Total number of messagematches for this location.

Msg Ex Total Number of messages examined during the search for this task. Note, this number
includes hits and non-hits.

Att Hits Total number of attachment matches for this location

Att Ex Total number of attachments examined (hits and non-hits)



File Hits Total number of file matches.

File Ex Total number of files examined during this task process.

Dir Hits Total number of directory hits

Dir Ex Total number of directories examined

Total Ex Total number of items (Messages, Attachments, Files and Directories) that were examined
during this search (Hits and Non-hits)

Percent Percent of items that matched for this search out of the total number examined

Result View:  By Result Type: Summary

This view is a place holder for the type detail sub-nodes. Please select theMessage, Attachment, File , or
Container Items sub-nodes to see the result items with specific detail.

Result View: By Extension

This view shows a grouping of all the items by the file or attachment extension.



Please note: 

l Double-Clicking on an entry will create a new node under this summary node. It opens a listing of all
the items that match the selected extension.

l TheMessage extension is just a grouping for themessage type results. It is not an actual extension,
nor are these actual file or attachment items.

Result View:  Keyword Summary

This screen displays the statistics for keywords found during the search.   This screen will only display if
keyword details have been saved as part of the search. See Settings for more information.



There are three tables shown in the keyword summary.   The top table 'By Leaf' will always be shown anytime
keywords were used as criteria.  The 'By Leaf' table lists each individual keyword or phrase that was found as
part of the search, regardless if it was aWord List or Search Expression.    If the 'Complete' option was used
for the search, each keyword found per item will be included in this list.  If the 'Simple' option was used, only
the first keyword found in each result is returned.

The second 'By Branch' and third 'By Original' table will contain values if

l a) a Search Expression was used and
l b) delineators (i.e. '<' and '>') were used to identify a particular portion of that Search Expression.

Please note:  A keyword or branch expression is counted only once per result item per list.  This means that
even if a keyword has ten instances inside a given document, that keyword is counted just once for that spe-
cific result. 

Description

Keyword The actual word, phrase, or matched expression that was found in the result.

Message Number of Message results whichmatched this keyword, phrase or branch expression

Attachments Number of Attachment results whichmatched this keyword, phrase or branch expression

Files Number of File results whichmatched this keyword, phrase or branch expression

Directory Number of Directory results whichmatched this keyword, phrase or branch expression

Total Total number of results whichmatched this keyword, phrase or branch expression

Percent Percentage of results whichmatched the keyword, phrase or branch expression

Single The total number of times that this keyword is the only keyword tomatch in a result.



Note: searches run in older versions of Discovery Attender will not have this value recorded
as 0.

Percent The percentage of the total number of results for this keyword where this keyword is the
only keyword tomatch the criteria.

Note: searches run in older versions of Discovery Attender will not have this value recorded
as 'n/a'

The summary tables can be exported by choosing 'Export to CSV' from the context menu. 

There are three sub-nodes under themainKeyword node, 'By Leaf' 'By Branch' and 'By Original'.  Clicking on
either will show further sub-nodes, one for each of the keywords, branch, or original expressions that were con-
tained in results for this search.  Clicking on each sub-node will show the detail, a result list for the selected
keyword or branch expression.  

Menu Options

Description

Actions Note: This option is only available in the 'By Leaf' node.

Export These options will export the results by keyword. If there is more than
one keyword per result, duplicates will occur in the exported result set.

Copy to PST/NSF This option will copy results to PST by keyword based on user options.



Copy to Individual File This option creates a folder per keyword shown in the leaf hits.

Advanced

Move to PST/NSF This option will move results to PST by keyword based on user options.
Note: If an itemmatches multiple keywords, only the first keyword will
be created as the item cannot bemovedmore than once.

Move to Individual File This option will move results to a file folder by keyword based on user
options. Note: If an itemmatches multiple keywords, only the first
keyword will be created as the item cannot bemovedmore than once.

Export to CSV Exports the selected table to a CSV file.

Result View: Address Summary

This screen displays the summary for address details. Each address entry for every message and attach-
ment result will be listed in this view.



This summary screen will be populated only if details were saved as part of the search.  See the address
details option in the Settings for more information. 

The summary table can be exported by choosing 'Export to CSV' from the context menu.

Columns

Description

Display
Name

The name used for display purposes for the address

Sender Number of times this address appeared as the sender

To Number of times this address appeared as a To recipient

CC Number of times this address appeared as a CC (Carbon Copy) recipient

BCC Number of times this address appeared as a BCC (Blind Carbon Copy) recipient

OBO Number of times this address appeared as anOn Behalf Of sender

n/a Number of times this address appeared as a non-classified address

Total Total number of results in which this address appears

Percent Percentage of total hits that contain this address

Address The actual transport (aka routing) address for this address listing

Type The result type for the item



Domain Lists the Domain for this address

SMTP Lists the common (aka SMTP) address for this listing. This optionmay not be available for all
address listings.

Note:  To view the all the results for a given address, double click on the address listing. A new node will
appear under the  Address Detail sub-node with the result items for the selected address.

Result View:  By Domain

This screen displays the summary for Domain details. Each Domain entry for every address associated with
amessage and attachment result will be listed in this view.

Please note: 

l Double-Clicking on an entry will create a new node under this summary node. It opens a listing of all
the items that match the selected domain.

Result View:  Exceptions

This form presents a list of exceptions encountered during a search. This form mirrors the functionality of the
Combined Exception Log.



This list of exceptions can be exported to a CSV file to provide a detailed report of the exceptions encountered
during a search. Alternately, where possible, the items which threw the exceptions can be exported to native
format so they can be processedmanually, or with other tools.

Please note:  Exports of the exception items is only possible if they are of a files, attachments, or messages
type where access is still available. Invalid folders, inaccessible data stores, corrupt lists and other types of
non-document exceptions cannot be exported.

Column Descriptions

Descriptions

Description Short  description of the exception

Type Exceptions are broken down into several types to help distinguish the status.

l Error: An unexpected exception occurred to stop a portion of the search, which
might be correctable. This can happen on the task, data store, folder, container or
item level. Permission issues, various MAPI errors and file corruption are examples
of this type of exception.

l Skip: Items that Discovery Attender will not be able to process, a.k.a. a 'perpetual
error'. Items of this type are unable to convert files for parsing, empty attachments,
encrypted or password protected files.

l Warning: These exceptions are notifications to the users that something happened
that they should be aware of, but which did not compromise the search. Examples of
this would be items that could not be saved to the cache, or issues with files inside a
zip file.

l Unknown:  The cause of the exception is unknown and could not be classified.

Level Exceptions can take place inmany locations. This column gives a general indication of



what part of the process generated the error

l Container:  This exception occurs on an item within a container. An example would
be a password protected file compressed in a zip file. Other files in that compressed
file may be searchable.

l Data Store: The exception happened on the data store level. An example of this
would be an Access or Network error.

l Document:  Attempting to search amessage, attachment or file throws an excep-
tion.

l File:  Used for SharePoint search only, the exception is on a file level.
l Folder: Querying or accessing a folder in a data store causes an exception.
l Item:  Exception was found on a SharePoint item.
l List:  Exception found on a SharePoint list level.
l Task: Creating or launching a task throws an error.
l Site:  The exception occurred on a SharePoint site level.

Detail More descriptive detail for the exception, if any.

Item Type If this is a Document level error, what type of item are we dealing with:  Message, Attach-
ment or File

Item Name If the exception is on the Document level, what is the item name.

File Type If this is a file type, what is the extension (used for sorting types).

Date On a document level, the received date for messages, modified date for files.

Path On document level, what is the path of the item (internal path, PST path, archive path, file
path).

Subject For email items only.

Sender For email items only.

Export Path If the exception item  is exported using the Copy to File function, this lists the export path.

Store Type The data store type: Mailbox, Public Folder, PST, Archive, Path.

Data Store Name of the data store.

Toolbar and Menu Options

Refresh On the toolbar only, refreshes the list of exceptions in an on-going search.

Select All Context Menu only, select all items in the list.

Open For document level results only, attempts to open the item. Useful for attachment results to
see the sourcemessage, but most file andmessage errors will not be able to be opened.

Copy to File For document level items only, copies the item referenced in the exception to a location
chosen by the user. This option can be very useful for creating an exception set for pro-
duction, however, not all exceptions can be exported. This option is very similar to the



Actions;

l Verify the items you want to copy
l Select a Destination Directory
l Watch the Action in Progress
l View the log file if there are any errors exporting.

Export to
CSV

This creates a CSV file of this list of Exceptions.

Filter By: Drop down boxes used to create filters by Exception Type, Level and Item Type.

See Also

l Main Console
l Troubleshooting
l Handling Exceptions

Result View: Action History

This view shows the history of all the actions taken on this result set. Log files for the individual action can be
viewed by double clicking on any particular entry.

Columns

Description

Type Action taken on the result set item.

Start Starting time of the action.



End Ending time of the action.

To Location the user entered for the action to export the item

Attempt Number of items attempted for this action.

Success Number of results successfully processed for this action.

Fail Number of results which failed to process for this action

Other Items which were not processed, but did not fail. This can happen when attach-
ments were not copied because their sourcemessage has already been copied.

Warn Number of warnings received when processing this action

Note Description of the action with details of how it was run

User User who initiated the action.

Machine Machine that initiated the action.

Result View:  Advanced Filter Summary

A user can create an Advanced Filter to search within the result set for keywords, addresses or dates. This
view lists those filters and provides a gateway to create andmanage them.



Columns

Description

Filter Name Name given to the filter when it was created

Run By Name of Login ID who ran the filter

Date Run Date the filter was run

Keyword Was Keyword criteria used?

Dates Was Date criteria used?

Address Was Address criteria used?

Matches How many result set items matched the criteria.

Toolbar and Menus
The toolbar items on this screen are different from those you'll see in other views.

Icon Text Description

Refresh Refreshes the current screen

New Filter Creates a new Advanced Result Filter using the wizard

Copy Filter Copies the selected filter and pre-populates a new Advanced Result Filter with the
details.

Delete Filter Deletes the selected filter

Ignore All Ignores all result items found with the selected filter

Label All Items Labels all the items in the filter with the selected label.

Mark All Items Marks all the result items in the filter with the selectedMark

Show Detail Shows the details for this  filter



Show Sum-
mary

Shows the summary for a filter

Result View:  AddressDetail

The Address detail node allows a user to see all results for a given address. In addition to the standard results,
this node also shows the Address Type (Sender, Recipient) and the count. Address nodes are created by
Double-Clicking a listed address in the Address node view.



Columns

Description

Address Type Explains how the address was used in the result item listed.

Count Indicated the number (of this address) found in the result item for this type.

Location Original mail store location for this result.

Sender Sender of themessage.

Sent Date Sending date of the email.

Item Type Item type (message or attachment).

l Results may be listedmore than once on this screen. This is becausemost senders also  have entries
in the 'On Behalf Of' fields.

l Please see themenu page to learn about the toolbar and context menu for this page.

Result View:  ByResult Type - Message

By clicking on theMessage icon underneath the "By Result Type" left side navigation item, the administrator
can view statistics about the sub result set of message items that met the search criteria.

Columns

Description

Location Mail store wheremessage was originally found. Name of Mailbox, Public Folder or
PST.

Internal
Path

Path inside themail store in which the result is found.

Sender Address where the email was sent from.

Sent
Date

Date the email was sent.

Received Date the email was received.

Subject Subject of the email.

Created Creation date of the email.

Modified Modification date of the email, if any.

Size Size of the email.

Message
Class

Themessage's Message Class.

Internet
ID

Type of identifier for many Internet based address. Gaining wider use with in more
recent versions of Exchange. However, earlier versions of Exchange did not
always populate this field, especially with messages sent within a server.



Topic Conversation topic for themessage. Use to identify threads.

Hash Digital footprint of themessage body. Uses plain text body for hashing, stored in
64 bit encoding.

TO Count of 'To' recipients.

CC Count of 'CC' (Carbon Copy) recipients.

BCC Count of 'BCC' (Blind Carbon Copy) recipients.

I Importance level of this message.

P Priority of this message.

S Sensitivity of this message.

Read Was themessage read?

Type 'Message' is a generic term for items stored in an Exchangemail store or PST file.
They can be Email, Calendar entries, Contacts etc. This field clarifies theMes-
sage Type.

Att Num Number of attachments in this message

Action
Location

The path and file details for the last action performed on this result

l For evenmore detail about eachmessage item, go toView | Item Details
l Please see themenu page to learn about the toolbar and context menu for this page. The column
description can be found in the All Results view.

Result View:  ByResult Type - File

This view shows file results with file specific details. It is accessed by clicking on the File icon underneath the
"By Result Type" left side navigation item.    If files where not searched, then this option will not be listed.

Columns

Description

Name File name of the result item.

Description File type, if available

Path File path where the result was found

Created Result set item creation date.

Modified Result set itemmodification date.

Accessed Result set item last accessed date.

Size Size of file item.

Hash Unique digital footprint for the file.

Action Location The path and file details for the last action performed on this result



Please see themenu page to learn about the toolbar and context menu for this page. The column description
can be found in the All Results view.

Result View:  ByResult Type - Container Items

Lists all the items found in compressed files, wether they were a hit or not. This is only present if the correct
options were selected. It is unusual because the totals you see here are distinct for this form.

Description

Hit Was this container item a hit: True or False

File Name Name of the container item

File Path Internal path of the container item inside the compressed file

Source File
Name

The name of the source compressed file

Modified Container item file modification date.

Accessed Result set item last accessed date.

Size Original size of the container item file (before compression)

Compressed Size after compression.

Please note:  Not all container files have this information available. In that case, this
value will read 0.

MD5 Hash of this container item file

Position Where the file is location within the compressed container



Keywords If this was a hit, what keywords matched for this container item

Themenu options on this page differ from the general options. You can export the individual matching items
from a container using the Copy to File option:

The export path is kept in the data base and the source container item will have the status changed to read
'Copy Container to File'. A log file is generated and is accessible via Action History.

Result View:  ByResult Type - Attachment

By clicking on the Attachment icon underneath the "By Result Type" left side navigation item, the user can
view details specific to attachment results and their sourcemessages    If attachments where not searched,
then the attachment option will not be listed.

Description

Att Name Title of attachment. File name.

Description File type of attachment, if known.

Location Original mail store for this item.

Type Type of attachment:  File, Message, Shortcut, EmbeddedObject etc.

Created When this attachment was created (according to the item property).

Modified When this attachment was last modified (according to the item property).

Label The label within themessage for this attachment. This can differ from the file
name, especially in cases of URLs.

Size Size of the attachment.

Message
Class

TheMessage Class of the attachment's parent message.

Hash Digital fingerprint of the attachment. Note: stored with 64 bit encoding.

Sender Address where the email was sent from.

Sent Date Date the email was sent.

Received Date the email was received.

Subject Subject of the email.

Created Creation date of the email.

Modified Modification date of the email, if any.



Size Size of the email.

Internet ID Type of identifier for many Internet based address. Gaining wider use with in
more recent versions of Exchange. However, earlier versions of Exchange
did not always populate this field, especially with messages sent within a
server.

Topic Conversation topic for themessage. Use to identify threads.

Hash Digital footprint of themessage body. Uses plain text body for hashing,
stored in 64 bit encoding.

TO Count of 'To' recipients.

CC Count of 'CC' (Carbon Copy) recipients.

BCC Count of 'BCC' (Blind Carbon Copy) recipients.

Action
Location

The path and file details for the last action performed on this result

Please see themenu page to learn about the toolbar and context menu for this page. The column description
can be found in the All Results view.

Result View: Location Detail

A node is created for each type data store  included in the search.  Clicking on theMailbox, PST, Public
Folder,  Archive or File Path node will populate a further set of sub-nodes, one for each location included the
search. By selecting the location views, you can show the list of results for that location.

This view is a standard detail views. Please see themenu page to learn about the toolbar and context menu
for this page. The column description can be found in the All Results view.

Result View:  Label Detail

Once labels are assigned to a subset of result items, a new node will be created or updated for that label under
the By Label  summary node.

This is one of the standard detail views. Please see themenu page to learn about the toolbar and context
menu for this page. The column description can be found in the All Results view.

Result View: Keyword Detail

This view lists the results for a selected  keyword node be if Leaf, Branch, or Original Expression. If the Com-
plete search was used, every result whichmatched that keyword or phrase will be included in this list.

l This view may not be populated if the user is not keeping keyword details, or if the complete search
was not used.

l This is one of the standard detail views. Please see themenu page to learn about the toolbar and con-
text menu for this page. The column description can be found in the All Results view.



Result View:  Advanced Filter Detail

After an Advanced Result Filter is created, the results are displayed in a detail node created underneath the
main Advanced Filters Node. This sub-node is created when a new filter has been created, or, when you
double click on a previously created filter in the Advanced Result Filter Summary view. The name of the node
is the description entered for the filter.

This is one of the standard detail views. Please see themenu page to learn about the toolbar and context
menu for this page. The column description can be found in the All Results view.

Actions Summary
The views accessed from the Result Management window  provide the gateway for a number of user initiated
actions.

l  Menus on each view will differ slightly, however the functionality remains the samewithin the scope of
the view.  For example, the actions for copying NSF results are not enabled unless a Lotus Notes NSF
sourced items is selected.

l You can select most actions by clicking on the toolbar or context (Right Click) menu.  One difference
with the context menu is that you will be presented with two choices for opening items: 

l  Be sure to see Tools | Settings screen for additional custom action properties. Advanced Actions
(Move and Delete) only appear if that option is enabled in the settings.

l For all screens except the Result summary, only items selected in that view will be affected by the
action selected.   If you perform an action from the Result Summary view, *all* results will be included.

Description

Open The selected result item is opened. See theOpening Results section for more information.

OpenNative
Viewer

Opens the result in the native viewer, regardless of the default setting. Please note: the
source applicationmust be installed to view the item natively, e.g. Microsoft Word for a .doc
file.

Open
Sherpa
Viewer

Opens the result in the Sherpa Text Viewer, regardless of the default settings.  Please note: 
The Sherpa Text Viewermust be installed to view items using this option.

Export

Copy to
PST

Copies message items from pointed location and saves it to a user defined PST file.

Copy to
Individual
File

Makes a copy of the result item and saves it as an .MSG or .EML file to a user defined loc-
ation.

Copy to
NSF

Copies message items from pointed location and saves it to a user defined NSF file.

Copy NSF Makes a copy of the result item and saves it as an EML file to a user defined location.



Result to
File

Ignore/
UnIgnore

Sets the Results so it is not shown in filters, sorts, and reporting. The items will not be expor-
ted, or included in reports.

 To view the items that have been previously ignored,  select 'View>Include Ignored' from
the tool bar or context menu.

Deduplicate Excludes duplicates from your export result set by utilizing result properties to find duplicate
items, marking them, and creating a view with just the unique items in the Unique Items
node.

Compare
Searches

Compares the results in currently open search against those of a previously run search

Match
GUIDs

This option starts a wizard which takes a text file listing of result guids andmarks them to
results in the current search. The best way to get a list of files for editing is to use the List
View CSV report.

Note:  

l The file must be in .txt format with oneGUID per line
l Only GUIDs that are present in the current search will bematched.

Rest
Actions

Once an action is performed, the Action Status and Action Location are recorded in the data-
base for each result record. In addition, the color of the results are changed to reflect the last
action performed on that result.  This option will clear all those settings and change the color
back to the default.

Please note, the action history and internal logs of the actions can not be cleared.

Advanced This option is enabled in Tools | Settings| Export Actions 'Enable Advanced Settings'.  Once
this option is checked, the following actions will be available to users.

Move to
PST

This two step process copies message items from pointed location (an Exchange Server or
PST file) to a user defined PST file, then deletes themessage from the original mailbox,
PST file or Public folder. Use with caution. The item cannot be retrieved again. See Export
to PST for more detail.

l Items that have been cached, cannot bemoved  or deleted.
l Archive Attender items cannot bemoved or deleted.
l Only available if Advanced Actions are enabled.

Move to
File

Copies the item to a user defined location, then deletes the original  item. Use with caution.
Oncemoved, the item cannot be retrieved from the original location. See Export to File for
more detail.

l Items that have been cached, cannot bemoved or deleted.
l Archive Attender items cannot bemoved or deleted.
l Only available if Advanced Actions are enabled.

Move to
MSG

This optionmoves email results to individual files. Users can use the Settings options to
choose betweenMSG or EML export formats, among other things. See 'Move to File' for full
details.



Delete Only available if AdvancedOptions are enabled.

Please note:  This option permanently eliminates, deletes, obliterates, eradicates the ref-
erenced item. No copy is kept. No copy is saved. Item is deleted from the original location.
Use with caution. The item cannot be retrieved again.

See Delete Consideration for more detail on deleting frommail stores.

Cached Items
When a search is created, users are given the choice to Cache (i.e. create a local copy of) message and
attachment results. The result items are copied from their original location to the 'Messages' directory under
the unique search folder in the project location.  This cached repository item is not intended to be the final
export. Users should use Export options to properly copy and  format the results.

The local items are stored in different formats depending on the original source:

l If a message or attachment was originally stored in a supportedMicrosoft data store (e.g. Exchange
Mailbox or PST file), then the cached item will be in .MSG format. This format can be opened in
Outlook. 

l If the item was originally stored in a Lotus Notes NSFmail file, the cached items are placed in a NSF
file. One cached NSF file is created per source location (task). 

l Files, regardless of their origin, are not cached or stored locally.

If the cache option was selected, the database will keep details about the original location of the items, but will
only reference or ‘point’ to the local copy.

l Actions taken against the result item will apply to the local copy.

l You are not able toMove or Delete cached items.

l If the Cache option was NOT selected, the original location will be referenced and pointed.  In that
case, all actions are taken against the original message.

Some Notes on Actions

l Directory Hits cannot be copied or moved. Double clicking or opening a Directory result will open the
selected directory inWindows Explorer.

l To copy all items in a search, simply select one of theAction | Copy All options from the toolbar on the
Result Summary screen.

l Actions can be performed onmultiple items. Simply select the items and click the appropriate tool bar
button or menu choice. To select multiple connecting items, use your mouse to select an item while
holding down the Shift key. To select non-contiguous items, use the Control key.

l Hard Actions affect the result item itself (i.e. the referenced file, message or attachment). These
actions are permanent.

l Soft Actions only affect the entry in the database and can be reversed or cleared.

l Eachmajor action creates its own log file. If an action fails, an error is entered into that action's log with



a detailed description. This log file will appear at the end of the action. These log files can also be
reached by going to the Action History node in the Results.

l You can view the progress of the actions and cancel them, if needed, from the Actions In Progress Win-
dow.

Export to File Considerations

When an item is moved or copied to a file, the user is prompted for a destination location. By default, Dis-
covery Attender will iterate file names (e.g. ‘|FileName_1.txt’) to prevent results with the same name from
overwriting each other in the new location. There are a variety of options to avoid this; please see the Settings
for more detail on using unique identifiers, folder options and counters.

Export to PST Considerations  

l Non-message files and directories cannot be copied or moved into a PST.

l Message files (.msg files found on the hard drive or network) can be copied or moved into a PST file.

l All items will be deleted from their original location with “Move to PST”. If you do not want to delete the
original message or file, choose “Copy to PST”.

l Attachments will be copied as part of their original sourcemessage. This could cause some duplic-
ation of messages in the PST files if the sourcemessage also fits the search criteria.

l You cannot copy or move amessage to or from an openPST file (i.e. if it is being searched or in use via
anOutlook client). Export PST files remain open during the copy or move and cannot be opened for
searching or by anOutlook client while the action is taking place.

l See PST Limitations for details on limitations of these actions

Delete Considerations

Cached Items
Results cannot be deleted if the 'Cache' option was enabled during the search. Since items found in Office
365 are automatically cached, these results also cannot be deleted.

SharePoint
Files that are found on a SharePoint server cannot be deleted.

Attachments
If you are deleting an attachment result, the entire sourcemessage is deleted from themail store.

ExchangeMail Stores
By default, all message deletions from Exchange data stores are  ‘Soft Delete’, i.e. moving the items to the
{Recover Deleted Items} folder. You canmodify this behavior in the Settings.  If Dumpsters are not enabled
on the Exchange server, or you are deleting from a Dumpster ({Recover Deleted Items}) , the ‘Delete’ will be a
‘Hard Delete’ and those items will not be recoverable.

Opening  Results for Viewing
Double Clicking on an entry in the Results screen will open it from its pointed location (local or original
source).  The viewer used when opening a result via double clicking is dependent on the default option selec-
ted in the Tools | Settings | View Options. 

l  Choosing Sherpa Viewer will open all items in the Sherpa Text Viewer whenever possible.

l The Native Viewer uses the following as a guideline:



Messages Themessage item is copied to a local temp directory where it is opened as a .MSG file via
Outlook. All attachments will be visible.

Please note: Make sure read receipts are turned off in Outlook, or work on amachine with
no email access.

Attachments The sourcemessage for the attachment is copied to a local temp directory where it is
opened as a .MSG file in Outlook. See Note above.

Directory
Paths

The path listed will open in aWindows Explorer session.

Files Discovery Attender will open the file using the registered program associated with the file
type or extension. If there is none, aWindows Explorer session will be opened at the loc-
ation of the file.

Please Note
The local temporary directory (Temp) in the installation directory used to store items will be cleared every time
Discovery Attender is opened. Never save important data to that location.   You also have the option to
change the temp directory used by Discovery Attender in Tools | Settings | Search.

Due to potentially dangerous items in certain file types, some files are opened in Notepad, or are not opened at
all. They are listed below.

Caution Files: The following File Types are opened with notepad.exe to prevent potentially dangerous files
from executing:

File Extension Description
.bas Visual Basic Class Module
.bat MS Dos Batch File
.cmd Windows Command Script
.js JavaScript File
.vbe VBScript Encoded Script File
.vbs Visual Basic Script
.vs VBScript File
.wsh Windows Scripting Host

Dangerous: The following types are not opened at all. Double clicking on these file types will open aWindows
Explorer session pointed to the file location:

File Extension Description
.com MS-Dos File
.cpl Control Panel Extension
.exe Windows Application File
.reg Registry File
.scf Screen Saver



See Also

Result Management

Actions: Copy to PST

This action allows a user to copy message or attachment hits to a PST file. Loosemessage files (in .msg
format) found on the hard drive or network can also be copied into a PST file.

Please Note:  

l Before starting your actions, please check the Export to PST node in the Settings for default PST
export options.

l  If you have deduplicated and only want to export the unique items, youmust do so from the Unique
Items node. Exporting from any other view may result in duplicates being included in your final result
set.

l Message files (.msg files found on the hard drive or network) can be copied into a PST file. However,
the folder structure from the file system will not bemaintained.  

l Non-message files and directories cannot be copied into a PST file and will fail if attempted. 
l Items found in NSF files cannot be copied to a PST.
l Sourcemessages are copied for Attachment results.
l You cannot copy amessage to or from an open PST file (i.e. if it is being searched or in use via an
Outlook client).

l See PST Limitations for details on limitations of these actions

Steps for completing a copy to PST

l Step 1: Select  one or more results by using themouse, keyboard or 'Select All' options.

l Step 2:  Use the 'Actions' button in the toolbar or context menu to navigate to Actions | Copy to PST .

l Step 3: Confirm you want to perform the Copy to PST action on the selected number of results by click-
ing 'Yes'.

l Step 4:  If you are copying a large number of results to PST, youmay see a dialog warning you of
some PST limitations. This does not mean that you will encounter this issue, just that you should verify
if your PST export settings will prevent the issue. Click 'YES' to continue.

l Step 5:  Specify what type of PST should be used to contain the exported items: 



Create a new
PST with user
selected name

Creates a new PST where all the exportedmessages will reside.

 Click 'OK' and use the dialog box that appears to enter a new  PST name and select
the path where the new PST will be located.

Click 'SAVE' to begin your export.

Export results to
an existing PST
file

Puts all your exportedmessages into an existing PST file.

 Click 'OK', then use the dialog box that appears to select an existing PST file to hold
the results.

Then click 'OPEN' to begin your export.

Create a new
PST for each res-
ult source loc-
ation

Creates a new PST file for each of the source locations included in the original search
(provided the location had hits). For example, if you searched tenmailboxes during
your search, ten export PST files will be created - one for eachmailbox.

The export PST will be named in accordance with themail source type.

l With PST files, the source file namewill be used as the export file name.
l ForMailboxes, the source Display Namewill form the export  file name.
l Public Folders will use themailbox name, plus the suffix '_PF'
l MSG files originally found on the local drive will create a PST named
'FileSource.pst'. All messages shall be put in the root directory.

l Archive Attender archivedmessages shall use the original mailbox name, plus
the suffix 'Archive'

 Selecting the 'Recreate PST Path' option will create a file structure that mimics the
path of the original sourcemail store.

Click 'OK,' then choose the path where you'd like to store your export PSTs. Once you
have selected a folder, click 'OK' to begin your export



l Step 6: The Action In Progress dialog box will appear, keeping you informed about the progress of your
actions. If you wish to stop your actions at any time, click the 'Cancel' button.

l Step 7:  Once all your selected items have finished copying, an Action Summary screen appears giv-
ing you the result of your export. If you have any errors, a log file for this action will open.

Your copy to PST is now complete. Youmay want to generate a report, or view other Results.

Actions:  Copy to Individual File

This actionmakes a copy of the source item and saves it as an individual file to a user defined location.   The
'Copy to Individual File' action can be used for email, attachment or file results.

Please Note:  

l Before starting your actions, please check the Export Actions |Export to File node in the Settings  for
default file export options.  

l If you are copying an email item (message or attachment), also review the options located inExport
Actions |Email Specific. One key interest is the export format.  For an email item from a non-NSFmail
store, the user will have a choice between .MSG or .EML format.   From anNSF store, the individual
file will always be .EML.

l When exporting files, the file is copied in the exact format of the original file.

l  If you have deduplicated and only want to export the unique items, youmust do so from the Unique
Items node. Exporting from any other view may result in duplicates being included in your final result
set.

l Discovery Attenderwill iterate file names (e.g. ‘FileName_2.txt’) to prevent duplicates from overwriting
each other in the new location. If you would prefer to overwrite files with the same name, please see
the options available in the Export Actions |Export to File node.  Another option is to enable the 'Full
Path' Option in theExport Actions |Export to File node in the Settings.  Lastly, the settings screens
also offer options to add a counter or unique identifier which also prevents the overwriting of files. 

Steps for completing a copy to individual file:

l Step 1: Select  one or more results by using themouse, keyboard or 'Select All' menu options.
l Step 2:  Use the 'Actions' button in the toolbar or context menu to navigate to Actions |  Copy to Indi-
vidual File .

l Step 3:  Confirm you want to perform the Copy to File action on the selected number of results by click-
ing 'Yes'. If your search includedmessage or attachment results, the Export Format Type for mes-
sages will be noted.



l Step 4:  Select the destination directory where you'd like to export  your files using the Browse button,
then click OK

l Step 5:  Indicate how you wish to name the exported file using the export name format found in the
Settings.  You can set the defaults on the Email Specific node of the Settings screen.  Note: This
screen will not appear if you are exporting files from a file path only search.



l Step 6:  Click OK to start your copy. The Action In Progress dialog box will appear, keeping you
informed about the progress of your actions. If you wish to stop your actions at any time, click the '
CANCEL' button.

l Step 7:  Once all your selected items have finished copying, an Action Summary screen appears  giv-
ing you the result of your export. If you have any errors, a log file for this action will open.



l Your copy to file is now complete. Youmay want to generate a report, or view other Results.

Actions:  Copy to NSF

This action allows a user to copy message or attachment hits to a NSF file. Please note:  Only email items
found in NSF files can be exported to the NSF format. 

Please Note:  

l Before starting your actions, please check the NSF node in the Settings  for default NSF file export
options.

l  If you have deduplicated and only want to export the unique items, youmust do so from the Unique
Items node. Exporting from any other view may result in duplicates being included in your final result
set.

l Loose files and directories results cannot be copied into a NSF file.
l Sourcemessages are copied for Attachment results.
l You cannot copy amessage to or from an open NSF file (i.e. if it is being searched or in use via a Lotus
Notes client).

Steps for completing a copy to NSF

l Step 1: Select  one or more results by using themouse, keyboard or 'Select All' options.

l Step 2:  Use the 'Actions' button in the toolbar or context menu to navigate to Actions | Export |Copy
to NSF .  Note:  This optionmay not be enabled if non-NSF items are included in the selection.

l Step 3: Confirm you want to perform the Copy to NSF  action on the selected number of results by
clicking 'Yes'.



l Step 4:  Specify what type of NSF should be used to contain the exported items: 

Create a new
NSF with user
selected name

Creates a new NSF where all the exportedmessages will reside.

 Click 'OK' and use the dialog box that appears to enter a new NSF name and select
the path where the new NSF will be located.



Click 'SAVE' to begin your export.

Export results to
an existing NSF
file

Puts all your exportedmessages into an existing NSF file.

 Click 'OK', then use the dialog box that appears to select an existing NSF file to hold
the results.

Then click 'Open' to begin your export.

Create a new
NSF  for each
result source loc-
ation

Creates a new NSF file for each of the source locations included in the original search
(provided the location had hits). For example, if you searched ten NSFmail files during
your search, ten export NSF files will be created - one for each source file.

 Selecting the 'Recreate NSF Path' option will create a file structure that mimics the
path of the original sourcemail store.

Click 'OK', then choose the path where you'd like to store your export NSF files. Once
you have selected a folder, click 'OK' to begin your export

l Step 5: The Action In Progress dialog box will appear, keeping you informed about the progress of your
actions. If you wish to stop your actions at any time, click the 'Cancel' button.

l Step 6:  Once all your selected items have finished copying, an Action Summary screen appears  giv-
ing you the result of your export. If you have any errors, a log file for this action will open.

Your copy to NSF is now complete. Youmay want to generate a report, or view other Results.

Compare Searches

This wizard allows you to compare the results from currently open search to results from one or more
searches that has been run previously. This feature is useful to identify results that may be in another search
in the same project (e.g. if they have already been produced).   If a result item is present in both searches,
those identical results found in the current search will bemarked with a user selectedmark (icon). 

This wizard is reached from the Result Summary node in the Results Management screen.  Click Actions |
Compare Searches to begin.

l Select Type
l Select Criteria (if needed)
l Select Search
l Select Mark
l Processing
l Complete

Select Type

To begin the comparison of your searches, first choose themethod by which to compare.



l Same Source:  This option uses a set of default values to identify items.  Only items from the exact
same source data store (e.g. mailbox, pst) will bemarked.

l Any Source:   This option uses a set of default values to identify items.  Items from any source will be
marked. T

l Custom Criteria:  This option allows the user to select the criteria to identify matching items. When
used, this option will open up the Custom Criteria pages.  The user chooses criteria from the custom
pages, one per result type (Messages, Attachments, Files) .



Select Search

Begin by selecting a search or searches you wish to compare against the currently opened search.



Select Mark

Next, select themark to use to identify thematching items in the current result set.  



Note: 

l The text for thesemarks can be set in Tools |Settings |View Options. 
l This process does not mark items in the selected search, only those that match in the currently open
search. 

l All existingmarks for thematching items will be replaced by themark chosen on this page.

Processing

Clicking 'NEXT' will start the comparison processing.   Click 'CANCEL' to stop the processing.

Complete

Once the results are complete, a total count will appear under 'Results Affected'.  All items in the currently
open search whichmatch the chosen search will bemarked with the icon selected in this wizard.



Actions: Deduplication

Deduplication (or Deduping) is the process of removing duplicates from a result set. Discovery Attender
allows the user to select the criteria for an item to be considered a duplicate.

l Deduplication in Discovery Attender is strictly a database exercise, user selected properties are com-
pared against one another and results aremarked accordingly. No items aremodified or deleted from
your result set.

l Regardless of the result view you are currently on, the deduplication process will deduplicate the entire
set of results for your chosen types.

l Youwill not be able to deduplicate more than ~250,000 results at one time. Contact Technical Support
if you havemore than this number of results and need to deduplicate.

l If you have a large number of results, please do not try to deduplicate while running actions or a large
search.

l To clear your duplicate sets, use the Reset option.

Click on 'Deduplication' from any of the Actionmenus to start the Deduplication wizard to guide you through
the process of setting up the deduplication process. Click on the wizard screens in the summary below for
more detail.

l Step 1:  Select types of Deduplication

l Step 2:  Select your Criteria

l Step 3:  Validate your criteria

l Step 4:  Processing

Step 1:  Select Type of Deduplication
Choose the type of results to de-duplicate. Messages, Attachments and Files The Reset option will clear all
duplicate settings



Only items of the selected result type are analyzed and deduplicated.

Step 2:  Select Your Criteria
The wizard will progress through the criteria screens for each of the result types you selected. The ‘Add
Recommended Criteria’ link will add the recommended (but not required) conditions. Discovery Attender cri-
teria tends to be very strict. Users are encouraged to sample the different criteria available to gauge the best
deduping for their data set. Click 'Next' to continue through the wizard.

Message Criteria



Description
*Message Subject Subject line of themessage
*Message Sender Sender of themessage
*Message Sent Date Date themessage was sent
Message Created Date Date themessage was created
Message Modified Date Date themessage was last modified
Message Size Size of themessage
Message Attachment Count Number of attachments in a givenmes-

sage
Message EID Uniquemessage identifier within ames-

sage store (mailbox, public folder or PST).
This is only useful if duplicates are from
the same store, for example if the sources
were from back ups of identical PSTs.

Message Location Mail Store (Mailbox, PST, etc.) for this
message item

Message Internet ID Unique Internet identifier for external
email.  Keep inmind that older internal
email sent via Exchange servers do not
have this field

*Message Unique Hash A MD5 hash value calculated using the
Subject, Sender, Sent Date (to the second
level), To, CC, BCC and Attachment
count. 

MD5 Hash (Plain, RTF, HTML) Hash values for themessage body fields

Please Note:

l Recommended Criteria is noted by an asterisk (*)
l It is not a good idea to select all themessage fields as criteria as no duplicates will likely be found. This
is because theMessage EID field is unique per data store.

l Hash values are only available if hashing was selected as one of the Result Options in the SearchWiz-
ard.

Attachment Criteria



For deduplication purposes, attachments are only compared against other attachments results, not against
sourcemessages and not against file results.

Description
*Attachment Label Label shown in themessage for this attach-

ment
*Attachment Name Actual name of the attachment. Most often

this is the same as the label, but some-
time, such as with short cuts, the name
and label will differ.

Attachment Creation Date Date the attachment was created. Please
note: some email programs use the date
the file was originally created, others use
the date it was appended to themessage.

Attachment Modified Date Date the file was last modified (see note
above)

*Attachment Size Size of the attachment
*Attachment MD5 Hash Hash value for the attachment  (if hashed)
Source Message Properties SeeMessage Criteria above for details.

File Criteria



Description
*File Name Name of the file
File Creation Date Date the file was created
*File Modified Date Date the file was last modified
File Size Size of the file
File Location The source path for this file result
*File MD5 Hash Hash value for the file (if hashed)

Step 3:  Validate Your Criteria
Verify your criteria, then click 'Finish' to start the deduplication process. If you need to change criteria, use the
'Back' or 'Jump To' buttons to select the appropriate wizard page.



Step 4: Processing
Sit back and watch the progress of the deduplication as the process runs through each of your selected result
types: Messages, Attachments, then Files (if all are selected). In the background, the program will compare
the result set for items that match the selected criteria. For each unique entry, a new identifier is created and
thematching results aremarked. This allows Discovery Attender to group the items and select just one as the
‘primary’ or first instance of a duplicate to view in the Unique Items node.



As each result type completes, a summary is generated. Once the final deduplication is completed, you can
use the 'Export to CSV' option to create a csv file of the deduplicate statistics.

Description
Type Type of result

Total Hits Total number of result hits for the selected types
Total  Unique Number of unique items after deduplication
Items w/ Dups How many items in your unique set of result items

have duplicates
Total Dups Number of items that are duplicates of items accoun-

ted for in the unique items.

l The total unique items plus the total duplicates will match the total hits.
l Unique items can havemore than one duplicate. Think of one person sending out five emails and all
ending up in your result set.

l Many unique items have no duplicates at all.

Step 5:  View  your Unique Items
Once a deduplication has been completed, a new node called 'Unique Items' will be created. This view will
show all  the unique items. with none of the duplicates. Click 'DONE' to open that view.

l  To avoid duplicates in your result set, make sure you export from the 'Unique Items' view only.

Resetting Duplicates
A few quick steps will allow you to clear all the duplicate settings from the database. This makes it easier, but
is not necessary,  to run new deduplication criteria.



Step1 :  Open the actions menu
Choose 'Deduplication' to start the Deduplication wizard.

Step 2:  Check the Reset Option

Step 3:  Verify your selection, click Finish to start the process

Step 4:  Summary
The summary will show the progress of the reset. Once it is complete, you will see the final details. Click '
DONE' to close the wizard. Your Unique Items view will now show the entire result set.

DeduplicationWizard:  Welcome

This is the first screen to appear when you start the deduplication  wizard from an actions menu. This screen
allows you to select the type of deduplication you want to perform.



l If you want to search for duplicate results to create a list of unique items,

l Select the 'Search for Duplicates' option (the default)

l Check each type of duplicates (message, attachment, file) you wish to search for duplicates

l To clear all the duplicate settings from the database, select the 'Reset duplicates' option. This makes
it easier, but is not necessary,  to run new deduplication criteria

l Click 'Next' to continue

Advanced Result Filter Wizard: Welcome

This is the first screen to appear when you start the  wizard for the Advanced Result Filter. It is used to
describe the advanced result filter. Click 'Next' to select the criteria for your filter.

Filter
Description

Title for the filter. This namewill appear in all lists, so it is a good idea to create a name that
will uniquely identify and describe this filter.

Revision Incremented number to distinguish filters with the same title

Summary This area shows you the number of hits that are in your search for your reference.

See Also

l Advanced Filter Setup

Advanced Result Filter Wizard:  Choose Addresses

Use Address criteria to filter for addresses in messages and attachments. This screen will only appear if the
'Address' criteria was chosen on the Select Criteria screen.



l The address filter uses properties stored in the detail database as the source of its information. To work
properly, Address Details must have been saved as part of the search. This option is on by default and
is available in the Settings screen.

l This criteria can only be used for message and attachment results.
l TheDisplay Name andAddress of eachmessage address property compared against the criteria
entered here.

Step 1 Select the Addresses type you wish to search in the 'Addresses to Search' section.

l Senderwill search the 'From' and "On Behalf Of" address fields,
l Recipientswill find items in the "To", "CC", "BCC" fields.

Step 2 Enter your address criteria, one per line.

l  You can use wildcards, but not complex patterns (Near, Like, RegEx, Boolean).
l It is always a good idea to use the '*' wildcard when searching addresses.

Step 3 Click on 'NEXT' to advance the wizard

See Also

l Advanced Filter Setup
l Global Address List



Advanced Result Filter Wizard:  Choose Date Criteria

UseDate criteria to filter for addresses in messages and attachments. This screen will only appear if the
'Dates' criteria was chosen on the Select Criteria screen. This criteria can be used for any type of result, how-
ever, theSent andReceived dates can only be used if Messages or Attachments were searched. The filter
will use properties stored in themain database for its information source.

Step
1

Select the types of dates you wish to use under the "Match Any of the Following Dates" section. At
least one date typemust be selected, or else the filter will error when it is applied.

Please Note:  Sent and Received Dates apply to email results only.

Step
2

Set the range in the "Choose the Date Range" section. The range is inclusive and the dates start at
midnight.

Step
3

Click on 'Next' to advance the wizard

See Also

l Advanced Filter Setup



Advanced Result Filter Wizard:  Finish

This is the last  wizard screen to appear when you create a new Advanced Result Filter. From this screen you
will complete the filter by clicking 'Finish'.

Use the 'SHOW SUMMARY' button to view a summary of the filter you have created. If you need to change any
criteria, simply click JUMP TO'and choose the screen.

Once you have set up the filter to your satisfaction, click the 'FINISH' button. The wizard will close and a new
node will be created under 'ADVANCED FILTERS' with a listing of your results. This may take a few minutes if
you have a large result set.

If you have there are nomatches to this filter, a message will be displayed in the status bar.

See Also

l Advanced Filter Setup



Advanced Result Filter Wizard:  Choose Keywords (Indexed)

Advanced Result Filters can useKeyword criteria only if the results were indexed as part of the search. This
result index is a collection of keywords from each result arranged for quick and efficient searching. Please
note:  Searching an index requires different syntax than the SearchWizard. See Filter Expression Syntax for
detail.

l Index searching uses different syntax from a search created with the SearchWizard. Filter Expres-
sions give you the options to use Boolean operators or Proximity searches.

l In filter expression syntax, Boolean operators (AND, OR, NOT) are used to distinguish a relationship
between the keywords. Please see the Boolean operator portion of Search Term Clarification for more
detail.

l Proximity searches are available in your filter expression, however, the syntax is different from the
main search. The format for the filter expression isWordA w/# WordB where  # represents  the num-
ber words between your first and last word.

l Another helpful option is xfirstword and xlastword which refer to a number of words between your
keyword and the beginning or end of a document. The format is Keyword w/# xfirstword.

l If you are usingmultiple proximity operators in an search expression, be sure to put them in prentices,
e.g. (sherpa w/2 software) OR (discovery w/2 Attender).

Step 1 Choose anOption to select the evaluationmethod for the keyword filter.

l Any on List evaluates the criteria as a list of words. If a match is found against
any keyword on the list,  it will be returned as part of the filtered set.



l All on List also evaluates a list of words. In order to be returned as part of the filter
set, each and every keyword in this list must match. This is equivalent to using the
AND conjunction to join the keywords in the list.

l Expression expects an advanced filter expression based on special syntax. See
below for syntax details. This is the default for new filters.

Step 2 Enter the keywords you wish to search based on the option selected. Any on List  and
All on List  expect a list of words, one per line.

If using an advanced filterExpression option, enter the entire expression without line
breaks . The text will wrap around the control.

Step 3 Click on 'Next' to advance the wizard.

Allows user to select a file from which to import a set of keyword criteria into the text box.

Please Note

l Indexes do not include so called noise words such as 'the', 'a', 'or', 'and', or 'if'.
l Punctuation is not included in this index. Do not include punctuation such as periods, hyphens, com-
mas, quotes etc. as part of your keyword criteria.

l Messages and attachments are indexed together. All sourcemessages for attachments hits will be
included in the index. Likewise, all attachments will be included for any message hit. Furthermore, if
both an attachment and amessage had hits in themain search, themessage result will be returned as
a filter hit, even if the filter keywordmatched in the attachment.

l The index is created using the dtSearch indexing engine. If you wish, you can use dtSearch syntax as
part of your search expression, or even use dtSearch Desktop to search your index with more
advanced functionality.

l To find your index location, right-click on the search in theMain Console. Navigate to the Debug
Menu, and select Search Directory to open the folders for the selected search. If a search has been
indexed, there will be a folder called 'Index'.

See Also

l Advanced Filter Setup

Advanced Result Filter Wizard:  Choose Keywords for Properties

Search selected database properties for keywords.



Step 1 Choose the properties you wish to search.

Message Subject:  This is the subject of amessage that is stored for all message and
attachment results.

File Name:  This is the name of the file for all attachment and file results.

Message Type:  Themessage class which is stored for all message and attachment res-
ults.

File Properties: Items must match one of the properties collected for file or attachment
results. These properties vary by file type and accessibility. To collect these properties
successfully, the Collect Document Properties optionmust have been enabled for this
search.

Step 2 Enter the text into the Keyword List. All Keyword options can be used here, but this func-
tionality is comparing against the database fields for each of these properties.

Please note:  Be sure to use the tester to validate your criteria.

Step 3 Select the evaluation options:

Any on the list:  Parses the text box as a list of words or phrases, one per line. If any of
these words or phrases canmatch, then the result is included in the filter.

All on the list:  Parses the text box as a list of words or phrases, one per line. All of
these words or phrases mustmatch to include the result in the filter.



Expression: The entire text box is used as the search expression andmust be syn-
tactically correct to continue. Only if the properties match the expression will the item be
a hit.

Please note: For theAll on list and theExpression options - at least one individual field
must match the entire listed criteria. The fields are not compared as an aggregate.

Step 4 Click on 'NEXT' to advance the wizard.

Tests the text box and options using the Keyword Tester.

Imports the keyword list from a file and inserts it into the text box.

See Also

l Advanced Filter Setup

Advanced Result Filter Wizard:  Select Criteria

This screen allows you to select the criteria that you will use in your filter.



Select the criteria you'd like to include in this filter, then select the evaluation type. Click 'NEXT' to proceed to
the first criteria page.

Dates Uses date criteria to filter result set.

Addresses
Uses message address to find results.

Please Note: this criteria can only be used if address details were collected for the search.
These details are collected by default. See Settings for more detail.

Keywords Uses the index to locate keywords for the filter.

Please Note: this criteria will only be enabled if the results were indexed as part of the search.

Evaluation
Type

Themethod to evaluate the criteria.

l All Criteriameans that all the selected criteria will have tomatch to return a hit.
l Any Criteria allows any of the criteria options tomatch to add it to the filtered list.

See Also

l Advanced Filter Setup



Reports Summary
Discovery Attender provides a number of built-in reports that can be used to share information.

l The Result Summary view has themost options available for reporting, including all the list reports.
Additionally, from almost any result view, you can access the basic Reports menu.

l Create your own customized reports using the back end databases (See Custom Reporting below for
details).

l Use the Export to CSV option to export any of the list views on display in the Results.
l It is best to produce reports after items have been exported so the 'Status' and 'Action Location' fields
can be used to provide a complete audit for individual results.

Keep inmind that searches with numerous results will generate large reports that can take some time to cre-
ate. Discovery Attender will warn you if these reports are over 10MB.   It is recommended that you open large
reports outside of Discovery Attender.

Standard  Reports

Reports come in two formats, HTML and CSV.   The summary, list report (HTML), detailed and duplicates
reports are all in HTML format.

l HTML reports are best viewed and printed with landscape orientation.
l Except the summary report, expect the HTML reports to get very large. For ease of production, con-
sider one of the CSV reports instead.

Title Description

Summary This small, simple report provides a general overview of the search details, including criteria,
statistics, location information. Sections include:

*Search Criteria:

l General Description:  general information about the search, including name and revision
number;

l Search Statistics:  summarizes details on the number of  hits, creation details
l Result Types:  includes what type of results to include in the result set;
l Locations to Search:  indicates what to search, includingmailboxes and PST files;
l Result Options:  determination of what to store in the result set;
l Criteria Summary:  summation of all search conditions.



*Criteria Details:

l Keyword Options:  options used in keyword searching, along with statistics for individual
keywords by leaf, and branch (if used)

l Dates: date ranges for files and emails are specified here;
l Message Types:  indicates what type of Exchangematerial to search;
l Locations to Search:  includes mailboxes, PST files, and file locations to be searched for
the result set.

List
Report
(HTML)

In addition to the summary, this report provides a listing of the basic properties for each result.
Please note, a CSV version of this report is available from the Summary screen, whichmight
provemore effective.

List
Report
(CSV)

Provides a wide variety of detail for all result types, this report is presented in a list view which
can be exported to a CSV file. The resulting CSV file will be considerably smaller than HTML
reports, but contains as much data as the detailed report.

This report is only available from the Summary screen, but keep inmind that any other Result
Management view can be exported to a CSV file.

Keyword
Report
(CSV)

Provides a basic list of details, along with a column for each keyword that hit.  Users have a
choice of Leaf only (recommended), BranchOnly, or Both. 

Like the standard list report (CSV), this report exports to a CSV file that can be opened using
any spreadsheet program (e.g. Microsoft Excel)

Custom
List
Report
(CSV)

This report opens a choice screen that allows the user to choose the fields to include in the
report.

Select columns from the selection box on the right, then click 'ADD' to include them in the
report. Once all columns are selected, click 'OK' to create the view.  Although any column listed
can be selected, please keep inmind that the properties will only be present if that field was



populated.  A file results, for example, will not have any message details.

Detailed
Report

In addition to the summary, this report provides an expanded detail set for each result item.
Because of the number of properties included, these reports tend to get very large.

Duplic-
ates
Report

This report focuses on the duplicates, listing only the unique item, its properties plus any duplic-
ates found for that item.

Export to
CSV

This option creates a CSV file of all data in any selected list view. CSV files can be opened in
Microsoft Excel. Please be aware that Excel can only open files with ~65,535 rows or less, so
youmay need another reader (e.g. MS Access) for particularly large CSV files.

Customized Reports

Discovery Attender back end databases are in .mdb (Microsoft Access) format. These databases are fully
accessible via any ODBC compatible tool for customized report writing . If you needmore information on how
to get detailed reports from the databases, please contact Sherpa Support.

List Report (CSV)

From the Result Summary screen, you can access a general list report that can be exported to CSV format by
selecting theReports | List Report (CSV) option. This report is a listing of all results and includes the com-
monly requested fields for each result type, including recipients.

Selecting this option will open a dialog box that contains the appropriate details. You can track the progress of
the report creation in the status bar. Once populated, right-click to select the 'Export to CSV' option from the
context menu of the list view:



Choose the destination folder and CSV file name, then click 'SAVE' to create the report:

The formatting of this report is minimal. Users can customize the appearance inMicrosoft Excel, or any other
spreadsheet program, provided the number of results fall under any row limitations.

This report is significantly smaller than the equivalent HTML list reports, however, it does not contain sum-
mary information. If using this report for production purposes, it is a good idea to save it in conjunction with
the HTMLSummary report.

Discovery Attender Settings
Default options or the entire application - including all subsequent projects, searches and result actions - can
be customized in this SETTINGS screen.



This screen can be reached from theMain Console by selectingSettings from the applicationmenu.

Please Note:

l Currently running searches and actions will follow the options that were set at the time those searches
or actions were started.

l TheEXPORT button will export the settings to an XML formatted file. Make sure the settings have been
saved by clicking theOK button. Exporting settings is very helpful for maintaining the application
options from one installation to another.

l The IMPORT button will accept an XML file which contains all the application option settings created by
using theEXPORT button.

l ClickingOK will save all the values which were changed on any of the sections. The user will not be
prompted.

l ClickingCANCEL will disregard any adjustments made to the Settings, no changes will be saved.



Settings Node Options

Select the node listed below for more detail about each screen:

General Overall application and search
options including logging level, con-
current number of tasks, and
timeouts.

Search Options for search engine related set-
tings.

Logs Defaults for log files and exception
logging.



Disk Space Options for monitoring and alerting
users when space runs low on the
local disks.

Common Files Management of common file types
for populating common file defaults in
the search wizard.

Container Files Options for dealing with compressed
container files such as zips, tars and
rars.



PDF Options Functionality for handling passwords
in PDF files. This includes PDF files
that are encrypted with no password.

Miscellaneous
Options

Options for handling text properties.

Results Selections for collecting results
details.



Organization Manage organizational features such
as Labels andMarks. (Formerly titled
'View Options').

Report Defaults Settings related to the creation and
saving of reports.

Viewer Options Options for the preview pane and text
search viewer.



Export Actions Default values for export actions
including the display of advanced
actions andmessage box.

Export To PST Settings related to the export of res-
ults to PST files. This includes the
size and internal folder structure of
the export PSTs.

Export To File Options related to the export of indi-
vidual files including path, date and
name settings.



Email to File Settings related to email when expor-
ted to individual files.

Export From SP Options for exporting files from a
SharePoint server.

Archive Attender Default options for searching Sherpa
Software's Archive Attender archives



Exchange Default options for searching
Microsoft Exchange Servers.

Connections Default options for reestablishing lost
network connections to Exchange
servers.

EWS Mailbox These settings control the options for
the various EWS searching which
includes Office 365.



NSF Default options for searching Lotus
Notes NSF files.

PST Default options for searching
PST files.

SharePoint Default options for connecting to and
searchingMicrosoft SharePoint serv-
ers.

See Also

l Main Console



Settings:  General
Several overall program options are provided on this page.

Error Logging Level This option adjusts the logging level to gainmore detail about application
activities, including searches and tasks. Debug logging enables certain
features inDiscovery Attender to aid in troubleshooting, but will also
increase the size of log files, adding all available detail.

l Normal (Basic Details Only): Default.  General information is
logged

l Debug: Highly detailed level of logging used to troubleshoot. This
option also enables a context menu choice for further flexibility. 

l The Trace option should only be used in conjunction with a spe-
cific issue testing as the log files can rapidly increase in size.

Search Processes The number of concurrent tasks running during the search. Before
increasing  this value, make sure themachine has enough processing
power and RAM to accommodate a heightened task load.

Please Note: 

l Changing this value will not affect currently running searches. 



l If searching an older USB drive (USB 1, USB 2), drop this value to
1. Older USB drives are single processing devices. Multiple con-
current tasks searching older USB drives will make the search
slower andmore prone to network and access errors.

l When searching NSF files make this number should not be
greater than 3.

l The default value is 5 tasks running at once.

Check Search Interval  The amount of time themain process should check for new searches.

Watchdog Timeout The amount of time themain search process will wait for a task to
respond. Each individual task is run as a separate process. The watch-
dog is used to prevent ‘orphans’ from occurring. Orphans are errors that
may occur when a task encounters a situation where it cannot respond to
themain search, for example, a corrupt mailbox or lost network con-
nection.

However, some large files or mailboxes may time out inadvertently
before the task is finished searching the item. If a search is encountering
large files or is experiencing timeout errors, reset the timeout for a longer
period of time.

Database Timeout This option sets the amount of time the task process waits for a response
from the database. If you are running a large search with multiple,
concurrent database updates, it is a good idea to increase the database
timeout to prevent failure of tasks.

Temp Directories These settings allow the entry of alternate temporary directories. This is
useful as the default temp directory is located under the program files dir-
ectory. This default can be challenging if Discovery Attender is installed
on space limited directory shares. 

Settings:  Search Defaults

This node contains options for enabling default values related to the creation and processing of a search. 



New Search Whenever a new search is created using the search wizard, a name is pre-pop-
ulated in the search title field. The default search name is New Search. This
option allows the user to select a new name to appear as the default description
value. Alternately, the user can choose a template to use for the default new
search. This option is suggested when different search options are used for
most searches (e.g. file exceptions for file searches).

File Size In Memory
Limit

By default, attachments and files under 10MB in size are searched inmemory as
a byte stream for efficiency and speed. This option allows you to increase or
decrease the size of the file that is searched inmemory .

Note: A value of 0 will ensure that no file or attachment will be searched in
memory. This will add time to the search, but may be useful for troubleshooting.

'Complete' Search
Type

Themost expensive keyword search type, in terms of processing, is the prox-
imity or 'NEAR' search.  By default, aComplete search will find all keywords
that match specific criteria return all keywords for reporting.  However, to reduce
search time, it will only find the first valid variation of a proximity expression. 
TheUse 'Exhaustive' option allows all variations of a proximity expression to be
returned for reporting purposes.

Task Speed This option allows you to throttle the task speed to adjust processing power used
by Discovery Attender for each task.. Decreasing the task speed will allow other
non-related processes to utilize more system resources.

Miscellaneous



Halt task... Certain errors types will stop a task and not allow it to continue. One of these
errors, the UnRecordable error, arises when a result hit cannot be saved. By dis-
abling this selection, the user will allow the task to continue and a special error
entry will be inserted into the database.

Search RTF ... Messages in Exchange contain at least three different 'body' fields: plain text, 
RTF and HTML.

When searching for keywords in amessage, the plain text field is searched first
(if it has a text value). By default, Discovery Attenderwill not continue the
search on the RTF or HTML body fields if no criteria match is found in the plain
text body.

If you wish to search the RTF and HTML body fields even if the plain text field is
searched and no hit was found, select this option.

Please note: RTF and HTML body fields are searched automatically if the plain
text body field has no value.

Parse hidden HTML
content

This option will parse out hidden HTML content where present.  It is helpful for
searching embedded HTML links and comments otherwise not visible in
Microsoft Office documents. 

Enable SSF by Default This option sets the defaults for Server Side Filtering (SSF) in theWizard screen.
When checked, all Server Side Filtering options will be enabled by default (but
can be changed per screen) on the appropriate wizard screens. When disabled,
the user must manually set each Server Side Filter for each criteria, if needed.

Server Side Filtering uses queries against the actual data store database, be it
Exchange, O365 or PST files. It helps to filter large amounts of data when using
certain types of criteria. It significantly speeds up searching by reducing results
*before* processing it in Discovery Attender. It is an optional feature, which can
be set individually for keywords, addresses and dates. There are pros and cons
of using SSF - the benefit of using SSF is speed. The downside is lack of pre-
cision (especially when using keywords) and lack of detail. Despite this, it is
recommended for date criteria.

Please Note: When Server Side Filtering is used, the log files will only reflect
those values which pass the filter. For example, when searchingMailbox A with
server side filtering disabled, the log file has an entry that reads "Searching
folder 'Calendar' (Contains 1363 items)". However, when server side filtering is
enabled for date criteria, that same log file may read "Searching folder 'Calendar'
(Contains 125 items)". This entry refers only to the 125 items that passed the fil-
ter, not that there are only 125 items in themailbox. Likewise, when SSF is
enabled, the total number of items examined will only reflect the items that
passed the filter, not the total number of items in themailbox itself. If those num-
bers are important for reporting purposes, please do not use Server Side Filtering.

Special Character
Treatment

These options, which are on by default, will treat some versions of special char-
acters as the same for searching purposes. If one is entered as a search term,
any keywords with the variants will also be found .

l All dash variants . When enabled, this option treats various dashes as



the same. For example, the hyphen '-' and the em dash '–' .
l Apostrophes and single quotes (smart and straight) - Both straight
and so-called smart single quotes will be treated the same for searching
purposes.

Settings: Log Defaults

This screen provides options related to enabling and viewing log files.

Combined 
Exception
Logs

Enables the database storage of all exceptions encountered during the search. This, in
turn, presents all errors, skips and warnings from all search tasks in a single view, from
which they can be organized, reviewed and exported.

This option is enabled by default.

Keep Excep-
tion Log Files

This will retain the raw, pre-processed exceptions. Only use this option for troubleshoot-
ing exception issues. It is disabled by default.

View Log Files Gives you the option on how you would like to view the application, task and action log
files.

l Native Viewer (notepad) opens the log file in notepad for a simple view. This is
the default.

l Sherpa Viewer will open the log file in the Sherpa Text Viewer, which offers
advanced functionality for searching. Please note,  this option will only be



enabled if the  Sherpa Text Viewer is installed.

MAPI Logging Enabling the Trace MAPI Objects option allows the user to enable advanced logging for
troubleshooting purposes. It creates a log file that records every MAPI call.

Please Note:  This option should only be enabled if you are directed to do so by Technical
Support for troubleshooting.

Alerts Checking this option will play a sound at the completion of the search.

Back-up Log
Files

This option is useful to provide amore secure location for the storage of log files. This
option enables will create a copy of all log files to the default (and hidden) c:\sherpa dir-
ectory. Designed for compliance purposes, this option keeps the log files independent of
any project or search deletion.

Settings: Disk Space

This screen is used to set the options for monitoring disk space usage in Discovery Attender. The alerts set
herein will warn users if disk space is running low. This option is very helpful for avoiding corrupt searches on
machines where disk space is at a premium.



Please note: Disk spacemonitoring is off by default. Only use this option if your project is stored on a local
(non-networked) drive. Using this option on networked projects (where the project is stored on the network)
 will causememory issues.

Enable monitoring... This option initializes the disk monitoring feature and enables the other settings
in this section

Alert when... Size value of space remaining on a disc drive. An alert will be issued when this
threshold is reached.

Threshold level Options for actions taken when the disk space has reached a critical low point:

Prompt: User will be prompted for an action to take while searches continue

Pause active searches (cancel):  The currently running search will be paused,
with the active tasks being canceled.

Pause active searches (complete):  The currently running search will be
paused, with the active tasks allowed to finish.

Settings:  Common Files

This node supplies the lists for the Common File Types dialog box in the File Names search wizard screen.
Rather than recreating these lists with each search, populating these lists will give you a standard set of file
types to use in search criteria.



Please note: The File Names and Types criteria must be used and the options selected in the SearchWizard
for filtering of these file types for any given search. When theCOMMON button is selected in the SearchWiz-
ard, these file extensions will populate the resulting dialog box.

Include File
Types

List of file types which will be set for theCOMMON button Include list in the File Name
search wizard screen.

Exclude File
Types

List of file types which will be set for theCOMMON button Exclude list in the File Name
search wizard screen.

Loads the default list of file types and inserts them into the appropriate list.

See Also

l Main Console

Settings: Container Files

This screen is used to set the options for processing container files inDiscovery Attender.  Users can identify
which file types should be processed as compressed container files (i.e. files containing other files) as well as



how those containers will be processed.

Process Option l Single File:  This option will process the container file first as a
single file.  This allows the file-based criteria such as Date and
File Name to be used against the container without it being
expanded.  This is particularly helpful when trying to exclude
.files in the container file list (such as .zip) from a search.

l Folder (default): When a container file is found, this option first
expands the container to its component files, then applies the file
criteria (Date and File Name) to each child file. 

Regardless of which option is selected, the container file is always
returned as one result. There are options to export the container as a
single file, or to export individual files. See Results Management for
more detail.

Container File Types This is a list of file extensions which are considered container files.
Users can add or delete extensions from the list as needed.

Hash Container Items This option will hash all child files of any container that has a hit. It is use-
ful for validating files, but it can add significant time to your search.

Container Item Exports This option controls the path structure for individual files exported from a
container. When checked, the choices will be added to the export path.

l Full Path of Source Parent File includes the entire path of the
source container file.



l Name of source parent filewill add the name of the source con-
tainer file to the export path

l Internal Pathwill add the internal folder structure (if present) of
the container file to the export path.

Settings:  PDF Options

This screen is used to set the options for the handling of PDF passwords.  By default, any PDF with a pass-
word is listed as an exception. Discovery Attenderwill attempt to apply a user entered list of passwords to
PDF files found to be password protected. 

Please note:  The passwords listed above are examples. This functionality is enabled by default. It is a best
practice to enable this option, and also to list at least one password.

PDF Pass-
word
Handling

By enabling the PDF Password handling, Discovery Attenderwill apply the list of passwords to
encrypted or password protected PDF files. If the applied password works, it is stored with the
result and bemade available on the reports.

Enter the passwords, one per line, in the box provided.

If this functionality is not enabled, all password protected PDF files (including those with
'blank' passwords) will be listed as an exception.



Export
Options

If the password for a protected PDF file is found, there are several choices for export. Choose
to export the original PDF with password intact, the PDF with password removed, or both. The
export will follow the conventional Export to File guidelines.

Please note: When exporting attachments, only the original file is exported as it is part of the
sourcemessage and cannot be removed from this context.   The reports, however, will give the
password, if found.  

PDF Text
Ratio
Checking

This option is designed to help identify 'image only' pdf files. The problem is that almost all
PDFs, including those scanned, have some text associated with them. By allowing the user
todetermine the point at which an exception will be generated, this option helps separate PDFs
that contain mostly images for separate processing via exception reporting.

To use this option, first select 'Enable Checking '. Next, use the 'Percent Ratio' box to enter
the percentage of text under which an exception should be generated. For example, if thePer-
cent Ratio is listed as 2%, any PDF document where the amount of text is less than 2% of the
total document size will throw an exception during the search. Any PDFs with the amount of
text over the threshold will be searched as a typical file.

Settings: MiscellaneousOptions

This screen is used to enable various application options such as document properties, date report values and
others.



Document
Properties

Document properties aremetadata that is sorted with the document but not normally shown
when a file is opened in its native program. Use the following options to determine how to
handle these properties.

Include as
parsed text

When selected (default) document properties are included as part of the parsed text of an
applicable item.    This is helpful because they can be part of the keyword search.  However,
if the file is contains no text, the addition of the document properties may preclude the iden-
tification of non-text items. 

Do not pro-
cess

This option allows the search process to ignore all document properties and excludes all doc-
ument properties from any text searching

Process sep-
arately

This option helps to better identify non-text documents while also searching the document
properties. It does add time to the search, but this is the best option for non-text iden-



tification.

Date Report
Options

Date reports are found in the Result Management screen under Reports | Date Reports.
This section in the Settings allows users to choose which dates they want to have rep-
resented in the report.

Date for
Message
Results

This option indicates which date should be used to populate the Date Report values for any
type of email results.

Note:  for the purposes of reporting dates, bothMessages and Attachment results will use
the sourceMessage dates.

Date for File
Results

This option indicates which date should be used to populate the Date Report values for file
results.

Wizard Text This option sets themaximum character length for the wizard text fields on the Keyword,
File Name and Address criteria pages. The default value is 32,000. It can be increased up to
128,000, but this will have performance implications.



Preload
Options

These options are used to eliminate certain issues regarding the use of MSO dll files. These
settings are used to force Discovery Attender to load the requisite MSO files at application
start-up. It also provides the option to use an alternate path to locate those .dlls, rather than
the default Windows location.

Override
default

MSO option-
s

When enabled, theMSO dlls are loaded at start-up. This should be enabled by default for all
systems running 64-bit Office 2016 or greater to avoid issues exporting email.

Path When needed, theMSO dlls at the path specified are used instead of the defaults.

Note: Do not change this option unless instructed to do so by technical support.

See Also

l Main Console

Settings: Result Defaults
This node contains options for details and files collected for results items during a search.

Collect Exten-
ded Details

In addition to the basic keyword and address details stored in every search, Discovery
Attender has access to detailed keyword details, address details and document prop-
erties. To store this information in the database for reporting purposes, select these



options.

Please Note:  Selecting these options will increase the time of your search and add to the
size of the detail database. However, various search functions (complete search) and res-
ult views (by property) depend on them. Only disable theKeyword Details andAddress
Details options if you will never need to run reports or use views grouped by keyword or
address.

TheDocument Properties are internal metadata stored by certain types of programs
(Microsoft Office, PDFs etc.).  This information can include detail such as Author, Tem-
plate, Company as well as the internal file creation andmodification dates.

Have care when selecting this option. Not all file types store this internal information. 
Please keep inmind that if the document is encrypted or password protected, Discovery
Attender cannot gather this internal property information and will issue a warning
exception.  

XML Result
Files

Discovery Attender creates an individual file in XML format  for each result hit that it
finds. Under normal circumstances these files are deleted once the hit is recorded in the
database. However, these files are very useful when troubleshooting certain search
issues. Be certain you have sufficient hard drive space if you select this option.

Please note: Any XML files created will be stored in the Results sub-folder under the
search directory. Deleting the search will also delete these files.

Hash Results This option allows you to select the type of hashing (MD5 or SHA or both) to use when
the option is enabled on the Result Options screen of the wizard. The selected hash
types are then stored with the result record in the database and can be viewed in the
reports as well as Result Management screens.

The default is MD5 hash only.

Note: The hashes are calculated using .Net hashing algorithm. SHA is 512 bit and add
significant time.

See Also

l Main Console

Settings:  Organization

This node allows you to set organizational options that will appear in the Result Management views.



Label Management This section adds, removes or edits the labels that are available in theRESULT
MANAGEMENT views. These labels are used for filter and notation purposes.

The changes made here will affect label lists for all projects and searches, but
labels on existing items will not be affected.

Link Icons with Text
(for Marks)

This section allows the user to change the default text values of the icons used for
marking items. The associated function keys are listed to the right of the text.

To change a value, type in the new value next to the appropriate icon. Click OK to
save the changes. The new values will show up in the applicationmenu and fil-
ters, but the icons will remain the same. TheRESULT MANAGEMENT screen will
have to be reopened  for the changes to take effect.

Settings:  Report Defaults

These options set the defaults for certain properties of Summary and Detailed HTML reports.



Default Report Path This option sets the default location to save reports when an
HTML report is created. Click BROWSE to select the path from a
dialog box to select a path.

Please note: Discovery Attenderwill create this path if the
default path does not exist.

Default Report File Name This option sets the defaults for the report name details. Keep in
mind the report name by default is formattedPrefix_Type_
UniqueID_Date.html The user can change the defaults for the
report name prefix and Unique ID. The Unique ID gives the user
a choice between using the Search Name or the Search GUID.

Please note, these defaults can be overwritten at the time of the
report creation.

Custom Report Fields The user can customize two areas in the report itself. The first
area, which will appear in Red font above the title may be suit-
able for words like Internal Review Only orCompany Con-
fidential. The secondmight be useful for company or
department details. The user can leave these custom fields
blank or enter plain text.

Note:  HTML should not be entered in the custom report fields,
as the literal text will be taken from these fields.



Include Project Name This option will place the name of the project in the report header.

Settings: Viewer Options

This screen is used to set the default options for viewing results in Discovery Attender.

Please note: This page reflects options for both the Preview Pane and the Text Search Viewer.

Result Preview Pane When enabled, this option will show the Preview Pane by default in all
appropriate Result Management views. If disabled, the Preview Pane
must bemanually enabled using themenu options.



Keyword Highlights This option enables or disables the keyword hit highlighting in the Pre-
view Pane and Text Search Viewer. It is enabled by default to help find
keyword hits in the viewers.

When enabled, users have a choice to enable keyword highlighting for
just the keywords that matched the document selected, or any keyword
that matched the entire family (e.g. email messages and all attach-
ments). Enabling these options for the family helps with review as the
entire email is shown in the preview pane.

The option to show entire keyword snippet is very helpful when review-
ing items that were found using regular expressions. Generally speak-
ing however, regular expressions are not displayed in hit highlighting.

Default View By default (double-click) or using theOpen action, this setting will dic-
tate which viewer shall be used to open individual result items.

l Native Viewer opens the file in its associated application, if that
associated application is installed. For example a .doc or .docx
file will open with Microsoft Word. You will not see keyword hit
highlights, but format will bemaintained. Some restrictions
apply.

l Sherpa Viewer (default) will open the file in theSherpa Text
Viewer, which extracts all text from the file, highlights the
keyword hits and offers advanced functionality for searching.
However, format cannot always bemaintained, and images can-
not be shown. Please note,  this option will only be enabled if
the  Sherpa Text Viewer is installed.

Miscellaneous When theSherpa Text Viewer orPreview Pane is used to open results,
this option enables the view of advanced properties normally hidden
from view.

Show all MAPI Properties Generally used for trouble shooting, this option displays all the
MAPI properties for the selectedmessage in the viewer.

Show all NSF Properties Generally used for trouble shooting, this option displays all the
NSF specific properties for the selectedmessage in the viewer.

Cache EML for NSF Preview This optionmakes opening or preview of items found in NSF files more
efficient by creating an EML file for each NSF result.

Without this option enabled, NSF sourcedmessages will be pointing to
the original NSF file for previewing purposes. With this option enabled,
EML files will be created in a cache for all NSF based results. This will
significantly improve preview time for NSF items. However, theremust
be adequate space in the project directory.

Display Message Internet Head-
ers

This option shows the entire Internet Header property as part of the prop-
erty pane.

Only preview items less than...
[Threshold]

This option sets the threshold for items to be previewed. Very large
items will take a long time to open, so it is a good idea to set this value.



Please note: An item can still be opened even if it is above the preview
size threshold by selecting theOpen Item option in any of the results
views.

Settings:  Export Actions
This screen sets default options for export actions.

Enable
Advanced
Actions

This box allows theAdvanced Actions menu and tool bar items to be displayed in the
RESULTSMANAGEMENT screen. By enabling this feature, users will be able to access
theMove to PST,Move to Individual File andDelete functionality.  

The default is False.

Delete Options Allows the user to select the deletion type for Exchange basedmessages. TheDelete
Description gives more detail on each type as the selection changes.

The default is Soft Delete.

Move Cache The process tomove amessage to PST when not using theStore to Store Copy export
option consists of four steps per message item: 

1) Copy the item from the source location to themessage cache in the Discovery
Attender program directory.



2) Import themessage from themessage cache to the PST file.

3) Delete themessage from the original source.

4) Delete themessage from the cache after the successful completion of the first
three steps.

If theMove Cache box is checked, themessage will stay in the cache and not be
deleted from the hard drive. This acts as an extra safeguard if you anticipate running
into corruption or size limitations. Before using this option, verify you have sufficient
space on your local hard drive.

This option does not apply if Store to Store Copy is enabled or if caching is being used
and the item's pointed location is local.

Enable Action
Message Box

Some of the organization actions  (ignore, mark, label) which do not normally merit the
action dialog box will show a final message box with the status.

This option enables or disables that message box.

EML Conversion
Type

This option sets the conversionmethodology utilized by Discovery Attender. There are
two choices

-UseMicrosoft Outlook converter: This option is best used for older versions of
Outlook tomaintain as close to native processioning as possible. Newer versions may
not support this functionality.

- Use Sherpa Converter: When newer versions or updates of Outlook disable EML or
MSG functionality, this option canmimic the process tomaintain MSG or
EML features.

See Also

l Export to PST
l Export to File
l Email to File
l Export from SharePoint



Settings:  Export to PST

This screen allows users to set the defaults for exporting to theMicrosoft Personal Folder (PST) format. 

PST Storage Format If the user chooses to Create a New PSTwhen exportingmessages, Discovery
Attenderwill use the UNICODE (Outlook 2003 and above) format by default. This
is the current standard and should not be changed.

Note: Outlook 97 to 2002 (ASCII) format PSTs can be opened by any version of
Outlook supported by Discovery Attender. However, it is an older format that
does not handlemodern text or many non-English languages . Additionally, the
export PST size is limited to 2 gigabytes in size. Other format  limitations also
apply. P lease see PST file limitations for more detail.

Unicode)is the default export format.

Please Note:  The export PST files created are generated from template files
stored in the BSFPST sub-directory.

Internal Folder Struc-
ture

When exportingmessage items into a PST file, the user can choose the internal
folder structure for the export PST. This helps tomake the output more readable
and user-friendly.

Structure within the PST for items:

l Root Folder Only: All messages items are copied into the root folder.
There is no internal folder structure. The default folder name "DA_Res-



ults" can be changed by the user.

l Internal Structure Only: Recreates the internal folder structure of the
source item. If an item was found in Inbox\Accounting\2012, the
exportedmessage will be found in those folders in the exported
PST. This option is the default.

l Root Only with Internal Structure:  All messages are copied into the
root folder using the internal structure of the source item.

l Name Only with Internal Structure:  Items are exported to a folder cre-
ated using the name of the repository (PST Name, Mailbox Name,
Public Folder Name) plus the internal structure of the source item. If
themessage was in a PST named 'JohnDoe.pst', then the exported
item will be found in the \JohnDoe.pst\Inbox\Accounting\2012 folder
in the export PST.

l Full Path with Name and Internal Structure: A folder structure is cre-
ated using the full path of the source object (PST Path, Mailbox Server
and Name, Public Folder Server, Mailbox etc.), plus the internal folder
structure where the original message was found. This is particularly
useful if retaining structure is important, but you havemany sources
with the same name.

Root Folder Name: When using the root folder options, the user can designate a
root folder name. The default is DA_Results.

PST Size Limit Apply Size Limitations: Checking the Apply PST Size Limitations box will have
Discovery Attendermonitor the export PST size. This helps avoid corrupt
files if the size limitation is exceeded, slow access for excessively large PST
files.

Whenmoving or copying items to a PST file, Discovery Attender cannot
decipher Outlook PST item limitations. The PST file, in turn, does not return
an error whenmessages are over the item ormessage size limit. The user
should know the version and format of the export PST file. Users should also
be aware of  number of messages being copied to individual folders and the
limitations thereof. Verification is especially crucial whenmoving items to a
PST as the source items may be lost if limitations are exceeded 

Create New PST when Size Limit is Reached: With theApply Size Lim-
itation choice, the user has the option to create a new PST when the size
limit is reached. The PST namewill be the user chosen name plus a number
indicating it’s the successive PST iteration. For example if the original export
PST 'Results.pst' reached the size limit, the next file would be namedRes-
ults_1.pst . If this option is unchecked, Discovery Attenderwill stop pro-
cessing actions once the size limit is reached.

Importing from
MSG File

ForMSG results exported into PST files, this option will recreate the file path from
theMSG file into the new PST file.



See Also

l Actions

Settings: Export to File

This screen allows users to set the defaults for exporting to individual files in native format. 

Keep Ori-
ginal File
Dates

Certain operating systems and/or file system types will not preserve key dates when copy-
ing or moving a file to a new location. If you check this option, Discovery Attender will
attempt to reset the key file dates of the copied file to reflect those of the source file.

This option is not valid for message or attachment result items.

File Export
Folder Struc-
ture

When copying or moving result items to the hard drive, the user has different choices in cre-
ating the file path structure of the copied or moved item:

l Full:  The entire path of the source item is copied. For a file result, this means the full
path. Any drive letters or other poorly formatted names will be normalized. For Mail-
box or Public Folder results, the format will beServer Name\Mailbox Name. For
PST and Archive Attender results, the full path of the stored location will be used.

l Selectively Eliminate partial path for export? This option allows the user
to enter the portions of the export path they would like to eliminate. For
example, a file found in C:\Users will recreate those paths in the export when
the 'Full' option is selected. By choosing the selective elimination, the user
can enter the portion of the path as one of the options when exporting from the



Results Management screen.
l None:  All result items will be stored in a user chosen location, with no sub-folders
recreating the original source location.

Please note:  This option is valid for message and attachment exports as well as file res-
ults. See the  Email Specific for additional individual file settings for mail data store results.

Export File
Overwrite

If a file of the same name is found in the export directory, should the exported file overwrite
the existing file?  Check to overwrite, leave blank to increment the file name.

Export File
Name
Format

Users can customize the export name of a file result.  By default the format is the original
file name. Use theCHANGE button to open the Export File Name Format dialog box to
modify the format.

The default export file name format is the original file name.

File Number
Padding

When counters are used as tokens in the export file names, this value controls the padding
for the number where trailing zeros will be used to fill out the number. For example, a
counter of 42with a padding of 6will appear as 000042 in the export file name.

File Export
Start Count

When using counters as tokens, this value controls the starting point of the counter at the
beginning of the export.

See Also

l Actions - Copy to File

Settings:  Email to File

This screen allows users to set the defaults for exporting to individual email files. 



Message Export
Format

Choice for the type of export file format of an email item. The default is Best Option.

l Best Option lets Discovery Attender choose which format to use. Results
sourced fromMicrosoft Exchange based data stores such as PSTs, O365 or
on-prem Exchange servers will be exported toMSG format, those fromMbox
or NSFs will be exported to EMLs.

l MSG is the Exchange default format for messages saved as individual files. It
is identical to the format of amessage when exported as an individual file from
PSTs, Microsoft Exchange or Outlook.

l EML is another email individual file format, considered closer to the RFC-822
standard thanMicrosoft's MSG format. EML is often used for exports from
NSFs, MBOX, Outlook Express and other email clients. Be aware that export-
ingmessages to this format may result in the loss or alteration of metadata to
comply with the format. 

Please Note:  Discovery Attender does not convert messages. This includes from
EML to MSG, PST to EML, or NSF to MSG. However, the PreSearch Tool, included
with Discovery Attender, has many conversion options. It can be accessed from the
Tools Menu in theMain Console.

Email File Name
Format

Users can customize the export name of an email result. By default, the format is the
original file name. Use theCHANGE button to open the Export Message Name Format

http://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc822/
http://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc822/


dialog box tomodify the file name format.

The default export file name format is a unique identifier.

Message Export
File Dates

Whenmessage files are exported from amailbox or PST data store, the creation and
modification dates are set by the file system. This option attempts to set the creation
andmodification dates to those associated with themessage in the original mail store.

Message Export
Path

These options will control the export path that is created to store the exported email
file.

l Include Source Path: The path (or server) of the source data store for a given
result will be recreated as part of the export path

l Include Source Name: The name of the file or server of the source data store
will be recreated as a folder as part of the export path.

l Keep Internal Mail Folder Structure: The internal path (e.g. Inbox \
Accounting)of the result will be recreated as part of the export path.

l Selectively eliminate partial path for export The user can select a portion of
the path to *not* include in the export path. A dialog will be presented at the
time of export where the user can enter the portion or portions to eliminate.

Single Output
Message

When searching bothmessages and attachments, themessage body and the attach-
ment may bothmatch in the samemessage. This causes two result hits to be dis-
played in the results set. However, exporting  the sourcemessage twice will create
duplicates in your export data set.

This Single Output Message option, enabled  by default, will prevent an attachment
result from exporting if the sourcemessage (which always contains all  attachments)
has already been exported. The attachment record will be updated to indicate that the 
sourcemessage has been copied.

If this option is disabled, youmay get multiple copies of the samemessage  in your
export data set.

See Also

l Actions

Settings: Export FromSharePoint

These options control the export of files from SharePoint.



Export Folder Structure When copying or moving result files from SharePoint to the hard drive, their are
different options for creating the file path structure of the exported item:

l Server Name:  Includes the name of the SharePoint server as part of
the path.

l Folder Path: Recreates the SharePoint internal path as part of the
exported path..

Export to HTML
Options

Some data types that are stored in SharePoint are exported as HTML files
includingWiki Pages and Events. The options here provide flexibility which
helps maintain the visual context of the items upon export.

Recursion Levels for Linked Files

This option handles files (for example, an image) that appear as part of various
HTML objects. In SharePoint these items appear as if they were a part of the
HTML file, but from a structural point of view, they could be embedded into the
object, and therefore contained there in, or linked. This means the file is shown
in a browser for that page, but is really stored elsewhere. This option gives you
a choice on how to handle these files.

l No Recursion (Embedded Objects):  Includes all the embedded
objects as part of the exports

l One Level (Linked Files): Follows the link and collects the source file
to include as part of the export.
Please note:  This generally takes more time. Furthermore, the linked



file may not always be accessible, or may be too big to export.

Handling SharePoint Object Attachment Results

Sometimes amatch is found in a file attached to a SharePoint object (think of
an email message with an attachment). This option gives you a choice on what
should be exported when a SharePoint Attachment result is found:

l Export Attachment Only: Only the file which had thematching result
will be exported

l Export source with all attachments: The entire source file - along with
any other attachments - will be exported tomaintain the full context.
However this may contain unwanted information.

Export Overwrite If a file of the same name is found in the export directory, should the exported
file overwrite the existing file?

Check to overwrite, leave blank to increment the file name.

Export Object Property Items stored in SharePoint which are not found in document libraries will have a
record of all the properties associated with that object. For some SharePoint
objects, this property file is the only content that can be exported. This option
controls the creation of an XML output with a collection of all the record prop-
erties in a specially formatted Object Property File. Choose one of the options
listed below:

l Do not export object property file.
l Include object property file as part of the export.
l Export only the object property file

See Also

l Actions - Copy to File
l Settings - SharePoint

Settings:  Archive Attender
This node provides options to search email archives created with Sherpa Software's Archive Attender.

Note: The Archive Attender application has been placed inMaintenance only mode. As such, no new updates
to this feature will be included with Discovery Attender.



Wizard Show Option When enabled, the choice forArchive Attender is shown on the wizard. 

Archive Attender for
Exchange Archive
Paths

This setting stores the archive locations for archive files created with Sherpa
Software's Archive Attender. It makes the selection of archives over multiple loc-
ations significantly easier . It enables the 'Load' functionality on the Select
Archive Users wizard page. That option opens a the dialog box allowing you to
select users frommultiple archive user locations to help speed up the selection.

Use theADD orBROWSE buttons to choose an archive store to include in the list.

Opens a browse dialog to choose an archive path from the computer.

Opens a dialog to add the archive path.



Opens the currently selected path in a window for editing.

Removes the currently selected archive path from the list.

See Also

l Select Archive Users
l Archive Attender Summary

Settings:  Exchange
These options are for searchingMicrosoft Exchange data stores directly. 



CAS Server A list of Client Access Servers (CAS) that Discovery Attender will use for connecting to
on-premise Exchange servers.

This functionality is generally used in older servers and would not be needed if using the
preferred Profile method of connection.

If your Exchange environment is using CAS servers exclusively, please select theUse
above CAS servers by default option.

Clicking on 'ADD' will open a dialog box for the CAS server: Please enter the fully qualified
name.

Use the TEST button to confirm access to the CAS server.  Click OK to save and add the
server to the list. 

Active Dir-
ectory
Domains

This option sets the defaults for the Active Directory Domains which are useful for search-
ing in various environments which using Active Directory look-ups.

Journaled
Messages

On-premises Exchange servers often uses a special format for messages found in or
taken from the journal mailbox. Per Microsoft, "A journal report is themessage generated
by the Journaling agent on a Hub Transport server and delivered to the journalingmailbox.
The original message is included unaltered as an attachment to the journal report. This
type of journal report is called an envelope journal report."

In practical terms searching the journal report, a.k.a. envelope, requires different strategy
for locating criteria. Address fields, for example, aremodified. In addition, as noted above,
the original message is stored as an unaltered attachment.

This drop down box gives you the choice of how to process Exchange journal messages:

Process as stored: This option will search and export the source journal report as it is
stored in the system. The original message will remain as an attachment.

Process original message: This option will search and export the original message. The
source journal report is ignored.

Please note: Full details on journaling format can be found on theMicrosoft web site for
Exchange 2016, Exchange 2013,and Exchange 2010. Older versions of Exchange are no
longer supported by Microsoft. However, Microsoft still provides documentation for
Exchange 2003 or Exchange 2007 as those versions had different journaling options.

Mis- Number of mailbox open attempts: The number of times to attempt to open amailbox.

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb331962.aspx
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/Exchange/policy-and-compliance/journaling/journaling?view=exchserver-2019#journal-reports
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/journaling-exchange-2013-help
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb331962.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa996699(v=EXCHG.65).aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb331962(v=EXCHG.80).aspx


cellaneous Helpful for instances where amailbox cannot be opened on the first attempt.

Enable MAPI UI Login Prompting: This option should only be used when directed to do
so by Technical support.

See Also

l Main Console

Settings:  Exchange Connections

These options are for setting retry intervals for lost connections toMicrosoft Exchange servers.

Exchange Connection Retry This setting sets the options for attempting to establish lost connectivity
for MAPI connections to Exchange servers.

EWS Connection Retry This setting sets the options for attempting to establish lost connectivity
for EWS connections to Exchange servers (e.g. Office 365)

Select Master MAPI Profile Searching on premises Exchange 2010 or above requires the use of a
Master MAPI Profile to ensure connectivity.



Click the 'Browse' button to select a profile from the profile list. The pro-
file should have access to the Exchange data stores that will be
searched.

Use by this profile by default This option, when enabled, will use the
Master Mapi profile by default. If not checked theMaster MAPI profile
must be selected for eachmailbox that is being searched.

Tests access to the profile. If this step fails, the profile will not work to
connect to themail stores.

Use this profile for all mailboxes
by default

Enabling this option will ensure all mailboxes are searched using this pro-
file regardless of the options entered in the Search. Use this option if the
profile has been validated to openmailboxes in Outlook, but is not work-
ing in Discovery Attender.

Outlook 2016 Registry This option, which is set to 'Off' by default, is used to choose amethod
of communication calls to make for the registry. Do not change this
option unless instructed to by technical support.

See Also

l Main Console

Settings: EWSOptions

Searchingmailboxes that use the EWS protocol like those in Office 365 or on premises Exchange 2016 and
above require permissions.. This screen allows users to add and store the required settings. More than one
account can enabled, but most users will need just a single account.



Discovery Attender has twomethods for searching EWS (Office 365) based data stores. For full information,
please check theGetting Started Guide found on the product web site.

EWS Connections This section lists andmanages the different accounts and credentials .

Account THe name or identifier of the account credentials

Type Azure oAuth (akaModern Authentication) or Delegated (aka Basic Authentic-
ation)

URL If needed, the EWS service URL associated with this account

[Set Default] button Sets the selected EWS account as the default account, which will then pop-
ulates various wizard based drop down screens

[Add] Button Opens theManage EWS Settings form for users to add a new EWS account

[Edit] Button Opens theManage EWS Settings form for users to edit the selected
EWS account

[Delete] Button Removes the selected EWS account from the list



See Also

l Select EWS (Office 365) Data Stores
l Manage EWS Settings

Settings:  NSF
These options are for searching Lotus Notes mail files (NSFs). Aside from the required password, it is a best
to retain these default settings unless instructed otherwise by technical support. 

NSF Search Option l Default password for Notes client.  Enter the password for the Notes client,
if any. This will prevent a pop up box from interrupting the search for each
NSF task. 

l Include non-mail items in search: Discovery Attender can only searchmail
items in NSF files. However, mail can sometimes be found in NSF files that
do not use the normal Notes mail template. When enabled, this option
allows you to search non-mail Notes files as part of your search.  If this
option is unchecked, Discovery Attender will first make sure the NSF file is
a valid mail file before starting the search.

Restart Attempts The number of attempts Discovery Attender will make to restart the Notes Client
before generating an error.

Lock file retry inter- The interval Discovery Attender uses to reattempt the search of a NSF file that is



val already in use or is otherwise inaccessible.

Frozen check The interval Discovery Attender uses to restart the Notes Client when it becomes
non-responsive.

Internal Folder Struc-
ture

When exportingmessage items into a NSF file, the user can choose the internal
folder structure for the export NSF . This helps make the output more readable and
user-friendly.

Structure within the NSF for items:

l Root Folder Only: All messages items are copied into the root folder. There
is no internal folder structure. The default folder name is "DA_Results"
which can be changed by the user.

l Internal Structure Only: Recreates the internal folder structure of the
source item. If an item was found in 'Inbox\Accounting\2019', the expor-
tedmessage will be found in those folders in the exported PST. This
option is the default.

l Root Only with Internal Structure:  All messages are copied into the root
folder using the internal structure of the source item.

l NameOnly with Internal Structure:  Items are exported to a folder created
using the name of the source file plus the internal structure of the
source item. If themessage was in a NSF named 'JohnDoe.nsf', then
the exported item will be found in the '\JohnDoe.ns-
f\Inbox\Accounting\2020' folder in the export NSF.

l Full Path with Name and Internal Structure: A folder structure is created
using the full path of the source NSF file, plus the internal folder struc-
ture where the original message was found. This is particularly useful if
retaining structure is important, but you havemany sources with the
same name.

Root Folder Name: When using the root folder options, the user can designate a
root folder name. The default is “DA_Results”.

Please Note: A single message item can havemultiple folders inside an NSF file.
Discovery Attender will copy the first folder.

Size Limit Enabling theApply size limitations to export NSF files checkbox allows a size
limit to be set when exporting NSF files.

If that checkbox is enabled, users can set the size of the export NSF is set under
theSize Limit section.

TheCreate new NSF when size limit is reached option specifies whether new
files should be created when the size limit is reached. If this option is left
unchecked, the export process will simply stop, and no new NSFs will be created
once the size limit is reached.

See Also



l NSF Search Summary
l Main Console

Settings:  PST
PST related settings are located on this screen.

Process PSTs as email
when found in file
searches.

Enabling this option will create a new search task for each PST found in a file
search. It is designed to save time as it allows Discovery Attender to process
PSTs with MAPI whenever one is encountered in a File search, even if PSTs
are not selected during the search. This has the benefit of including individual
email in the result set.

Without enabling this option, individual PSTs found on files shares will likley
throw an exception as they cannot be scanned for individual email messages
or attachments unless they are listed in the Select PST wizard screen.

If you are searching for email specific criteria (e.g. addresses), it would be bet-
ter to list the PSTs individually and/or use custom exceptions for identifying
PSTs in file shares.

Note:  If you plan on searching file shares that may have PST files, this option
should be enabled.



Settings:  SharePoint
This screen allows the setting andmanagement of options related to searching on-premises SharePoint serv-
ers.

Please note:

SharePoint searching is a separately licensed feature of Discovery Attender.  For this functionality to work
properly, you will need aDiscovery Attender for SharePoint search component installed on a SharePoint
server. Please see SharePoint Searching for more detail.

Wizard
Show
Option

This option will show theShare Point checkbox as part of the Select Areas to Search screen in
the wizard.  

Search
Pro-
cesses

The number of concurrent SharePoint tasks running locally during a search.    Sincemost of the
processing for SharePoint tasks is done on the SharePoint server, there will be no significant
load on the local Discovery Attendermachine.  However, database updates must be queued in
conjunction with other running tasks.   

Orphane-
d Task
Process

Controls the disposition of SharePoint searches that are unable to complete during the initial
task run.  Results and log files from tasks unable to completemay remain on the SharePoint
component server unless otherwise resolved.



l Prompt Me:             Prompts the user at the opening of a project for a choice
l Always Delete:        Deletes all orphaned task items from the server without prompting
l Always Download:  Downloads all orphaned task items to the local machine without
prompting.  This option is helpful for support, but the results will not be included in the
search result set.

Search
Services
URLs

This section lists the available URLs (also referred to as URI) for the SharePoint servers where
theDiscovery Attender for SharePoint components are installed. 

This section has a number of features useful for configuring theDiscovery Attender for
SharePoint components:

l Enter  URLs:   Click theADD button to enter a URL obtained from theDiscovery
Attender for SharePoint component on the SharePoint server.   This opens the
SharePoint Web Service URL dialog box (see below).

l Set Default Server: Discovery Attender can only connect to one SharePoint URL at a
time.  Use theSET DEFAULT button to select the server. 
Note:  The default server is listed in green text.

l Manage SharePoint Component:  To enable and control server side settings, select a
URL from the list, then click MANAGE to open theMANAGEMENT dialog box (see below) . 

SharePoi-
nt Web
Service
URL 
(Add/Edit
)



URL:  Also known as URI, this is the address of the server where theDiscovery Attender for
SharePoint component is installed.

Description:  User entered description of the SharePoint server.

To test connectivity and access to the SharePoint server, click the TEST button.

If successful, the following dialog will appear:

If the connection was not successful, a variation of the following will appear

Manage
SharePoi-
nt Com-
ponent
(Manage)

This dialog box controls the settings for theDiscovery Attender for SharePoint component loc-
ated on the selected server.



Properties

Status The current status of the component followed by the login account of the
SP component

Version Version of the component on this SharePoint server

Computer Name of the server where the component is installed

Opens theSETTINGSwindow  to view, edit or change the default options for the
component on this server.  Be sure to click OK to save any changes.

Error Logging Click Debug to include additional information in the
task log files. 

Search Pro-
cesses

Number of processes (tasks) to run concurrently on the
server.    Please note, this is the Server Side option. 
Task processingmay be limited by the settings chosen
on the local Discovery Attender installation.

Task Speed Rate (throttle) for the tasks process on the server.  If
the server is dedicated to theDiscovery Attender com-
ponent, feel free to increase the processes.  However,
if the component server also handles other tasks, this is
the best place to throttle the task speed to use fewer
resources.

Communication
Timeout

Amount of time that the task coordinator should wait for
a response from the individual task.

Memory Limit Size limitation that a file will be searched inmemory. 
Files exceeding this limit will be searched as files, not
as bit streams.



Error Logging Click Debug to include additional information in the
task log files. 

Search Pro-
cesses

Number of processes (tasks) to run concurrently on the
server.    Please note, this is the Server Side option. 
Task processingmay be limited by the settings chosen
on the local Discovery Attender installation.

Task Speed Rate (throttle) for the tasks process on the server.  If
the server is dedicated to theDiscovery Attender com-
ponent, feel free to increase the processes.  However,
if the component server also handles other tasks, this is
the best place to throttle the task speed to use fewer
resources.

Communication
Timeout

Amount of time that the task coordinator should wait for
a response from the individual task.

Memory Limit Size limitation that a file will be searched inmemory. 
Files exceeding this limit will be searched as files, not
as bit streams.

Opens a dialog box listing the log files on this server:

Select a file, then click OPEN to view the server log file for that day.

This allows t any errors listed on the SharePoint server to be viewed.

Tasks This section lists andmanages the tasks either currently running, or orphaned
from a previous search, on the SharePoint server.

ID Unique identifier for this task

Source Machine which created this search task

Status The current status of the task

Updated Last time the task was updated

Opens XML summary for this task

Opens task log file for the listed task, if available.

Deletes all data associated with the selected task. 
Note: Don't use the delete functionality on active
tasks.

Deletes all task related data from the server. 

Note: Do not use this functionality when active tasks
are running.



ID Unique identifier for this task

Source Machine which created this search task

Status The current status of the task

Updated Last time the task was updated

Opens XML summary for this task

Opens task log file for the listed task, if available.

Deletes all data associated with the selected task. 
Note: Don't use the delete functionality on active
tasks.

Deletes all task related data from the server. 

Note: Do not use this functionality when active tasks
are running.

See Also

l SharePoint Summary

Information Resources
There are a number of information resources available in this Help document. Please click on the links below
to explore some useful articles.

l Best Practices
l Glossary
l General Information
l Tips & Tricks
l Troubleshooting Guide

Discovery Attender Best Practices
Here is some advice collected from theDiscovery Attender team and key customers for best practices for run-
ning searches and producing results.

1) Always Run a Sample Search



Search a small data set before running a complete search over multiple stores. This will save time and frus-
tration in the long run.  Benefits include:

l Ironing out any difficulties with permissions or criteria.
l Testing and verify complex keyword criteria works as intended.
l Identify false positives and causes for them.
l Estimate the size of your result set. If you anticipatemore than 350,000 results, break up your search
into smaller, logical pieces.

l Get feedback from the sample result set and test again before committing a search on a large data set.

2) Keyword Considerations

l Exclude the file types that Discovery Attender cannot digest for keywords. This will speed up your
search and eliminate false positives in attachments and files.

l Learn to use the Keyword Tester for long search expressions or confusing word lists.

3) Cache During Search (CDS) Considerations

l CDS is meant to have a local cache of the result items. It is *not* meant to be the export format. Use it
only if you will not have access to the source data at a later point, or if you want to keep your results
with the project.

l CDS does slow down the search, but it takes a bit less time when exporting results.
l Run a sample search to estimate size of the storage cache to ensure you do not run out of hard drive
space.

4) Exchange Dumpster Considerations

l  Use the PreSearch Tool to copy Dumpster items to PST. This will ensure you have a copy of the
Dumpster data that will not be affected by retention policies. Your search of local PSTs will also be
faster than searching network Exchange servers.

l  Make sure you test Dumpster searches and exports on your Exchange server before deploying this
feature as part of your process.

5) Date Options

l Don't use the Attachment Creation andModification dates criteria as they are set inconsistently. Some
mail systems will set the attachment dates from the file dates, others the insertion date. Use Source
Message Date option instead.

l  Avoid using theCreation andModification dates as date filter criteria for messages unless you have dir-
ect access to the original content in the original mail store (i.e. Exchange). TheCreation andModi-
fication dates of individual messages are highly dependent on themail store and export methodology.
The export mechanismmay not be known, or controllable (e.g. PSTs provided by another department
or client). It is best to use the reliable Sent and Received dates as your MessageOption defaults.

l When searching file shares, keep inmind that when files are copied usingmany common programs
(e.g. Windows Explorer), theCreation date gets changed to the date the item was copied. Because of
this, we recommend only using theModification dates.

6) Dealing with Privileged Data

l Use the Automatic Label features with theKeywordOR Address option selected to label your data as
privileged within the result set. You can then ignore those items to exclude them from your production.

l Alternately, use the Advanced Filter to search within your result set.



l Use proximity searching for names in the body of documents. If you are searching for Tom Sawyer, it
may appear as 'Tom Sawyer', 'Thomas Sawyer', 'Sawyer, Tom ', or 'Tom B. Sawyer'. Because of this
the best way to find all instances would be {Tom* OR Thom*} NEAR Sawyer.

l See Searching Privileged Data for more information.

7) Set size limitation for Export PST and NSF files in line with your production media

l Know the size limitations of your export media and adjust the PST or NSF size accordingly. To ensure
the PSTs fit, go to Tools | Settings | Export to PST.  Under size limitations, check 'Apply size lim-
itations to exported PST files'. Enter the appropriate value for theSize Limit.

l Keep inmind that smaller PSTs are ideal for many reasons.  Even if your PST will fit into a larger
medium, it is a good idea to keep the size under 2GB for performance purposes.

8) Produce reports with your results. Your end-user will thank you.

l Discovery Attender has a number built-in reports with the Summary and CSV List Report being the
most popular. Include at least one of these reports with your production data set to assist the end user.

l Keep inmind the back-end database if fully accessible for detailed reporting.

9) Attend a training session

l On-line training sessions are included with activemaintenance. If you are new toDiscovery Attender,
be sure to attend the introductory New Customer Training for tips, tricks and pointers. Other sessions
on specific topics are on an ad hoc or scheduled basis.

l Tutorials and other helpful documents can be found on our website.

10)  If you have questions or concerns, contact Tech Support!

See Also

l Tips & Tricks

Glossary of Terms

Action

A user initiated event performed on the result items after a search has completed. Actions give users the flex-
ibility to organize, group, and export result times. Actions include Copy to File, Copy to PST, Deduplication,
Label, Mark etc. See Result Actions for more details.

Address Type

Email Addresses come inmany different formats depending on the email system that originally created, trans-
ported or last modified themessage. This field gives a representation of what format that address may be. For
example, EX designates, Exchange, SMTP is Internet, NOTES as Domino Lotus Notes.



Alias

Unique nickname for amailbox in amail store. E.g. WMOZART. See Display Name and Distinguished Name
for more detail onmailbox or address names.

Annotation

A detailed comment or note entered by the user. Notes can be added at the search or individual result level. In
addition to the notes, the username, computer/machine name, and time the note was added are also stored.
See Annotation for more details.

Application Log File

File containing the details for each installations actions. The files are namedwith themachine name and cur-
rent date. If a file grows too large, a new one is created. All application related error messages are logged here.
Themost recent or current day's Application Log File can be reached frommany screens by right-clicking
and selecting ‘Open Application Log’, or double clicking on the status bar from theMain Console.

Attachment Source Message 

Message which encapsulates an attachment. When an attachment result item is exported, it is the source
message which is actually exported.   Keep inmind that the SourceMessage of the attachments of embedded
messages will always be themessage at the root of themessage tree, i.e. the one which you would see in the
mail store.

Branch Expression 

Portion of a keyword search expression delineated by inequality signs (i.e. < or >) for reporting purposes. 
Without the delineators, Discovery Attender can not distinguish which portion of a keyword search expression
to use in reporting. 

Context Menu

Menu reached by Right-Clicking your mouse button in the appropriate area. Thesemenus usually contain addi-
tional choices tomanage or view data in the relevant screens.

Cache During Search

Option available  in the SearchWizard Result Options screen. Allows the user to create a copy of message
and attachment results into the local project directory as the search is being run. This option is recommended
for people who will not have access to their source data at a later point, or suspect it may be deleted. It tends
to add considerable time to a search. This option is only available for message and attachments result types.
For more detail, read this helpful page.

CSV File

A common type file type which can be opened by most spreadsheet programs such as Microsoft Excel. In
Discovery Attender, most lists can be exported to CSV format using the Right-Click Menu. Discovery



Attender uses specially formatted CSV files for many tasks including loading import lists and bulk database
loads.

DA.mdb  

Database which contains the data for a given search, including search criteria and all result properties. There
is one database per search. The database is in Microsoft Access format, and is fully accessible for reporting.
Contact Technical Support for further details.

Data Store  

Computer based storage location for source items. included in a search. Discovery Attender can scan five
types of data stores: Microsoft ExchangeMailboxes, Public Folders, Outlook Personal Folders (PST files),
Archive Attender archives, and file paths.

daDetail.mdb

Database which contains keyword and address details kept for reporting purposes. There is one detail data-
base per search.

daException.mdb

Database which contains details about any exceptions (skips, errors or warnings) which occurred during a
search.  It is used to populate the Combined Exception Logs.

daProcess.exe 

Name of the application file which runs the actual search process. One instance is created per task in a
search

Deduplication  

Deduplication (or Deduping) is the process of removing duplicates from a result set. For example, if Person of
Interest A sends an email to 5 people, and all their mailboxes are searched, there will be 6 copies of that rel-
evant email in the dataset. Discovery Attender helps reduce the number by allowing the user to select the cri-
teria for an item to be considered a duplicate. A process is then run to identify the duplicates by comparing
properties against one another and creating sets accordingly . Deduplication in Discovery Attender is strictly a
database exercise, no items aremodified or deleted from your result set.

Discovery.exe

Name of themain Discovery Attender application file.

Display Name

The visible portion of an address attribute for an ExchangeMailbox or Address field. E.g. "WolfgangMozart".



Distinguished Name (DN)

The unique identifier used to process mailboxes and addresses within an ExchangeMail Store. E.g.
/o=FIRST ORGANIZATION/ou=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/cn=RECIPIENTS/cn=WMOZART

Dumpster

Also known as the "Recover Deleted Items" folder, the dumpster is essentially a Recycle Bin for Exchange.
For items to be copied into the dumpster folders, the "Retain deleted items for X days" featuremust be
enabled for themailbox or public folder store on the Exchange server. If enabled in Exchange, each folder will
keep deleted items in the dumpster for a pre-specified period of time. Public Folders also have dumpsters.
Please be aware that Discovery Attender cannot search folders in dumpsters. PST files do not have Dump-
ster folders.

GUID

Globally unique identifier – a unique character number string which is used to uniquely identify individual ele-
ments in Discovery Attender. Examples include Search GUID, Result GUID, Task GUID etc. Project folders,
exportedmessage files, and log files are often namedwith a GUID to prevent duplicate entries and provide for
efficient program look ups.

Hash

A small, fixed-length, digital footprint created using amathematical algorithm. Hashes are often used for item
validation and deduplication as any changes in input values (i.e. different files or messages) will produce diver-
gent hash values. Hashes are stored in the database with 64 bit encoding, but are displayed as a 32 bit hexa-
decimal.

Hit

(v) to match the search criteria or (n.) an item whichmatches the criteria of a search. A responsive item.

Internet Header

Portion of amessage which details network paths taken between sender and recipient. Discovery Attender
uses 'Internet headers' specifically to define the PR_TRANSPORT_MESSAGE_HEADERS field. Please
Note: Not all messages contain Internet headers, especially those sent between persons on the same server
pre-Exchange 2007.

Label

A user created tag to describe an item. There can bemany labels per item andmany items per label. The By
Label node in the Results Screen shows the items and their associated labels

Leaf

Individual keyword or phrase in a search expression or list of words. For example in the search expression
"Book Report" AND (lion* OR tiger OR bear), the leafs would be: "Book Report", lion*, tiger, bear.



Like Pattern

A syntax used by Discovery Attender to tell the engine to evaluate wildcards which appear within the Like("")
holder. More information can be found in PatternMatching.

Lotus Notes

A multi-user client-server database application that incorporates email and calendaring amongst other func-
tionality. Starting in version 3.7, Discovery Attender supports the searching of Notes mail files, andmail found
in other files. However, non-mail items from other Notes applications are ignored.

Mark

One of five default symbols used to associate an icon to a result item. Eachmark (or icon) can be defined by
the user. There are tenmarks which are listed in the Settings. There users can add text descriptions to
describe the individual marks. Marks are set in the Results screens using the context (right-click) menu.
Alternately, the first fivemarks can be set using the function keys F6 through F11.

Master MAPI Profile

The profile required to search later versions of Exchange 2010 and above. This profile should have access to
an Exchange account with administrator privileges.

Note: This profile is not required for searching earlier versions of Exchange.

MD5 Hash

Type of hashing used in Discovery Attender to assist in deduplication. Files results are hashed in place on the
file systems. For Attachment results, Discovery Attender will attempt to hash an attachment in place as a
byte stream. However, if the attachment is too big, it will be saved to the file system and hashed there.
Embeddedmessages cannot be hashed. Three hashes are stored for Message Results, one for each of the
available body fields (Plain Text, RTF and HTML).

Message Class

A MAPI property that is used to identify the type of message document to help with the display and pro-
cessing of the item.

Metadata

Properties of result items which are 'data about the data' stored as part of a result item. The properties avail-
able for each item varies according to its type. Messages, for example, have Sender, Sent Date, and Subject
amongst its metadata, while a .jpg file may have information about the image width and height.

MSG File

A file format used to store email messages individually. Considered the native format for individual email mes-
sages for Microsoft Outlook. All email properties including dates, recipients and attachments are stored within
the file.



Pointed Location

Place where an individual result entry looks for the actual item (amessage or attachment sourcemessage) to
perform actions. The default is the original or Source Location. However, if the user chose Copy During
Search when creating the search in the SearchWizard, the result items of that search will point to a local copy
of themessages. Thesemessages are stored under the project directory and will be immune from any
changes to the original messages.

Project

Discovery Attender storage unit for a group of related searches. A project consists of a project directory which
stores the searches and their related information including databases and log files and a project file which
gives detail about the project itself.

Proximity Searching

Type of search that finds amatch based on the distance one word or phrase is from another word or phrase.
Discovery Attender uses the reserved word NEAR to define a proximity phrase, e.g. University NEAR Penn*
. The limitation of proximity searching is 99 words (e.g. bank* NEAR(99) asset*)

PST File

A local personal folder used with Microsoft Outlook to group, store or archive email items. Also known as Per-
sonal Storage Table, Outlook Data Files or Outlook Personal Folder Files. PST files are the native format for
Microsoft Outlook.

Result Entry

The detail or record for an individual entry of a Result Item whichmatches the criteria for a search. The Result
Entry is stored in a Discovery Attender database and stores some properties of the Result Item, including its
location, dates, size and unique identifiers to find it again.

Recipient

Addresses where email was delivered. They cover the To, CC (Carbon Copy), and BCC (Blind Carbon Copy)
fields.

RegEx Pattern

A syntax used by Discovery Attender to tell the engine to evaluate the expression which appears within the
RegEx("") holder as a Regular Expression. More detailed information with examples can be found in Pattern
Matching.

Regular Expression (a.k.a RegEx)

A patternmatching language with advanced syntax utilizing symbols and wildcards tomatch patterns and
describe conditions in text. Discovery Attender uses the .Net 2.0 flavor of Regular Expressions. In Discovery
Attender these patterns are identified by using the RegEx keyword token.



Result Item

The actual item, either amessage, attachment, file or directory which has matched the search criteria. The
actual item is not stored in Discovery Attender, but the details andmetadata of this item are stored in the data-
base in the form of a Result Entry.

Search

A query or filter customized by the user to locate specified data using a defined set of criteria to create a set of
results. A search consists of criteria (keywords, addresses, dates, etc.), options, and locations (mailboxes,
PSTs, file sources) to be searched. In Discovery Attender, these queries are created using the SearchWizard
which can be stared from scratch, copied from an existing search, or loaded from a Template.

Search.XML File

This file is used by task process component while processing searches. Although this file cannot be trans-
ferred, it is useful for debugging purposes. The contents of this Search.XML file appear in the Task Logs if the
search is run in DebugMode. See template for a file which can be used to save and load searches.

Search Again

This functionality is used to create a new search wizard by copying an existing search in theMain Console.
The new wizard will be populated with all details from the source search including criteria, conditions, loc-
ations and settings, If needed the user canmodify any these details in the search wizard. However the revi-
sion number will be incremented and scheduling details will be set to the default unless changed by the user.

Search Wizard

Series of screens to help guide a user through the setup of a search. Most screens are dependent on the selec-
tions of the previous screens. The user can create a New Search from scratch, or they can use an existing
search as a template by selecting Search Again

SharePoint

A web based solution created used for document sharing, workflow collaboration and various internal web
applications. Starting in version 3.7, Discovery Attender supports the searching of files stored in accessible
SharePoint repositories.

Source Location

The location where the result item was found when the search was run. This location can be an Exchange
Mailbox, Exchange Public Folder, a PST file or a file Path.

Source Message

See Attachment SourceMessage.



Task

An individual processing unit of a search, one is created per location selected in the SearchWizard. A task is
the search performed against an individual Mailbox, a set of Public Folders, an individual PST or a File Path.

Task Log File

File containing the details reported for each task The files are namedwith the unique task GUID. All task
related error messages are logged here during the search. A brief search criteria is also entered into the log
upon task startup. The task log files for completed tasks can be reached by double-clicking on any of the loc-
ation or task items listed in themain console or Results.

Template

A file containing details about a search used to save a search independent of the local databases. They are
often used create new searches between projects or different installations of Discovery Attender. A template
can be saved from a SearchWizard or an existing search. The file extension for a template is .dast. By
default, templates are saved and loaded from the Templates directory under themain product installation.

Token (Folders)

A token is a predefinedmail folder namewhich corresponds programmatically to the given folder. In Outlook,
the visible name of the folder is set based on what language the client is set in. The token helps you find one of
the predefined folders (Inbox, Drafts, Sent Items, etc.) regardless of the localized language of that folder. For
example, %Sent-Items% will match the Sent Items folder if it is in English (Sent Items) or French (’Éléments
envoyés’) or another language.

UNC Path

Universal (or Uniform) Naming Convention is amethod of rendering a file path which shows the complete qual-
ification including computer/machine name, resources and folders. It allows any machine in a network to loc-
ate a path, regardless of drivemappings. For example, aMapped drivemay look something like
M:\MyFolder\Data\ a UNC path would be rendered: \\MyComputer\MyResource\MyFolder\Data\.

Wildcards

Characters or symbols in keyword criteria which are interpreted as a pattern. For example, in the keyword:
boat*, the asterisk tells the search engine to search for the word boat with zero tomany characters on the end.
It will then find the following: boat, boating, boats... See PatternMatching for more detail.

General Information
This section provides useful articles about various Discovery Attender topics. They include:



l Import File Formats
l PatternMatching
l PST Limitations
l Result Caching Options
l Search Term Clarification
l Supported File Formats

See Also

l Information Resources

CSVImport File Formats

The wizard screens which allow the user to add locations to the search offer an option to import a list of search
locations.

l Mailboxes

EWS Mailboxes

l PST Files , NSF Files

l File Paths , MSG File Paths

The following describes the format to be used when importing lists to the Discovery Attender SearchWizard.

Mailboxes

Import files are CSV format only with tab delimiters.

Format Display Name <tab> Server <tab>  Legacy Distinguished Name

Header "Display Name"      "Server"      "DN"

Example "Tom Sawyer"      ""HomeServer""      "/o=Firm/ou= First Admin Group/cn=recip/cn= tsawyer"

EWS Mailboxes,

Import files are in TXT or CSV format only with tab delimiters.

Format Header double quote delineated (tabs for CSV) with the following fields:

User Account: Mailbox to search

Password:  If used, the password for themailbox. Note, If the EWS accounts are searched with
impersonated credentials, this field is not needed.

Impersonated Account:  The account which has the requisite permissions to search the user
account enabled in the Settings.



Type:  Impersonated, Default or Direct - the type of account used to connect to the EWS store.

Header "User Account" "Password" "Impersonate Account" "Type"

Example "suser@sherpasoftware.com" "" "Test@sherpasoftware.com" "Default"

PST Files    

Import files can be in CSV or TXT format. This same format can be used to import NSF files.

CSV (Tab delimited only)
Only the first two columns in the following format will be read from the CSV file.

Format PST Name <tab>  File Path <tab> Size <tab> Type

Header "File Name"     "Path"     “Size” “Type

Example "AuntPolly.pst"      "c:\myfiles\samplepsts\"     “48.45MB” “Unicode Format”

Text (.txt) File
The text file should consist of a list of  PST file names and paths, one path per line:   

Format File Path\PST Name

Example c:\myfiles\samplepsts\hfinn.pst
c:\myfiles\samplepsts\Sawyer, Tom.pst
c:\myfiles\samplepsts\bthatcher.pst

File Paths

Import files can be in CSV or TXT format.  This same format can be used to import MSG File Paths.

CSV (Tab delimited only)*
The import function assumes the CSV file will be of the following format.

Format  File Path<tab> Subfolders

Header "Path"    "Subfolders"

Example "c:\myfiles\HR"    "Yes"
"\\myserver\sales\2007\Q1"   "No"

Text (.txt) File
The text file should consist of a list of paths, one path per line. The format assumes that all subdirectories
will be searched.

Format  File Path



Example c:\myfiles\budget
c:\myfiles\HR
\\myserver\sales\2007\Q1

Notes on CSV Files

l The first line of the CSV file is assumed to be the header andmust follow the header format

l If there are commas within a field then they should be surrounded by double quotes. For example
(PST):   " Thatcher, Becky.pst", c:\myfiles\samplepsts\

PatternMatching

Discovery Attender provides options for users to enter expressions which aremore complex than a standard
exact searchmatch. Patterns can be used to help evaluate keyword, address, file name and folder criteria.

Two types of PatternMatching: Like Patterns and Regular Expressions (RegEx) are supported by the search
engine. In addition, Discovery Attender includes selected expressions designed to locate specific data using
commonly found patterns (the PATTERN keyword), or locating items that do not have Extensions (EXT
(NONE)).

Like Patterns (Wildcards)

Whenever you use a wildcard to expand a keyword search term, you are actually using a Like Pattern. Dis-
covery Attender automatically evaluates any word or phrase containing wildcards as a Like Pattern for use in
the engine. However, the user does not need to enter exact syntax (i.e. the Like("") portion) into the wizard.
For example, use of  *day* is valid as is the equivalent syntax Like("*day*").

The syntax for a Like Pattern is Like("expression") where the expression is the word or phrase, containing
wildcards, you wish to evaluate.

NOTE:  when using amultiple word phrase in a search expression, it is required to deploy the LIKE keyword.
For example, "stock market*" AND steakwill not find the term stock markets. This is because double
quotes around a wildcard has the program thinking you need to find the actual wildcard (in this case the aster-
isk). Rather, to work correctly the expression should be LIKE("stock markets*") AND steak.

Another thing to keep inmind is that wild cards need to be placed correctly after the root of the word you seek.
If you are looking forAgency orAgencies, use the wildcard after the 'c', e.g. Agenc* not Agency*. If you
want any of those options plus Agent, then useAgen*.

Supported Wildcards

* Matches none, one or more characters.

? Matches any single character

# Matches any digit

[,] Matches a range or set of characters or numbers



All the wildcards are reserved and will be translated as a pattern. If you wish to use one of the wildcards as a
literal match, be sure to put it in double quotes, e.g. "# sign"will find a hit in the phrasePress the # sign for
more options.

Examples

Expression Matches

bicycl* bicycle,  bicycles, bicycling

river?boat* river boat, river boats, river boating, but NOT riverboat

Version 3.# Version 3.0, Version 3.1, Version 3.101

Regular Expressions (RegEx)

In addition to the standard wildcard support with Like Patterns, Discovery Attender also supports the complex
structured pattern language of Regular Expressions, a.k.a RegEx, or, less accurately, GREP. Regular
Expressions are very helpful when trying tomatch patterns that cannot be done with Boolean operators such
as account numbers, credit card numbers, social security or national insurance numbers.

This help document is not intended to teach you how to use Regular Expressions, a certain amount of know-
ledge is assumed before you can use them in a search. There are entire books written on the subject and innu-
merable sources to be found on the Internet to help you create the ideal Regular Expression.

Discovery Attender does provide testing tools to help craft your expression. In fact, using the Keyword or
Address testers to validate your regular expression is highly recommended before including it in your
search.

Keep inmind that theDiscovery Attender search engine is comparing an entire field (body, subject, label etc)
against the expression, somake sure it is flexible. Many examples in online Regular Expression libraries cater
towards matching an entire field, not a section of a document.

Discovery Attender uses the .Net flavor of RegEx. The syntax is: RegEx("expression") whereRegEx("")
tells the search engine to analyze and return items that match the expressionwithin the quotes.

Examples

Expression Finds

RegEx("\b(?!000)([0-6]\d{2}|7([0-6]\d|7[012]))([    -]?)(?!00)\d\d\3
(?!0000)\d{4}\b")

Social Security numbers  (just the num-
bers using allocated limits)

RegEx("\d\d\d[\- ]\d\d[\- ]\d\d\d\d") Social Security numbers (with ### ##
#### or ###-##-#### pattern)

RegEx("(cc|credit(\s{0,3}card)?)[\D]{0,60}(\d{4}([\D]?\d{4}){3}
([\D]?\d{3})?|\d{4}[\D]?\d{6}[\D]?\d{5}([\D]?\d{4})?)")

Credit Card patterns with several alloc-
ated numbers.

For more information on how to deploy regular expressions to find Personally Identifiable Information (PII ) or
Payment Card Industry (PCI) data please see the Searching for PCI & PII Data article.



PATTERN Reserved Word

Discovery Attender has amethod for finding certain predefined formats such as credit card and social security
numbers in text using the PATTERN reserved word. When used as a keyword, the PATTERN(CC) or
PATTERN(SSN) uses a regular expression combined with programmatic testing (including the Luhn algorithm
in the case of credit cards) to findmatching hits while reducing false positives (but not necessarily eliminating)

Expression Finds

PATTERN(SSN) Social Security Numbers  (just the numbers using allocated limits)

PATTERN(CC) Credit Card numbers

PATTERN(SIN) Matches Canadian Social Insurance Numbers

EXT(NONE) Reserved Word

Used only in the File Names and Types criteria, the EXT(NONE) reserved word helps locate or exclude files
that do not have an extension.

See Also

l Choose Keywords
l Choose Addresses
l Searching for PCI or PII Data

PST Limitations

Outlook 97 to  2002

l 2 gigabytemax file size (practical limit 1.8 gigabytes)

l 16,383 /65,535 items per folder

l 16,383 /65,535 folders per PST

l Large table support must be enabled to reach 65,000+ item count

Outlook 2003 supports two PST storage formats

l Outlook 97/2002 Personal Folders (see above for limits)

l Office Outlook Personal Folders File - Introduced with Outlook 2003

l 20GB default file size with caveats:

l PST size is limited to space available on partition or drive.



l Microsoft does not recommend exceeding 80 gigabytes.

l ~ 65,000 items per folder limit.

Please Note
Outlook 2002 and below cannot readOutlook 2003 format. If the installed client is Outlook 2002 or below,
then:

l Discovery Attender cannot search  PSTs stored in Outlook 2003 format.

l Discovery Attender cannot export to PSTs in Outlook 2003 format

Caching Results

During a search, users have the option to create a local copy of results that match the search criteria. This
caching feature is enabled on the Result Options page of the search wizard. Having a local copy of the data is
beneficial in the following situations:

l Access to the source data stores will be limited or non-existent at a later time,
l Datamay be deleted from source data stores before there is a chance to perform an export.
l The integrated Text Viewer is used heavily for review or quality control.
l You are collecting data at a one location, but will process it in a different location.

Caching is not recommended or not needed in the following situations:

l There is limited Hard Drive space on themachine where the project is located. All cached items are
copied to folders located under the unique search guid under the project structure.

l Source data is static and will not change between the time of search and the time of export.

Note:  The caching option is intended to create a local repository of the data under the project file structure. It
is not intended to be the final action for these items. Using  the Actions will allow you far more flexibility in with
result names and locations

Data is stored locally in the followingmanner: 

l For all Exchange based data stores (ExchangeMailboxes, Office 365Mailboxes, Public Folders,
Online Archives, PST Files, Sherpa Archives, etc.), a single .MSG file is created for eachmessage
and each attachment hit.  These files are given the [unique result guid].msg as a name. All cachedmes-
sage or attachment results are saved  into the 'Messages' directory under the parent search folder.

l In the case of attachments, the sourcemessages for attachment hits will be stored for each hit to main-
tain the context andmetadata. If you havemultiple attachments hits from the same sourcemessage or
if an attachment and sourcemessage both hit, you will still have one file for each hit. 

l File results from network shares and hard drives are saved in the Files directory under the parent
search directory. All files are renamed [result guid].[file extension] This helps to locate the correct file
when opening and copying.

l For files hits which are found in compressed container files (i.e. .zip, .tar, etc.) the source container
file will be copied, just once, nomatter how many compressed files stored within that container match
the criteria.

l Formessages originating from anNSF mail store, one NSF file is created in the 'Messages' directory
per task.  All result items are copied into the appropriate NSF file.



l For .EML files found on local or network drives, the entire file is copied to theMessages directory
under the parent search folder and given a name of [result_guid].eml

l For .MSG files found on local or network drives, the entire file is copied to theMessages directory
under the parent search folder and given a name of [result_guid].msg

l All results collected fromOffice 365 are cached automatically to maximize efficiency andminimize lag
time due to slow connection speeds for actions and previews.

When items are cached, the result data no longer points to the original source item. All actions, therefore, are
taken against the local copy of themessage or attachment.

Certain items cannot be cached to do size or technological limitations. These items (see below for a partial
list) will still be returned as results. However, a 'Warning' exception will be created in the log file and the poin-
ted location (i.e. The location where the item will be copied from for export) will default back to the original data
store source location.

l Results over 50MB cannot be cached.
l There are certain types of messages which cannot be stored as .msg files including those with more
than 255 recipients or 255 attachments. Thesemessages are not cached.

Keyword Search TermClarification

Keywords search terms are entered in the Choose Keyword wizard screen. They are compared against mes-
sage, attachment and file fields depending on result type and user preference.

l Keyword Search Terms

l BooleanOperators

l Proximity (Near) Searching

l Complex Search Expressions

l Negative Criteria

l UsingQuotes with Keywords

l ReservedWords

l See Also

Keyword Search Terms

Keywords searches are performed by matching a given search term with text in the body (or subject and file
name, if selected) of an item. For message, file, or attachment properties searched for keywords, please see
the properties page.

Discovery Attender keywords come in two flavors, exact search terms and search terms with patterns

Exact Search Terms

An exact (orHard Edge) search term is one without patterns, wild cards, or  regular expressions - only the
exact word or phrase is evaluated. To do this, the search engine will check the character before and after a
string of matching text for any alpha-numeric characters. If there are no letters or numbers before or after the
search term, item will pass as a keyword hit and progress to other criteria, if any. If, on the other hand,  an
alpha-numeric character is found on either side of the text string, the search does not recognize a hit and



continues searching on that item. In order for an exact search term to qualify for a hit, thematching text string
must be contiguous – no characters, line feeds, spaces etc. can disturb the internal string.

For example, if we were looking for riverboat as an exact search term the following would occur:

Example Text Match

Hemade his own riverboat of logs and twine. Yes

Will she be on time to catch the riverboat? Yes

Riverboats were the best way up theMis-
sissippi.

No
(alpha-numeric character at end of

string)

Does the river boat comewith a tiller? No (space within the string)

How does the river-boat handle in the rapids? No (hyphen disturbs the string).

To get around some of the exact string limitations, consider using wildcards. In the examples above, using the
search term river?boat* would have returned amatch in all cases.

For, more information about wild cards, please see the PatternMatching help page.

Boolean Operators

The logical operators AND, OR, AND NOT and NEAR are used to further clarify keyword criteria when simple
lists are not precise enough.

Reserved Word:  AND

Narrows your criteria by only returning hits whichmatch all the keywords, phrases or conditions

Reserved Word: OR

Expands your criteria by returning hits whichmatch any of the keywords, phrases or conditions.

See the examples below for how these operators are used:

Scenario fence AND
paint

fence OR
paint

Fence and paint both appear in the document Yes Yes

Only fence appears in the document No Yes

Only paint appears in the document No Yes

Neither fence nor paint appears in the doc-
ument

No No



Please note:  Boolean operators are also used for Negative Criteria (e.g. AND NOT).

Proximity Searching (NEAR)

Discovery Attender provides a keyword option that allows a choice where two or more words must all be
present in a document, but cannot bemore than a set distance apart. This is referred to as Proximity Search-
ing. For example, a search expression of RomeoNEAR(5) Juliet must find Juliet within 5 words of Romeo to
be considered a hit.

The standard syntax for proximity searching is: KeywordA NEAR(#) KeywordB. TheNEAR reserved word
delineates which word or phase will be tied by a certain distance of # to the other. Customize the distance by
entering the number of words distance after the reserved word in parenthesis, e.g. John NEAR(6) Smith will
find John if it is within six words of Smith, regardless of direction. By default, the distance is three, so John
NEAR(3) Smith can be written as Jane NEAR Doe.

The proximity feature is particularly helpful for returning hits where specific keywords can be found close to
one another, regardless of order. For example, if you wanted to locate a name such as "Jane Beth Doe",
instead of having "Jane Doe",  "Jane B. Doe", "Jane Beth Doe", "Doe, Jane" etc. you can used proximity
searching to limit your keyword to one phrase:   Jane NEAR Doe .

Grouped Proximity Expression

This type of proximity search allows the user to findmultiple words near the base words. When usingmultiple
words, they must be delineated using curly brackets, i.e.{ and } .

Here are some examples of possible syntax options for multi-word proximity:

l  KeywordA NEAR(#) {KeywordB OR KeywordC OR KeywordD} Any of the words B, C or D
can be found within the # of KeywordA tomatch.

l KeywordA NEAR(#) {KeywordB AND KeywordC AND KeywordD} All of the words B, C or D
must be found within the # of KeywordA to be amatch.

l {KeywordA OR KeywordB OR KeywordC} NEAR(#) {KeywordX OR KeywordY OR KeywordZ}
Any words on the right side are found near any of the words on the left side of the proximity expression.

l {KeywordA AND KeywordB AND KeywordC} NEAR(#) {KeywordX AND KeywordY AND Key-
wordZ} Any words on the right side are found near any of the words on the left side of the proximity
expression.

Please note: When using Boolean operators as part of a grouped proximity expression in a keyword list, they
must match the type of list.  You can only use 'OR' when in an 'ANY' list.  'AND' can only be used in a "ALL'
list.



Multiple Proximity Expressions

NEARS can be combined together to form a set of conditional nears. Discovery Attender supports a variety
of syntax for multiple nears including grouped, directional and with additional AND/OR operators:

l  KeywordA NEAR(#) KeywordB NEAR(#) KeywordC

l {KeywordA OR KeywordB} NEAR(#) KeywordC NEAR(#) {KeywordX OR KeywordY}

l {KeywordA AND KeywordB} NEAR(#, BEFORE) {KeywordC OR KeywordD} NEAR(#) {Key-
wordX AND KeywordY}

Directional Proximity Searches (BEFORE, AFTER)

Discovery Attender supports using directional indicators in proximity.  The syntax is KeywordA NEAR(#,
BEFORE) KeywordB, orKeywordA NEAR(#, AFTER) KeywordB.The syntax can also be shortened
using just the first letter, e.g. KeywordA NEAR(#, B) KeywordB orKeywordA NEAR(#, A) KeywordB

Proximity Hints and Tips

l Unlike the Boolean operators (AND, OR, NOT), theNEAR reserved word can be used in either a Key-
word List or in a Search Expression.

l Multi-Word phrases are valid in Proximity expressions, but quotes must be used: 
"A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court" NEAR "To Be or Not to Be"

l Patternmatching (including standard wildcards) can be used in proximity expressions: Adventure*
NEAR Sawyer

l Be sure to use the "curly" brackets { and } for any types of grouping within a proximity expression.
Standard parenthesis( and )are used for grouping within a search expression and syntax error will occur
if they are interchanged.  You can, however, group proximity expressions within a search expression,
for example:

(market NEAR(3) {stock OR bond} AND {bank OR CD}NEAR(4) {loan OR borrow})OR finance
NEAR {job OR position}OR (discount* NEAR invest* NEAR loan* AND (AcmeOR Widget))

Complex Search Expressions

The Boolean operators can be combined to form more complex expressions, with each expression separated
by anOR. For example, you could enter the following:    (fence AND paint) OR (river AND boat)

Use regular parenthesis (i.e. "( "and ")" ) to delineate an expression.  Expressions can be nested, and each
nestingmust have its own grouping with parenthesis .  In the example below, notice how the parenthesis
match the various groupings:

(fence AND paint) OR (river AND boat) OR (cave AND (hideout OR "hide out" OR "hide-out" OR
"hideaway"))

The Proximity Operator can also be used as part of a complex expression:
(fence AND paint) OR (river AND boat) OR Yankee NEAR(5) court



For assistance in untangling complex search expressions, please use the Keyword Tester to validate syntax
and apply sample text.  Users with activemaintenance can also  contact Sherpa Technical support for help
with search expressions.

Using Quotes with Keywords

The rules for using single and double quotes with keywords depend on the type of keyword search being per-
formed.

Keyword List (Any or All)

The search engine will see the entry of a single line of a word list as a phrase to search, regardless of spaces
or any internal punctuation. Quotes surrounding the expression are not required. However, if included, double
quotes will be ignored if surrounding the entire phrase. Thus, in a word list, the following are equivalent:

l "To be or not to be"

l To be or not to be

Keyword Search Expression

Quotes should be used for all multi-word phrases or items with delineating characters including spaces, par-
enthesis or commas. When in doubt surround the phrase with double quotes, or a syntax error could occur.
For example, the following search expression:  Profit OR (1,234,567 AND 7654321) will throw a syntax
error. To get this expression to resolve correctly use the following: Profit OR ("1,234,567" AND 7654321)

Items with Double Quotes

If you *are* searching for a keyword  that contains double quotes, keep inmind the following (for both the
keyword list and search expression). For one double quote (e.g. 4" to identify inches), no further formatting is
required. However, if you are searching for something that is wrapped in double quotes, (e.g. "Wow" ), then
youmust wrap the phrase in single quotes, i.e. ' "Wow" '.

Items with Single Quotes

If you are searching for items with a single quote, no further formatting in required for a word list. For example,
the following will all resolve correctly:

l O'Connor

l partners' AND accounts

l "partners' accounts"

However, when using single quotes in a search expression, they must be contained in double quotes:

l "O'Connor"

l "partners' " AND accounts



l "partners' accounts"

However, in the example above, it would be a better idea to use a Like Pattern, e.g. Like("partner*
account*") to find all possible permutations of the criteria rather than relying on quotes.

Please note:

l If you are using a search expression with one of the reserved words as a keyword, be sure to place it
within quotes or use a Like Pattern.

l Smart Quotes, also known as 'Curly' quotes, are directional quotes often inserted by Microsoft Word.
To prevent confusion, Discovery Attenderwill automatically convert Smart Quotes to straight quotes
when they are found in keyword criteria.

Negative Criteria

Sometimes with keyword criteria it can be as important to avoid certain words as is it to find others. Dis-
covery Attender has a number of options for the so called negative criteria.

l AND NOT

l NOT NEAR

l EXCLUDE

l Comparison

AND NOT

Narrows your criteria by only returning hits where one search term is in a document while the  other is NOT in
the document.   If you are using 'NOT' as part of a search expression and searchingmessages, always use
theMergeMessage Fields option.

For example, a search expression of fence AND NOT paint must find fence but cannot find paint for the doc-
ument to be considered a hit. This syntax is very tricky, especially when used with parenthesis. See
Examples below:

a) fence AND NOT paint

Scenario Match Logic

Fence and paint both appear in the document No True AND False = False

Only fence appears in the document Yes True AND True = True

Only paint appears in the document No False AND False = False

Neither fence nor paint appears in the document No False AND True = False

b)NOT (fence AND paint ) i.e. NOT fence OR NOT paint

Scenario Match Logic



Fence and paint both appear in the document No False OR False = False

Only fence appears in the document Yes False OR True = True

Only paint appears in the document Yes TrueOR False = True

Neither fence nor paint appears in the document Yes TrueOR True = True

c)NOT (fence OR paint )  i.e. NOT fence AND NOT paint

Scenario Match Logic

Fence and paint both appear in the document No False AND False = False

Only fence appears in the document No False AND True = False

Only paint appears in the document No True AND False = False

Neither fence nor paint appears in the document Yes True AND True = True

Please Note: If you are searchingmessages using the 'AND NOT' operator, be sure to select the 'Merge
Fields' option on theMessageOptions wizard page. This ensures the subject and body are evaluated
together.

NOT NEAR

This criteria is an inverse of the Proximity Operator used to find a word or phrase as long as it is not located in
proximity to another word or phrase.  Like the NEAR, this expression can also take a numeric value indicating
the number of words within the second word or phrase should not appear.  The syntax is KeywordA NOT
NEAR(#) KeywordB.  For Example, "income tax" NOT NEAR(2) "personal"  will find all instances of
"income tax" where it is not within two words of "personal"

The NOT NEAR is very useful as it can also contain directional indicators  KeywordA NOT NEAR(#,
BEFORE/AFTER) KeywordB, andmultiple words

EXCLUDE

This operator refines searches by locating keywords that match as long as it does not match a specified full
excluded expression.  It helps to find specific words that are needed without bringing back false positives
based on specific usage of the word or phrase. EXCLUDE can be used when a 'BUT NOT' is needed.   The
syntax is KeywordA EXCLUDE KeywordA[RestofExpression] . 

For example, the following expression Confiden** EXCLUDE "Confidential Statement" wouldmatch all
instances of Confiden* (including Confidence, Confidential etc.) as long as it was not part of the phraseCon-
fidential Statement.

Please note:



l For the EXCLUDE to be valid, the first keyword or phrase (KeywordA), must be part of the second por-
tion of the expression.

l Similar to the proximity statement, EXCLUDE can accept an integer to describe the range that this
comparison should bemade within. The default is 5. For example if you want to search for “United
States” but you did not want to find “United States of America Presidential Election of 1994”, you would
need to explicitly input a value of 6 for the range. Since the phrase being excluded is larger than the
default range, it is impossible to match the entire expression within 5 words of the original keyword
phrase.   To be valid, the following should be used:

"United States" EXCLUDE (6) "United States of America Presidential Election of 1994"

Comparing Negative Operators

Operator Scope Usage

AND NOT Entire Document Should be avoided due to lack of precision and validation, use automatic
labels instead.

NOT
NEAR

Within NEAR(#)
range

Very flexible, can be used in a variety of instances.

EXCLUDE Within EXCLUDE
(#) range

Wherever a 'BUT NOT" is required, i.e. this word, BUT NOT if is a spe-
cific usage of the word. 

List of Reserved Words

The following is a list of reserved words inDiscovery Attender.  If any of these words are used as part of
keyword criteria, they must be enclosed in double quotes.  These words are not case sensitive.

Word Description Example

LIKE Used to define a pattern in keyword criteria.   Often hidden from
the user, but always used by the engine when a wildcard is used. 

LIKE("comp*")

AND Boolean operator indicating that all keyword or expressions on
either side of the operator must be found

blue AND green

OR Boolean operator indicating that any keyword used with this oper-
ator could be found

blue OR green

NOT Boolean operator used to negate an expression.  Can be used
with AND or NEAR

blue AND NOT
green

blue NOT NEAR
green

NEAR Used to define proximity of first word or phrase near a second
word or phrase

bank NEAR loan

EXCLUDE Used to find keywords that match the first partial expression so
long as it does not match the full excluded expression

confidential
EXCLUDE "con-
fidential state-



ment"

BEFORE Used with the NEAR operator to define proximity only for items
for items found in one direction (left side of expressionmust
come first)

cat NEAR
(3,BEFORE) hat

AFTER Used with the NEAR operator to define proximity only for items
for items found in one direction (left side of expressionmust
come second)

cat NEAR
(3,AFTER) hat

REGEX Used to define a regular expression in keyword criteria RegEx("\d\d\d[\- ]
\d\d[\- ]\d\d\d\d")

PATTERN Used to find specific information that is found well defined
formats. It is used in conjunction with CC (for finding credit
cards) and SSN (for finding social security numbers)

PATTERN(CC)

See Also

l PatternMatching
l Choose Keywords

Supported File Formats for Keyword Searching

When searching files or attachments for keywords, there are twomethods whichDiscovery Attender can use
to parse and analyze text for performing the search. All other criteria (addresses, dates, file types etc.),
metadata and result types (Messages, Directory Names) utilizes nativeDiscovery Attender digest tools for
extracting data. Compressed files (e.g. .zip, .rar, .tar, etc.) are also supported. Files in multiple levels are
extracted before being parsed for text.

The Raw Data Search is not recommended except for backwards compatibility. It performs a binary text com-
pare against both Unicode and ASCII versions of the file. Theoretically, it can parse all files regardless of
format as long as they can be opened for reading. However, in practical terms, all files which are compressed,
encoded or encrypted cannot be digested properly (i.e. there are no legible text strings to compare against)
and thereforemay not return relevant or valid results. This is especially true for keyword searches with
acronyms which tend to return numerous false positives when the raw data search is used.

The Native Search uses the dtSearch® Engine to parse text frommany formats for keyword searching. Here
is a list of supported file formats which can be searched for keywords using the Native Text search option:

Adobe Acrobat *.pdf PDF is a standard format and can be cre-
ated in tools other than Adobe.

See this note for more detail.

Ami Pro *.sam Old word processing format

Ansi Text *.txt Standard text file format

Comma-separated
values

*.csv Opened with spreadsheet programs such
as Microsoft Excel

EML files  *.eml Loose file email format for individual mes-



sage files used by Outlook Express and
others

GZIP *.gz Compressed file format

HTML files *.htm, *.html Hyper-text markup language, opened by a
variety of web browsers, e.g. Internet
Explorer

MHT archives *.mht HTML archives saved by Internet Explorer

MSG Files *.msg Individual message files saved by
Microsoft Outlook

Microsoft Access *.mdb
*.accdb

Database formats which parse out record
based results.

Microsoft Excel *.xls
*.xlsx

Spreadsheet file format

Microsoft OneNote *.one Notetaking program.

Note: Versions 2007, 2010, and 2013 only

Microsoft Power-
point

*.ppt
*.pptx

Presentation file format

Microsoft Word *.doc
*.docx

Word Processing format

Microsoft Works *.wks Older multi-functional office suite format

Multimate Docu-
ment

*.dox
*.doc

Older word processing format

Open Office 2.x,
1.x

*.sxc *.sxd *.sxi *.sxw *.sxg *.stc
*.sti *.stw, *.stm *.odt *.ott *.odg *.otg

*.odp *.otp *.ods *.ots *.odf

Documents, spreadsheets, and present-
ations - Includes OASIS Open Document
Format for Office Applications

Rich Text Format *.rtf Word Processing format

RAR *.rar Compressed file type

TAR *.tar Tape Archive File

Text Files *.txt Text based files (ASCII and Unicode

Word Perfect *.wpd
*.wpf

Word Processing format

WordStar *.ws Word Processing format

Write Document *.wri Word Processing format

XML files *.xml Extensible Markup Language

ZIP files *.zip Compressed file type

In addition to this list, Discovery Attenderwill try to parse text out of most files types. Indeed, most file types
do have some text in them, even if they are non-text formats. For example, a .jpg file may contain text (and
thus not throw an exception) like the following:



Image Format: JPEG (EXIF, IPTC)
Software: Adobe Photoshop CS5Windows
Picture Date: 2013:03:26 20:02:51
ImageWidth: 2421
Image Height: 1519
Object Name: Print
Format: image/jpeg
Xmp:MetadataDate: 2013-03-26T20:02:51-04:00
Xmp:ModifyDate: 2013-03-26T20:02:51-04:00
Xmp:CreateDate: 2013-03-26T19:44:14-04:00
Xmp:CreatorTool: Adobe Photoshop CS5Windows
XmpMM:InstanceID: xmp.iid:B14FD53E7196E2119DCEF984C4166D40
XmpMM:DocumentID: xmp.did:6C37EEB97096E2119DCEF984C4166D40
XmpMM:OriginalDocumentID: uuid:5D20892493BFDB11914A8590D31508C8
XmpMM:RenditionClass: proof:pdf
Illustrator:StartupProfile: Print
XmpTPg:HasVisibleOverprint: False
XmpTPg:HasVisibleTransparency: False
XmpTPg:NPages: 1
Pdf:Producer: Adobe PDF library 9.90
Photoshop:ColorMode: 4

Note: As mentioned above, Discovery Attender searches for keywords in the body of files and attachments
using an engine (based on dtSearch) to collect and parse the retrievable text. Discovery Attender will identify
and list the files it cannot parse, search or read in the task logs.

When dealing withPDF files specifically, it is worth noting that there are a variety of formats ranging from
fully readable to completely locked or image only (no text retrievable). Discovery Attendermay not be able to
search PDF files if the PDF is:

a) Using a high level encryption (128 bits or above)
b) Password protected
c) Image only
d) Corrupt (i.e. not encoded correctly)

Please note: The PDF Password parsingmay be able to parse some passwords. It is a good idea to enable
the functionality in the Settings.

To helpmanage these inaccessible files, Discovery Attender has several options.

1) Enable the PDF password handling and turn off document properties parsing in the Settings.   This will
reduce the number of exceptions caused by the 'blank' encryption present in many PDF files.

2) Use the PDF Text Ratio Checking to help address the image only issues.

3) SomeDiscovery Attender users will run a search for a common keyword (e.g. 'the') against all the PDF files
in the source data set. If this sample search finds a significant number of inaccessible files, the entire PDF set
could be produced for futher processing or manual review. Another option is to deploy a third party Optical
Code Recognition (OCR) software on the PDF files to render them text readable before themain search is
executed.

To find out if a specific PDF file is encrypted or password protected, open the PDF file  and access the Prop-
erties option under the File menu. Select the 'Security' tab to see a description of the document security level.
The 'Show Details' button will offer further information.



Properties

Following is a list of properties searched or relevant for each type of criteria for Exchange basedmail stores.

l Keyword

l Address

l Message Types

Keywords

Messages MAPI Property Name

Subject PR_SUBJECT_W if present, otherwise PR_SUBJECT

Body PR_BODY_W if present, otherwise... PR_BODY if present, otherwise... PR_
BODY_HTML_W if present, otherwise... PR_BODY_HTML if present, oth-
erwise... PR_RTF_COMPRESSED

Internet Headers

If Addresses are chosen for a keyword search  (seeMessageOptions), the same properties are searched
as in the address fields below

Attachments

Display Name PR_DISPLAY_NAME_W

File Name PR_ATTACH_FILENAME_W (file)
PR_ATTACH_LONG_FILENAME_W (file)
PR_ATTACH_LONG_PATHNAME_W (shortcut)
PR_ATTACH_PATHNAME_W (shortcut)

Attachment data lives in the PR_ATTACH_DATA_BIN  property of themessage

Address Criteria

Sender Display Name: PR_ORIGINAL_SENDER_NAME
Email Address: PR_ORIGINAL_EMAIL_ADDRESS

On Behalf Of Display Name: PR_ORIGINAL_SENT_REPRESENTING_EMAIL_NAME
Email Address: PR_ORIGINAL_SENT_REPRESENTING_EMAIL_ADDRESS

*Recipient Display Name: PR_DISPLAY_NAME
Email Address: PR_EMAIL_ADDRESS

*There can bemultiple Recipient addresses per each of the recipient fields (To, CC, BCC). Each recipient
address is its own object with unique address and display name properties.



Message Types

Type MAPI Class

Email IPM.POST
IPM
IPM.NOTE
IPM.NOTE.SECURE
IPM.NOTE.SMIME
REPORT.IPM

Calendar IPM.APPOINTMENT
IPM.SCHEDULE.MEETING.CANCELED
IPM.SCHEDULE.MEETING.REQUEST
IPM.SCHEDULE.MEETING.RESP.NEG
IPM.SCHEDULE.MEETING.RESP.POS
IPM.SCHEDULE.MEETING.RESP.TEN

Journal IPM.ACTIVITY

Notes IPM.STICKYNOTE

Contact IPM.CONTACT

Tasks IPM.TASK
IPM.TASKREQUEST.ACCEPT
IPM.TASKREQUEST.DECLIN
IPM.TASKREQUEST
IPM.TASKREQUEST.UPDATE

Other Any item that has a class which is not listed above

Tips & Tricks

l Store your project on the samemachine whereDiscovery Attender is installed. Searching with pro-
jects on networks can be done, however it is slower and less responsive than local project installation.
Above all else, do not run your projects from USB drives

l Make sure your read receipts are turned off in Outlook, especially if you are viewing your results in Nat-
ive Format.

l The Raw Data option is for backwards compatibility. While it is not needed for most searches, certain
formats (Visio, Project) respond better to this option.   However,  useRaw Data sparingly when search-
ing any criteria with acronyms as it tends to result in false positives.

l When runningDiscovery Attender continuously, it is a good idea to close and restart the application
from time to time, especially after a large search or export. Memory will releasemuchmore efficiently,
and this step allows theWindows messaging subsystems to clear.

l  If you are using 'NOT' as part of a search expression, always use theMerge Fields options. Keep in
mind that we don't actually recommend that you use any of the NOT options as it is difficult to validate
negative criteria. Instead, we recommend using Automatic Labels to identify items that you do not
want to produce.



l If you are searching for discovery purposes, it is a good idea to familiarize yourself with some
resources available to help your design processes, searchmethodology, and best practices.  The
EDRMwebsite is an excellent starting point and has volumes of detailed description of  the electronic
discovery process from start to finish.

l For amore detailed commentary and best practices, view the publications available at the Sedona
Conference website.

l Enable the PDF Password settings with at least a few passwords. This can significantly help reduce
exceptions on PDF files.

l When searching character based languages (Chinese, Korean, Japanese, etc.) always use wildcards
to delineate strings (e.g. *佢地商 *).

Archive Attender Searching

Discover Attender has the ability to search Sherpa Software's Archive Attender archive locations using all the
criteria available for an email search.  The following details may prove helpful when searching these data
stores:

l Before starting your search, make sure you know the locations of your archives. Discovery Attender
can only locateArchive Users in known archive paths.

l Archive Attender does not need to be installed on the same computer as Discovery Attender. 
Searches are run independent of any Archive Attender installation.

l Items found in an archive location cannot bemoved or deleted usingDiscovery Attender.
l If you are planning on usingDiscovery Attender as the primary method of searchingArchive Attender
archives, navigate to Tools | Settings | Archive Attender and enter your archive locations in advance. 
You can then use the pre-filled Load list to quickly select your users in the Select Archive Users wiz-
ard page.

l Use theSplit option available on the Select Archive Users wizard page to speed up the searching of
large archives.  This option will search the first level directories for each archive as a separate task. 
This, in turn, improves the efficiency of the searches, reducing errors and speeding up the completion
of the search.

l To ensure that the searches are consistent with other email data stores, Discovery Attender applies
the search criteria directly to the archive files, bypassing theArchive Attender index.  Thus, you will
notice searching viaDiscovery Attenderwill take significantly more time to search then theArchive
Attender native index search.

Please Note
 If your organization does not useArchive Attender, you can hide the wizard options for searching the
archives.  Go to the Tools | Settings | Archive Attender node and uncheck the choice inWizard Show Option
.

About Archive Attender

Archive Attender is a software based email archiving tool that allows you to effectively control the size of
Exchange Server databases. UsingArchive Attender, administrators may create sophisticated rules that
movemessages and attachments frommailboxes or PST files to network storage locations that support UNC
(Universal Naming Convention) addressing. Oncemessages have been archived, end users can easily
access their content fromMicrosoft Outlook either by clicking on a stub link in themessage body or per-
forming a keyword search to find archived data.

http://www.edrm.net/
http://www.thesedonaconference.org/content/miscFiles/publications_html
http://www.thesedonaconference.org/content/miscFiles/publications_html
http://www.thesedonaconference.org/content/miscFiles/publications_html


To learnmore about Sherpa Software's Archive Attender product, please visit our website.

See Also

l Select Archive Users

Overview of Handling Exceptions

One of the key components of the electronic discovery process is the ability to cull and filter data. In an ideal
world, your criteria would be run against easily accessible custodian data stores. With a few clicks of some
fancy buttons, a relevant, pristine data set would be produced.

Alas, the real world rarely grants such a straightforward process. Discovery matters becomemore complex
as data is collected from a cornucopia of electronic data sources using a variety of media. The processing of
data can be fraught with issues small and large, running the gamut from inaccessible source data to corrupt,
encoded or password protected files, invalid formats, even the inability to create export files.

It is up to the tools of the trade to help end-users address the issues and exceptions that are encountered dur-
ing the standard collection and searching of data. While the quirks of electronic datamake it next to

http://www.sherpasoftware.com/microsoft-exchange-products/archive-attender.shtml


impossible to avoid problems entirely, the strength of your electronic discovery process lies in the way these
issues are handled and audited.

It is of paramount importance that exceptions be identified during processing. Without clear issue logging, it
would be impossible to find and resolve the problems that do occur. For those items that can’t be resolved,
methods to handle exceptions are essential. You don’t want one inaccessible data store to bring down a
search that has been running for hours. Detailed reporting of the exceptions is key to helping keep a robust
audit trail. In Discovery Attender, that detailed reporting can be found in the Combined Exception Log.

In addition to identifying exceptions, your e-Discovery process should clearly lay out alternatemeans of pro-
cessing in case it is required. Equally, it would be beneficial to define the conditions under which these altern-
atemethods will be employed. While every condition cannot be anticipated, clear communication will make
the process run smoother. For example, if a number of password protected documents are encountered, mak-
ing text search impossible, make sure all the stakeholders are clear on how these items will be handled and
under what conditions (and cost) they might be reviewed or produced.

Within Discovery Attender , exceptions are entered into two places a) text log files, and b) the Exception Logs
that can be accessed on a task or search level. A myriad of alerts for errors, skipped items or warnings can be
produced on any level of a task. Examples include data store (Access Denied), documents (Unable to Parse,
Encryption), folder (cannot retrieve list of items) or message (Corrupt Property) exceptions.

Once these issues are identified, Discovery Attender provides a number of features to help users further pro-
cess data in accordance with their discovery plan. Data stores that were corrupted or encountered access
errors can be identified and resolved. Then, Discovery Attender can rescan the source data stores for inclu-
sion in the production set.

For document or message level issues, some users simply use the built-in reports to audit the problems. Oth-
ers will take advantage of the unique export feature to create a separate collection of exception items for fur-
ther processing.

Regardless of how you process data, if your e-Discovery process is not clear on exceptions, more cla-
rification (and therefore time) will be needed to respond to discovery requests. Ignoring this area can lead to
gaps in the audit trail and, perhaps, adverse judgments.

The key point to take away is that exceptions will occur. Make sure that proper tools are in place to identify
issues, along with a proper process to adequately address problems that arise. With the help of these two
steps, collection and searching data becomes much less complex, andmuchmore efficient, effective, and
defensible.

Reducing Exceptions

Within Discovery Attender there are several steps you can take to reduce the number of exceptions:

l Enable PDF Password Parsing. This option, found in the Settings, will parse all the so-called 'blank'
encrypted PDF documents as well as attempt to apply any of the listed passwords against an encryp-
ted PDF file.

l Exclude Files. This option, enabled using the File Names and Types criteria, will keep exceptions to a
minimum by keeping out file types that may not relevant to the search, but often cause exceptions
such as .cab and .msi files.

l Use ScanPST.exe to address corrupt PST files.

If you have questions regarding specific exceptions, please contact Technical Support



LotusNotesNSF File Searching

Discover Attender has the ability to search Lotus Notes Mail NSF files using all the criteria available for an
email search.  The following details may prove helpful when searching these data stores:

l To search successfully, a Lotus Notes client 8.5.1 or abovemust be installed on samemachine as Dis-
covery Attender.  To ensure a smooth search, default password and other settings should be entered 
at Tools | Settings | NSF.  

l To avoid straining the Lotus Notes specific drivers used in searches, it is a good idea to keep the num-
ber of tasks concurrently processing at three or below.  This setting can be found at Tools | Settings |
General node.

l To ensure that the searches are consistent with other email data stores, Discovery Attender applies
the search criteria directly to themessage items, bypassing the default index.  Thus, you will notice
searching viaDiscovery Attenderwill take significantly more time than search via the Lotus Notes nat-
ive index search.

l Make sure the Notes client password is entered into the Settings.
l Only Lotus Notes mail items (including calendars) can be searched. Attempting to search other Notes
applications or databases will result in an error.  If the file you wish to search is a non-standardmail file,
you can disable themail template verification by going to Tools | Settings | NSF.  

Folders
Folders in NSFmail files are similar to views in other applications.  This means there is amany to one rela-
tionship between folders andmessages; a single message can havemultiple folders. 

There is also a default folder/view called 'All Documents' which contains every item in the NSFmail file.

In addition, there can be items that are without any folders. When exporting to NSF file, these items are
placed in a generic view called [No folder].

See Also

l Select NSF Files

Preparing for an Electronic Discovery Search

IT administrators are sometimes puzzled when responding to e-Discovery requests. Often times, the techs
will kick off Discovery Attender and not realize that some preparations should to bemade prior to beginning
the searching process. To save stress and time (and thereforemoney), it is a good idea to ask the following
questions as soon as you get an e-Discovery request from your legal department:

l What is the scope of the search?
l How should exceptions be handled?
l How should results be presented?

l Should the result set to be deduplicated?
l What format should the results be in?
l What types of reports are needed?

l Who key point of contact for clarification?
l What is the case about?

The first questions to ask include who is important in this case, what date range is relevant and what kinds of
data should be targeted for this discovery. Sometimes entire data stores need to be included, but often the
scan can be limited to just specific custodians and targeted date ranges. Email is themost common type of



data store included for discovery. However, often files stores, SharePoint, even backups or laptops may be
relevant to a case. Be sure to clarify these questions ahead of time to determine the scope of the work that
needs to be done.

In an ideal world, every document in your data set will be searchable. However, there are instances when
items cannot be searched due to encryption or corruption. For every file or email that cannot be searched in
Discovery Attender, an exception is generated. What should you do with these items?

Discovery Attender has a variety of options to deal with exceptions. First, you can generate a report that lists
the items that threw an exception and reasons why. Another choice is to export these items (where possible)
and deliver an exception set in conjunction with the result set. In some instances, youmight even be able to
ignore these items. To gain insight as to what option is best, and to avoid difficulties in the future, be sure to
ask the requestor directly how they would like to handle exceptions.

Once the search is completed, you will have a result set which contains the items that meet your specified cri-
teria. There are a number of options inside Discovery Attender for organizing and streamlining your data set.
One popular option is deduplication which creates a single instance for each unique item in your result set. For
example, let’s say the samemessage was emailed to three of themailboxes in your search resulting in the
samemessage appearing three times in your result set. Deduplicating will identify a single message, while
still keeping links to the original three. Reviewing and exporting these unique items will save a significant
amount of time andmoney over the processing the entire data set. Make sure the people requesting the data
know deduplication is an option.

In addition to determining whether you need to deduplicate your result set, you will also need to determine how
to present the data to the e-Discovery requestor. This not only includes file type, but also the path structure,
size of data set, and format. For instance, you can export the result set to a PST file or to flat files. To build on
this even further, you can also vary the formatting of the exported data. For example, you can either export
your result set to a single PST file or generate a PST file per email store you searched. Additionally, you can
also change the formatting used in the internal structure of the exported PST file or change the naming con-
vention used when exporting to flat files.

Often times, you will need to supplement the exported result set with certain reports. Specifically, youmay
need to report on the search criteria, number of hits were found, and so forth. There are a variety of reporting
capabilities within Discovery Attender. For example, you can generate a summary report that gives a brief syn-
opsis of the search that was performed, a duplicates report that provides a listing of each unique item and
whether it had duplicates, a custom CSV report and include only specified data, andmuchmore.

The last thing you should determine when you receive an e-Discovery request is who themain point-of-con-
tact is if you should have any questions. Most often this will be the e-Discovery requestor, but you will need to
clarify that this is also the person who can answer questions about keywords, custodians, export format,
search locations or other topics discussed above. This person should also be in touch with you throughout the
steps of your process, especially if you are dealing with large data sets to help determine the best plan of
attack (which custodians should be searched first, approving criteria and sampling results etc.)

An essential component in determining the plan of search is knowledge of the case itself. Themore familiar
that you are with the case, themore helpful you can be to the requestor. There aremany details that IT would
know (dates of backups, datamaps, reasonableness of accessing certain stores, syntax concerns, industry
acronyms etc.) whichmay benefit the legal side of the house when determining the total cost of the case, or
trying to hammer out details in themeet and confer sessions with opposing counsel.

There aremany other questions that could be added to this list. In fact, any detail you can get about the search
ahead of time will help you better prepare for an e-Discovery search. Having clear direction and keeping clear



lines of communication will make the tasks runmuch smoother and domuch to reduce confusion and stress
during the e-Discovery process.

Searching Large File Shares

Here is some advice on how tomake your searchmore efficient while reducing the number of errors
encountered when searching file shares.

Use the 'Split' option 

The key to a successful file search is to break up the file share into as many individual tasks as is practical.
To do this, use the 'Split' button of the 'Choose File Paths' wizard page. The path you selected  will be
rendered to the first level folders, one task per folder. This makes the searchmore efficient by utilizingmul-
tiple threads against a single data store.  It also isolates errors into one task so the entire file share search is
not compromised. Splitting a path also allows for easier review and filtering of the results.  For very large file
shares, youmay want to actually split the paths several times.

Please note:  it is critical that you *do not* search large file shares as a single path!

Exclude File Types

If you are searching for keywords, make sure you utilize the 'File Types' criteria option to avoid searching in
files formats where keyword data cannot be digested (media files, database files, raw mail files, etc.)

Once on the 'Choose File Types' screen, select the exclude option, then click the Common button.  Feel free
to add additional file types to the list.   Any types listed with the exclude option will be skipped.   This reduces
false positives and time out errors while speeding up the search.

Increase your Watchdog Time-out

The default timeout may be too low if you are searching large files across a network. If a file takes longer to
process (think a large database), the entire task will fail with the following note in the task log: "[timestamp]
ERROR: Task process no longer responding"  This is themost common error we see with customers search-
ing file shares and can easily be countered by going to the Settings and increasing theWatchdog Timeout.

Get Permission

Make sure you have the proper permissions for the entire file share as well as all sub paths that will be
included in the search. Permissions issues are the secondmost popular errors in file searches.

Use Multiple Searches

If you are searching terabytes of data, separate the storage locations even further by breaking up the load
amongst a number of searches. This is also helpful if you have a large search and have amixed set of source



data, mail and loose files. Put each type in a different search. This will alsomake the processing of results
much easier.

Do a Sample Search first

This will give you an understanding of the approximate duration, load on your servers, approximate number of
results as well as revealing types of false positives and give you the opportunity to adjust your search criteria
before committing to a long search.

Searching for PCI and PII Data

A variety of regulations in a number of industries forbid the storage of Payment Card Industry orPersonally
Identifiable Information data in clear text (i.e. unmasked). Discovery Attender is often deployed to find email
and files which contain the rouge information such as social security and credit card numbers. It does so by
recognizing PCI identification patters using the Regular Expression feature. These can bemade evenmore
effective, and reduce false positives by combining regular expressions with proximity searches.

There are some notes to be aware of when searching for PCI data:

l Using the PATTERN reserved word is themost effectivemethod for finding credit card or social secur-
ity numbers. However, the algorithm used does create some false positives, although far less than
other methods.

l Always use the keyword tester to verify the expression you have created will be valid inDiscovery
Attender.

l When testing, use data that shouldmatch, as well as data that should notmatch. It is very easy to cre-
ate an over-broad expression that will create numerous false positives.

l Be very clear of what you want to find before starting the creation of your regular expression. If finding
credit cards, for example, do you need the formats of all the types of credit cards, or just Visa and
MasterCard. Do you want to find the words "Credit Card", or "CC" before the number?What date
formats will be represented in your data set if you are looking for date of birth, or date of hire inform-
ation?

l There are a number of regular expression libraries on the Internet that have useful features for creating
and testing regular expressions. However, many of these libraries are geared toward finding data in
fields (e.g. validating against a web site payment entry form) versus a document or email body. Please
test any regular expression thoroughly.

l The Preview Pane and Text Search viewer cannot render regular expressions. Use the keyword snip-
pets to get a better idea of where hits were found in a document.

l Always, always, always do a sample search first!

Here are some examples of basic search and regular expressions submitted by our customers. Each expres-
sion does something different, somework in sets. Youwill want to adjust them to suit the needs of your par-
ticular search.

Please note: Each one of the expressions listed below has benefits and downsides to using them. None are
promised to find the exact match that you are looking to find (no warranty is offered or implied). They are here
for sample purposes only.

You should test these and any regular expressions against your own data before deploying them in your
search!



Examples

There are several ways to implement checks for PCI and PII data. Themost effective is using the
PATTERN reserved word, or a regular expression with a combination of proximity searching . Regular expres-
sions by themselves often produce numerous unwanted false positives. The list below gives some
examples.

Credit Card Numbers

Using the PATTERN reserved word for credit cards. This option uses the Luhn algorithm combined with some
programmatic reduction of false positives:

l PATTERN(CC)

An attempt to get all the numbers with one single expression:

l RegEx("(cc|credit(\s{0,3}card)?)[\D]{0,60}(\d{4}([\D]?\d{4}){3}([\D]?\d{3})?|\d{4}[\D]?\d{6}[\D]?\d{5}
([\D]?\d{4})?)")

More targeted attempts can be seen in this search expression:

l {credit* OR charge*} NEAR(3) {card* OR num*} NEAR(10) RegEx("(\d{4}([\D]?\d{4}){3}([\D]?\d{3})?|\d
{4}[\D]?\d{6}[\D]?\d{5}([\D]?\d{4})?)[^A-Za-z0-9]") OR
card* NEAR(3) num* NEAR(10) RegEx("(\d{4}([\D]?\d{4}){3}([\D]?\d{3})?|\d{4}[\D]?\d{6}[\D]?\d{5}
([\D]?\d{4})?)[^A-Za-z0-9]") OR
{AMEX OR AX OR "American Express" OR VISA OR VS OR MC OR MASTER* OR DS OR
DISCOVER} NEAR(10) RegEx("(\d{4}([\D]?\d{4}){3}([\D]?\d{3})?|\d{4}[\D]?\d{6}[\D]?\d{5}([\D]?\d{4})?)
[^A-Za-z0-9]")

Social Security Numbers

Using the PATTERN reserved word for social security numbers. This option uses a regular expression com-
bined with some programmatic reduction of false positives:

l PATTERN(SSN)

Find a social security number pattern near identifying keywords. To just find the number, try the regular expres-
sion alone without the portion before the proximity. Note: The regular expression used below finds social
security numbers in a precise, defined range.

l {"ss#" OR "ss #" OR ssnOR soc*} NEAR(5, BEFORE) RegEx("\b(?!000)([0-6]\d{2}|7([0-6]\d|7[012]))
([-]?)(?!00)\d\d\3(?!0000)\d{4}\b")



Place of Birth

Type Expression

Search Expression POB OR place* NEAR(5) {born or birth} OR "born in"

Regular Expression RegEx("(pob[^j]|place\s*of\s*birth|birth\s*place|born\s*in)")

Note:  

l The inclusion of 'POB' leads to a large number of false positives if your organization uses that acronym
for other reasons.

l This also will find large numbers of historical figures or biographical details where 'born in' may be pop-
ular

l In this case, the Search Expression is muchmore focused than the Regular Expression as it tightens
the proximity of the words to one another.

Date of Birth

Type Expression

Search Expression dob NEAR(10) RegEx("[\D]{0,30}((19|20)?\d\d[-\s\\/\.]((0)?[1-9]|[12][0-9]|3[01])[-
\s\\/\.]((0)?[1-9]|[12][0-9]|3[01])|((0)?[1-9]|[12][0-9]|3[01])[-\s\\/\.](0[1-9]|[12][0-9]|3
[01])[-\s\\/\.](19|20)?\d\d|((0)?[1-9]|[12][0-9]|3[01])([\S\s]{0,3}(nd|th|st|rd)[\s\S]
{0,3})?\s{0,3}(jan(uary)?|feb(ruary)?|mar(ch)?|apr(il)?|may|jun(e)?|jul(y)?|aug
(ust)?|sep|oct(ober)?|(sept|nov|dec)(ember)?)(\.)?\s{0,3}(19|20)?\d\d|(jan(uary)?|feb
(ruary)?|mar(ch)?|apr(il)?|may|jun(e)?|jul(y)?|aug(ust)?|sep|oct(ober)?|(sept|nov|dec)
(ember)?)(\.)?\s{0,3}((0)?[1-9]|[12][0-9]|3[01])([\S\s]{0,3}(nd|th|st|rd)[\S\s]{0,3})?
(,)?\s{0,3}(19|20)?\d\d)") OR date* NEAR(3) {born OR birth} NEAR(10) RegEx("[\D]
{0,30}((19|20)?\d\d[-\s\\/\.]((0)?[1-9]|[12][0-9]|3[01])[-\s\\/\.]((0)?[1-9]|[12][0-9]|3[01])|
((0)?[1-9]|[12][0-9]|3[01])[-\s\\/\.](0[1-9]|[12][0-9]|3[01])[-\s\\/\.](19|20)?\d\d|((0)?[1-9]|
[12][0-9]|3[01])([\S\s]{0,3}(nd|th|st|rd)[\s\S]{0,3})?\s{0,3}(jan(uary)?|feb(ruary)?|mar
(ch)?|apr(il)?|may|jun(e)?|jul(y)?|aug(ust)?|sep|oct(ober)?|(sept|nov|dec)(ember)?)
(\.)?\s{0,3}(19|20)?\d\d|(jan(uary)?|feb(ruary)?|mar(ch)?|apr(il)?|may|jun(e)?|jul
(y)?|aug(ust)?|sep|oct(ober)?|(sept|nov|dec)(ember)?)(\.)?\s{0,3}((0)?[1-9]|[12][0-9]|3
[01])([\S\s]{0,3}(nd|th|st|rd)[\S\s]{0,3})?(,)?\s{0,3}(19|20)?\d\d)")

This expression assumes that the date of birth will be proceeded by 'dob' or various permutations of "date
born" or "birth date", followed in close proximity to the regular expression for dates. Unusually formatted dates
may not be found.

Please contact Technical Support if you have questions about deploying searches for PCI or PII data.

SharePoint Searching

Discover Attender has the ability to search items which are stored on SharePoint servers using all the criteria
available for file searches.  The following details may prove helpful when searching SharePoint data stores:



l A separate license key is required to enable SharePoint  functionality.  This key can be entered when
Discovery Attender is first started, or by accessingHelp | LicenseManagement from theMain
Console.  This opens the LicenseManagement screen.

l TheDiscovery Attender for SharePoint Service needs to be installed on a server in the SharePoint
farm which needs to be searched.   Themain processing of the SharePoint searches is conducted via
this component.

l Discovery Attender can only connect to one SharePoint server at a time. That server must be listed
under the 'Search Services URLs' in the Discovery Attender SharePoint Settings and be set as the
default.

l SharePoint lists consist of many types (including custom values). You can choose the types to search
using the search wizard.

l To ensure that the searches are accurate and consistent, Discovery Attender bypasses the
SharePoint index.  This makes searching viaDiscovery Attender significantly more time-consuming
than a search via the SharePoint native index search. |

l There is an option, when choosing SharePoint search criteria, to search the older versions of the file. If
this option is selected, previously saved versions of the file will also be scanned using the defined
search criteria. However, please note that theDiscovery Attender for SharePoint component will only
search older files that are under a 100MB in size. Older files larger than 100MB will be skipped and
recorded as a skip in the processing log.

l Discovery Attender 4.0 searches SharePoint 2013 servers only. To search earlier versions of
SharePoint, please contact technical support.

l It is highly recommended to cache SharePoint data while searching if you plan on exporting results at
a later time.

SharePoint contains two distinct data sources: sites and site collections. If you select a site, only that site is
searched. By selecting a collection, all sites contained within the collection are searched. Although a col-
lectionmay display in red (indicating that Discovery Attender lacks sufficient access rights to search the col-
lection's top level), underlying sites beneath it may still be searchable.

When setting up a SharePoint search, you can also specify individual lists or users to include or exclude in the
SearchWizard's SharePoint Data Options screen.

Please Note
If your organization does not search SharePoint with Discovery Attender, you can hide the options in theWiz-
ard. Navigate to the Tools | Settings | SharePoint node and uncheck the choice in 'Wizard Show Options' .

See Also

Selecting SharePoint Sites



Searching for Privileged Data

When performing an e-Discovery search, there is often a need to parse the responsive data (i.e. the items that
match the search criteria) into privileged and non-privileged data sets. Privileged data is any information that is
protected by a legally recognized right against disclosure, for example communication between an attorney
and client. . Even if it is relevant to a case, privileged data can be excluded from being used as evidence in
court. As a result, many of our customers need to identify and eliminate the privileged data from the result set.

There aremany ways to identify privileged data with Discovery Attender. For instance, you could create a
search that excludes this data by using the NOT or EXCLUDE operators. Although this may eliminate the priv-
ileged data from your result set, you will not be able to report on what was eliminated and why. That is, you will
not be able to create a privileged log, nor will you be able to readily prove why a specific item was considered
privileged and hence removed from the responsive data set. Therefore, there are 2 recommended ways in Dis-
covery Attender to parse the responsive data into privileged and non-privileged data sets:

l Single SearchMethod - This option identifies the privileged data as a function of the current result set.
l Two SearchMethod – This option identifies the privileged data using 2 searches.

Single Search Method

The single searchmethod uses Auto-Labels and/or Advanced Filters to identify the privileged data. Once priv-
ileged data is identified by using these options, it can easily be excluded from the export usingmarks to filter
the data.

Auto-Labels have the added benefit of getting the search and identification done in one step. They are con-
figured during the set up of the search wizard to identify a sub-set of the results as privileged while themain
search is being run (i.e. it is a search within your search):

Once you select this option, you will be able to specify the keywords and/or addresses that will identify your
privileged data within your responsive data. The items that meet the criteria for the Auto-Labels will be part of
your result set and will be found under the By Labels node.

Additionally, you can use Advanced Filters to select and identify your privileged data. Advanced Filters are pro-
cessed against the result set (i.e. a search against the result set). They can use dates, addresses keywords
or result properties. However, using keywords requires that you select Index Results in the search wizard.

Any number of Advanced Filters can be added after the search is run. This method is effective when you are
unsure of your privileged criteria. You can query and cull your data in a number of ways without changing the
underlying search.

Two Search Method

The Two SearchMethod is themost effective way of removing privileged items as it has themost thorough
audit trail. With this method, you will do create two searches using the following process:

1. Create the First Search for items that match your search criteria.

2. Organize and deduplicate data as needed

3. Export the responsive items to a result set. This is now your responsive result set.



4. Create a new search which scans the responsive result set created in Step 3 to find the privileged data.

5. Use the actionMove to PST and/orMove to File to export result items to a new privileged data store. The
'Move' options copy the data to the new privileged data store, then delete the data from the responsive result
set

Note: TheMove to PST andMove to File actions are disabled by default. You will need to enable these
“Advanced Actions” in your Discovery Attender settings.

At the end of this process, you will have a set of responsive data, and a set of privileged data along with
details on the criteria used to create each of them.

Both the Single SearchMethod and Two SearchMethod have advantages and disadvantages:

Pros Cons

Single Search Method l Complex criteria can be used effectively
l Additional items can be excluded after the
searches are run

l Interface can be used to validate items

l No separate
set of priv-
ileged items

l No in-tool
count or read-
ily available
report of
excluded
privileged
items

l Multiple
steps

Two Search Method l Log, count and reports of privileged data
l Separate, producible set of privileged data
l Clear, easy to reproduce steps
l Can use themost flexible criteria, without
an index to take up room

l Method
takes more
time

l Multiple
searches

l Will have to
produce two
sets of
reports

l Must have
well defined
privileged cri-
teria

Troubleshooting Guide
Use this guide to help you through some basic issues inDiscovery Attender setup and searching. Details for
errors can be found in the application or task log files. If your issue is not listed below and you havemain-
tenance, please contact technical support.

License key is coming up as 'Invalid'.

This error usually occurs in one of the following scenarios:

l Incorrectly typed license keys Try using cut and paste instead of typing in the keys.



l Invalid permissionsDiscovery Attender requires local administrator rights for the login account.
On a computer with aWindows Vista orWindows 7 operating system, you need to run the execut-
able as Administrator. To verify you have the correct permissions, navigate to Tools | Settings to
open the settings screen. Click 'OK'. If this throws an error,  you do not have the required per-
missions.

l Using a temporary key after it has expired Contact your Sherpa sales representative to get your
permanent key.

Accessing a Mailbox throws a MAPI_E_FAILONEPROVIDER  access error.

You do not have the correct permissions to search that ExchangeMailbox. Discovery Attender requires full
Send As/Receive As access to searchmailboxes successfully. Please check out the articles listed below
which details how to grant permissions to all mailboxes to a service account.

Exchange 2003 (Q821897):
http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=kb;en-us;821897

Exchange 2007:
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa998291(EXCHG.80).aspx

Exchange 2010:
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa996343.aspx

Searching or copying to a PST and throws the following error:

Unable to open PST session: (@08055396) The file D:\test.pst is not compatible with this version
of the Personal Folders information service. Contact your administrator. Component: 'Personal
Folders' Context: 10050203: MAPI_E_EXTENDED_ERROR (80040119).

This error will appear if Outlook 2000 or XP is installed on the Discovery Attender computer and the default
settings in Discovery Attender are set to create a PST using the 2003 format.

To resolve, change the format of PST files in Tools>Settings to the ASCII format. Alternately, install a ver-
sion of Outlook 2003 or above

The following error appears in the task logs numerous times: 

ERROR: Unable to convert attachment to perform keyword search
DETAILS: This file is encrypted or password protected and cannot be parsed
ATTACHMENT: FileName.pdf

Discovery Attender searches for keywords in the body of files and attachments in conjunction with an
engine that reads and parses the retrievable text. This error, or one like it, is generated in the task log when
Discovery Attender identifies a files it cannot parse, search or read.

When dealing with PDF files specifically, it is worth noting that there are a variety of formats ranging from
fully readable to completely locked or image only (no text retrievable). Discovery Attender may not be able
to search a PDF files if that  PDF is:

a) Using a high level encryption (128 bits or above)

http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=kb;en-us;821897
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa998291(EXCHG.80).aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa996343.aspx


b) Password protected
c) Image only
d) Corrupt (i.e. not encoded correctly)

To find out if a specific PDF file is encrypted or password protected, open the PDF file using Acrobat
Reader and access the Properties option under the File menu. Select the 'Security' tab to see a description
of the document security level. The 'Show Details' button will offer further information.

Discovery Attender does offer the option to parse passwords. This functionality can be enabled in the set-
tings PDF Options node.

Note: You can use the Combined Exception Log to export all items that encounter this issue. The entire
exception set can be produced for manual review, where possible.

The Virus Scanner is showing alerts whenever Discovery Attender runs a search.

Virus scanners may issue alerts when searching items withDiscovery Attender.  These are actually alerts
based on attachments or files being searched by Discovery Attender locally. Discovery Attenderwill
search files in memory when it can, however, some attachments and files require export in order to parse
properly.

The path for each of the alerts should be in the \Temp folder which is the default location for exporting
search items (if needed). The Anti-Virus catches a virus and issues an alert as Discovery Attender opens
the file for scanning. The file location of the original item (mailbox, PST or file path) can be identified by look-
ing at the task processing logs  as Discovery Attenderwill issue an error for this  attachment or file when it
cannot search because of the Anti-Virus lock.

Disabling the Anti-Virus is not advisable, but youmay want to scan your data stores for Viruses before
beginning a search.

The log files lists the following error:

Unable to access file details for: <file name> System.IO.PathTooLongException: The path is too
long after being fully qualified. Make sure path is less than 255 characters.

This is a technical limit to the length of both the path and name of the file. For many networks andmost ver-
sions of Windows it is 255 characters. The only way to get round this would be tomake the share or file
name shorter. So for example if your F: share is pointing to \\Server\Share, try making a new share that
points several directories deeper as in \\Server\Share\Sub1\Sub2\Sub3.

The following error is received when trying to search or export to PST files:

ERROR: Unable to open email store
DETAILS: sherpaSoftware.MAPITools.mapiCantOpenStoreException: (@08055378) Mail service
Personal Folders File (.pst) was not found, check the [Services] section of the MAPISVC.INF file:
(#1054)
at sherpaSoftware.MAPITools.PST.OpenPST(String szFileName)
at daProcess.taskPerformMapiSearch.PerformTask(iTaskSession oSession, iTaskLogging oLog-
ging)



[07:11:50 Jul-28] Discovery Attender processing done.

This error usually occurs in one of the following scenarios:

l Outlook is not installed - The proper MAPI drivers are not installed. Install Outlook and try again.
If you have installed Discovery Attender on an Exchange Server (not recommended), try running the
fixmapi.exe found on the local hard drive.

l Some version of Exchange administrator tools is the same machine as Discovery Attender
There is confusion as to which set of MAPI drivers should be used. Run the fixmapi.exe tool found
on your local hard drive. This should resolve theMAPI conflicts.

If none of these options resolve your issue, call technical support.

Tasks are failing with the following error:

ERROR: Task process no longer responding

This error usually occurs when you are searching large file shares, or very largemail stores. To resolve,
navigate to Tools | Settings |General Tab and increase theWatchdog TimeOut to at least 60minutes.

If you are searching a large file share, please see Searching Large File Shares for more helpful sug-
gestions.

When searching NSF files, 'the system cannot find file specified' dialog box pops up. Once 'OK'
is clicked, search continues.

Apparently certain anti-virus programs modify the notes.ini file, which, in turn, causes this issue.

Removing these lines from the notes.ini file will resolve the issue:

ADDINMENUS = NCMENU
EXTMGR_ADDINS = NCEXTMGR

When attempting to search any Exchange Mail Stores or PST files, a MAPI_E_CALL_FAILED
error is generated.

This could caused by a variety of issues around the fact that theMAPI system is failing to initialize accord-
ing to Discovery Attender:

1) The bitness of Outlook and Discovery Attender does not match. This occurs if you have a 64-bit version
of Outlook installed and a 32-bit version of Discovery Attender, or a 64-bit version of Discovery Attender



and a 32-bit version of Outlook.

Resolution : Install the correct version of Outlook or Discovery Attender.

2) You do not haveOutlook set as your default mail client and another mail client is set as the default

Resolution:

- Go to your operating system's default program list and set Outlook as the default mail program

- Go to your operating system's program access and computer defaults and set the default email program
to Outlook

3) TheMAPI libraries within Outlook have become corrupted

Resolution: - Locate and run fixmapi.exe If the issue still persists, please contact technical support

Attachments are Skipped and Unable to be Searched due to the following error:

SKIP: Unable to convert attachment to perform keyword search

DETAILS: Could not load file or assembly 'dtSearchNetApi2, Version=1.0.4034.41264, Cul-
ture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=null' or one of its dependencies. This application has failed to start
because the application configuration is incorrect. Reinstalling the application may fix this prob-
lem. (Exception from HRESULT: 0x800736B1)

The requiredMicrosoft Visual C++ 2005 runtime libraries have been corrupted, are the incorrect version, or
are not installed correctly. To resolve this, reinstall Microsoft Visual C++ 2005 available below. Once you
have reinstalled this file, please ensure you reboot your machine prior to re-starting your search.

Microsoft Visual C++ 2005:

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=14431

Please Note:  Discovery Attender requires correct versions of the 2005 and 2008 C++ run time libraries to
be installed correctly.

Keywords are not highlighting in Preview Pane or Text Viewer or the preview lists [No Match]

There are several reasons that keywords may not be showing up in the Preview Pane or Text viewer. Keep
inmind that the search engine does not use the samemethodology as the preview pane, so this is not an
uncommon scenario.

1) The hit is in an unviewable part of the document. The keyword snippets stored with the keywords usually
gives an accurate representation of where a hit was found, however, this locationmay not be visible in the
preview pane. Examples of this are if the hit was found in raw data, document comments or non-visible
notes.

2) A regular expression is responsible for the keyword hit. Regular expression patterns oftenmatch a large
chunk of text which cannot be accurately translated into a single highlight. Discovery Attender's Regular
Expression syntax, does not translate well into that of the preview pane.

3) The result matched criteria other than the keyword. This happens in cases where there is either no
keyword criteria or there is mixed criteria where amatch could bemade without the keyword (i.e. Keywords
or Address option).



If a document is not showing the keyword hits, then the best way to figure out what hit and where, is to use
the Right-Click | View | Keyword Details option to see a list of keywords for that particular result, including
the snippet and location of the hit.

Issues with searching NSF files

1) Verify all the steps in Searching NSFs have been done.

Error connecting to all searches (databases) after new install

This is likely caused by amismatch between the bitness of Discovery Attender and the bitness of the ver-
sion of Office or Outlook installed. If one is 32-bit, so tomust the other be 32-bit.

Welcome Screen
This is the introductory screen to Discovery Attender. It presents a number of options upon opening the applic-
ation, allowing access to the components of the program.



If you are just starting withDiscovery Attender please refer toWHERE TO BEGIN .

Functionality
This screen is used to navigate to the different sections of the application. From this screen a new project can
be created, an existing project can be opened, or you can proceed to theMAIN CONSOLE for modifying default
settings or opening thePreSearch Tool.

Option Description

Create Project Opens theNEW PROJECT SCREEN for the creation of a new
project.

Open Existing Project Opens thePROJECT SELECTION SCREEN to give the users
a choice to open a project from the list of recent
Discovery Attender projects.

Main Console Opens a blank MAIN CONSOLEwith no project selected.
Although no new searches can be created, this view is use-
ful for modifying default settings.



Please note: If you open theMAIN CONSOLEwith an empty
project and need to create a new search, simply choose
the File | Create New Project from the file menu to create a
project to house new searches. Alternately, you can select
File | Open Project to open thePROJECT SELECTION
SCREEN or the File | Recent Projects to see the list of
recently accessed projects.

PreSearch Tool Opens the PreSearch Tool, a separate utility included with
Discovery Attender. The PreSearch Tool has numerous
functions that assist in the processing and analysis of
data. Some of these functions are duplicated in Discovery
Attender itself, but the PreSearch tool runs significantly
faster, but with less logging.

Clicking this button will close the program.

Do not show on startup Checking this option will disable thisWELCOME SCREEN.
Instead, thePROJECT SELECTION SCREEN will open upon
the launch of the application.

Discovery Attender License Key
When running the full version of Discovery Attender for the first time, you will be required to enter your License
Key in order to take full advantage of all the product features.



Enter Discovery Attender License Key

To enable functionality in the full release version of Discovery Attender, a  25 character alpha-numeric license
key  is required. This license key is issued whenDiscovery Attender is purchased and is not needed for the
standard evaluation version.

Enter your key in the box provided. 

Enter SharePoint License Key (optional)

SharePoint file searching is an optional component inDiscovery Attender, and requires a separate license
key. To enable this functionality in the release version,  enter your 25 character alpha-numeric SharePoint
license key in the box provided

User Information (Optional)

User Information is optional, but will provide an easy reference when contacting technical support.

Click 'SAVE' to enable the keys, store your optional values and close this form.



See Also

l New Project Screen
l Project Selection Screen
l Main Console

Action In Progress
This screen shows the progress of result actions. It opens once the action processing has started and stays
open until the action is complete. As each result item is processed (i.e. copied, moved or deleted), the stat-
istics will increment based on the success of the action for that result. As the export progresses, tthe status
bar expands to reflect the number of results processed to that point.

l  If the result item processes successfully, the number of successful items will increment.

l  If the action process fails on a given result, the number of failed items will be incremented. You can
use the 'View Log' button to see the log file and what type of failures are being generated.

l 'Other' will only increment for results which contain email attachments. It is reserved for specific 'child'
attachment results whose parent message has been exported already. To avoid duplicates, Discovery
Attender will only process a specific message once. When amessage is exported and all the attach-
ments are included tomaintain the parent-child relationship. Therefore, even if there are also separate
results in Discovery Attender for individual attachments, the source email will only be exported once.

Buttons

Opens the action log file while the actions are still running. The log file will list details about
the actions as well as any errors encountered during the process. Make sure to close the
log file once you have viewed the contents, so it can be updated.

Stops the action process. The currently processing result item will finish, but no further res-
ults will be processed.



Action Result Summary

This screen presents a final summary of the action including the numbers attempted, failed, successful and
any 'other' values. Other values can include attachments which were not copied because their sourcemes-
sage was already exported, or items that were not completed if a search was canceled.

ClickingOK will close this dialog box. However, if any items failed during the processing of the results, a log
file will open with the details of the action, including any issues that were encountered.

Please note: The action log file and statistics can also be accessed from the Action History view after the pro-
cessing has completed.

See Also

l Action Summary
l Action History
l Glossary

Active Directory Selection
ExchangeMailboxes andOnline Archives can be located by using this SEARCH FOR ACTIVEDIRECTORY
MAILBOXES dialog box.



Please Note: Online Archives are associated with mailboxes in Exchange 2010 and above. To chooseOnline
Archives, you will use this screen to choose the associatedmailboxes. Keep inmind that mailboxes can be lis-
ted in Active Directory and not have associated Online Archives. This option cannot be used to connect to
EWS (Office 365 or on premises).

Locations
This drop down box shows a list of your active domains.

Server
Shows a list of domain controllers to query.  If your domain controller is not listed in the Server dropdown or
your domain is not listed in the Locations dropdown, then enter the fully qualified name of the domain controller
in this box and click theSEARCH button to populate the list of mailboxes.

Domain Listing
Presents a tree view of all groups under the chosen domain or Active Directory group. Use these groups to
select mailboxes by expanding views. Once you reach a view that contains themail stores you want to
include in your search, double click on the label. All mailboxes associated with that group will be entered into
themailbox list.



Mailbox List
This section lists themailboxes selected up to this point. You can check individual mailboxes and use the
ADD button to import only the selectedmailboxes to the wizard. Alternately, use theADD ALL button to
include  the entire set of listedmailboxes in the wizard selection.

Buttons

 Resets the domain listing to the defaults.

 Uses the currently selected domain, server, or active directory group as a basis for search-
ing out mailbox entries.

 Allows you to enter your own custom search criteria over the selected active directory
group or server.

 This option adds all themailboxes from themailbox list to the source form.

 This option will add just the selected (checked) mailboxes from the list to the source form.

 Closes this dialog box without any selections beingmade. 

See Also

l Select ExchangeMailboxes
l Select Online Archives
l Glossary

Add/Edit Custom Exceptions
This dialog box allows you to add or edit details for an individual Custom Exception. It is reached from the Cus-
tom Exceptionmanagement dialog box.



Custom exceptions currently have two choices for criteria - File Type / Extension andMessages Class. Once
the custom exception is created, click 'OK' to save the exception.

Options:

Name Name of this exception. This will appear in the detailed task text log file as
well as the combined exception log table.

Group Name Optional field that can be used to group different custom exceptions
together. Also appears in the log files.



Note: This name should be one word and not contain spaces or punctuation.

Notes User entered detail about the custom exception

Action For the custom exceptions there are two action that Discovery Attender can
perform:

Ignore: This option will ignore the document based on the defined list. No
exception will be created, however it will be logged in the detailed text log if
the 'Debug' option is enabled in the Settings.

Create Exception: This creates an entry in the combined exception log with
enough detail to allow the files or attachments matching the custom excep-
tion to be reported on, or exported.

Enabled Check this option to include this exception test as part of searching.

Type The user can choose which criteria to use for this custom exception - File
Type / Extension orMessage Type / Class. Based on this choice, the
lower part of the pane will change.

Enter file type (one per
line)

This portion is shown (see above) if the File Type / Extension is chosen as
the criteria type.

Use this text box to enter the list of file type criteria used tomatch the excep-
tions. Enter one type per line. Be sure to use the wildcards (e.g. *.jpg) if not
using an exact name. Make sure each unique file type or name is on a single
line.

Select Message Types This portion is shown if theMessage Type / Class is chosen as the criteria
type.

Check the associated types that you would like use to create a custom
exception. If you would like to use custom types, select the 'Custom
Message Classes' option and then list the classes one per line. We recom-
mend you use wildcards (e.g. *SMIME*) to ensure proper matching.



Buttons:

 Saves the entries and processes the enabled exceptions for the next search created.

 Leaves this dialog without saving the entries.

See Also

l Custom Exceptions

Add/Edit Mailboxes
This dialog box allows you to add or edit details for Mailboxes. It is reached from any wizard screen for select-
ing on-premises mailboxes or online archives.

Options:

Display Name This is the name of themailbox to include in the search.

Alias or DN The internal address or alias used for this mailbox.

Exchange Server The fully qualified name of the server that hosts themailbox.

Master MAPI Profile The profile that accesses an account with administrator privileges.

TheBROWSE button will open the profile list from Outlook which
allows the user to choose from the list which then automatically
populates this value.



Note:  If the default profile is chosen in Settings, this optionmay
not be needed.

Verify mailbox settings Check this box to test the connectivity to this mailbox. If themail-
box fails connectivity, please contact technical support.

Email The email address associated with the account chosen in the form.
This field cannot be edited.

Buttons:

Browse theGlobal Address List to select theMailbox

Browse Active Directory to select themailbox.

Saves the entries and enters them into the wizard screenmailbox list.

Please note: If unusable information is entered (e.g. invalid email address)
then a warning will appear.

Leaves this dialog without saving the entries.

See Also

l Select ExchangeMailboxes

Add/Edit EWS (Office 365) Mailboxes
This dialog box allows you to add or edit details for EWS Mailboxes or Online Archive accounts. This option
can be used to access on-premises data stores in Exchange 2013 or higher as well as the cloud basedOffice
365.



Once themailbox account and access options are selected, please use the TEST button to verify the con-
nectivity to the account before proceeding.

Options:

Mailbox Account to Search This is the EWS (Office 365) Mailbox to search. Be sure
to enter the entire address, e.g. tuser-
@sherpasoftware.com

Office 365 Mailbox Details

Connect with Default Settings Select the account you wish to use to connect to the
account listed in 'Mailbox Account to Search'. These
accounts are listed in the EWS Options node in theSet-
tings. If you only have a single set of credentials, you do
not need to change this option.

Note: This option is the default.

Connect Directly Using Mailbox Password Enter the password for themailbox account to access it
directly.

Connect Through Alternate Administrator
Account

Enter the details for an alternate impersonation account
not listed in the settings.



Buttons:

This option tests the EWS Mailbox (Office 365) settings entered in this
screen. A dialog box will indicate if the test was successful:

If the connection test fails, the dialog box will indicate a cause, for example:

Saves the entries and enters them into the wizard screenmailbox list.

Please note: If unusable information is entered (e.g. invalid email address)
then a warning will appear.

Leaves this dialog without saving the entries.

See Also

l Select EWS (Office 365) Mailboxes
l EWSMailbox (Office 365) Settings

Create and Edit Automatic Labels
Using this dialog box, a user can create and edit the secondary set of criteria needed to assign a single label to
matching result items. This dialog is reached from the Create Automatic Labels wizard page. The labels
assigned using this secondary set of criteria are referred to as Automatic Labels, or simply, Autolabel.



To create an Automatic Label, utilize the following steps: 

Step 1 Select a Label to Assign

Step 2 Choose the Criteria

Step 3 Populate the Keyword criteria

Step 4 Populate the Address criteria (if selected)

Step 5 Review your criteria and finish.

Step 1:  Assign a Label

Select the label you'd like to assign from the drop down list or enter a new label. The drop down list is pop-
ulated from the labels listed in the Organization node in the Settings dialog.  You can also enter a label directly
into this box.



Step 2: Choose the Criteria

Select an option for the type of criteria you want to use for this automatic label. Your selection will determine
which tabs appear for further refining the criteria for this automatic label.

Search for Keywords Enable Keyword criteria to use for creating an automatic label

Search Email Addresses Enable Address criteria to use for creating an automatic label

If you select both Keyword and Address criteria, you will have a choice in how to evaluate the criteria

Match Keywords OR Addresses The label will apply to an item whichmatches Either the Keyword
OR Address criteria.

Match Keywords AND Addresses Both Keywords AND Addresses criteria must match for an item to
be labeled.

Step 3:  Populate Keyword Criteria (if selected)

When Keyword criteria is selected in the General tab, a new tab page is created which allows a user to enter
criteria for Keywords. This tab works very much like the Choose Keywords wizard page.



Drop Down List:
Use the drop down list to tell Discovery Attender how to evaluate the keyword criteria, then enter the keyword
criteria in the text box.

Word List (Any) Find *Any* of the keywords in the list. Keywords are evaluated one per line.

Word List (All) To be labeled, an itemmust match *All* the keywords in the list.

Search Expression Utilize a search expression with Boolean logic to label matching result items.

Buttons:

Description

Opens the keyword tester to help validate the keyword criteria.

Allows you to import a list of keywords or a search expression from a text file.

Converts a keyword list to a search expression, or converts a search expression to
a keyword list.

Match Case This option will only return a hit if the exact case is matched.

Please note:  All items listed will be subject to this options.



Step 4:  Populate Address Criteria (if selected)

When address criteria is selected in the General tab, new tab page is created which allows users to enter
address criteria. Only email result items (messages and attachments) will be labeled when using this criteria.
This tab has much of the functionality of the Choose Addresses wizard page and follows the same logic.

Options
Use the drop down list to tell Discovery Attender how to evaluate the address criteria entered in the box
below.

Find Any Address Labels any result whichmatches any address in the list

Find Any Sender Labels any result whose sender matches an address in the list

Find Any Recipient Labels any result with a recipient address in the list

Find Conversation Between
Two Addresses

Only labels results where both the sender and at least one recipient
are in the list

Find Conversation Between Dif-
ferent Sender and Recipients

Labels results where the sender is from one list and at least one recip-
ient is from the other. The screen will change to this view.



Exclude All Addresses Labels all email results Except those whose sender or recipient
matches the criteria.

Exclude Sender Addresses Labels all email results Except those whose sender matches the cri-
teria.

Exclude Recipient Addresses Labels all email results Except those where a recipient matches an
address in the criteria list.

Buttons:

Description

Opens the address tester to help validate the address criteria

Allows you to browse theGlobal Address List for addresses to add to the criteria.

Imports a list of addresses into this dialog box.

Please note:  Cut and paste is also permitted.

Step 5: Review Criteria and Finish

ClickingOK will save the criteria and add it to the list of automatic labels. Error messages will appear if any of
the required fields are empty. In this scenario, correct the error and click OK to save.

ClickingCANCEL at any time will close this screen without any changes being saved.

See Also

l Create Automatic Labels
l Keyword Tester
l Address Tester



Browse for Public Folders
This dialog box allows you to browse and select Public Folders from a list. The Public Folder list is based upon
the permissions of themailbox selected on the Configure Public Folder Mailbox search wizard page.

Double-Clicking a folder in theSelect one or more folders section will add the selected folder to the list box.
Folders from the chosen folder list box (the bottom half of the dialog) will be saved to the underlying wizard
form once 'OK' is clicked.

Description

Inserts the selected folder into the chosen folder list box.

Removes the selected folder from the chosen folder list box.

Empties the chosen folder list box.

ClickingOK will add the folders in the bottom list box to the Public Folder list on the
wizard screen.

Please Note: If OK is clicked but no Public Folders are listed in the bottom list box,
an error message will be shown.



Closes this screen without saving any changes

If you do not see a specific Public Folder as part of the list, please verify themailbox used to access the
Public Folder list has the appropriate permissions.

See Also

l Select Public Folders

Combined Exception Log

This form presents a list of exceptions encountered during a search. It is accessed via the Summary of Res-
ults on theMain Console and is mirrored in theEXCEPTIONS node in the Result Summary.

This list of exceptions can be exported to a CSV file to provide a detailed report of the exceptions encountered
during a search. Alternately, where possible, the items which threw the exceptions can be opened by double-
clicking or exported to native format so they can be processedmanually, or with other tools.

Please note:  Exports of the exception items are only possible if they are of a file, attachment, or message
type where access is still available. Invalid folders, inaccessible data stores, corrupt lists other types of non-
document exceptions also cannot be exported.



Column Descriptions

Descriptions

Description Short  description of the exception

Type Exceptions are broken down into several types to help distinguish the status.

l Error: An unexpected exception occurred to stop a portion of the search, which
might be correctable. This can happen on the task, data store, folder, container or
item level. Permission issues, various MAPI errors and file corruption are examples
of this type of exception.

l Skip: Items that Discovery Attender will not be able to process, a.k.a. a 'perpetual
error'. Items of this type are unable to convert files for parsing, empty attachments,
encrypted or password protected files.

l Warning: These exceptions are notifications to the users that something happened
that they should be aware of, but which did not compromise the search. Examples of
this would be items that could not be saved to the cache, or issues with files inside a
zip file.

l Unknown:  The cause of the exception is unknown and could not be classified.

Level Exceptions can take place inmany locations. This column gives a general indication of
what part of the process generated the error

l Container:  This exception occurs on an item within a container. An example would
be a password protected file compressed in a zip file. Other files in that compressed
files may be searchable.

l Data Store: The exception happened on the data store level. An example of this
would be an Access or Network error.

l Document:  Attempting to search amessage, attachment or file throws an excep-
tion.

l File:  Used for SharePoint search only, the exception is on a file level.
l Folder: Querying or accessing a folder in a data store causes an exception.
l Item:  Exception was found on a SharePoint item level
l List:  Exception found on a SharePoint list level.
l Task: Creating or launching a task throws an error.
l Site:  The exception occurred on a SharePoint site level.

Detail More descriptive detail for the exception, if any.

Item Type If this is a Document level error, what type of item are we dealing with:  Message, Attach-
ment or File

Item Name If the exception is on the Document level, what is the item name.

File Type If this is a file type, what is the extension (used for sorting types)

Date On a document level, the received date for messages, modified date for files

Path On document level, what is the path of the item (internal path, PST path, archive path, file
path)

Subject For email items only



Sender For email items only

Export Path If the exception item  is exported using the Copy to File function, this lists the export path

Store Type The data store type: Mailbox, Public Folder, PST, Archive, Path

Data Store Name of the data store.

Group
Name

The name of the grouping chosen for a custom exception.

Toolbar and Menu Options

Refresh On the toolbar only, refreshes the list of exceptions in an on-going search

Select All Context Menu only, select all items in the list

Open For document level results only, attempts to open the item. Useful for attachment results to
see the sourcemessage, but most file andmessage errors will not be able to be opened.

Copy to File For document level items only, copies the item referenced in the exception to a location
chosen by the user. This option can be very useful for creating an exception set for pro-
duction, however, not all exceptions can be exported. Files will be exported to Native
format, while messages and attachments will be copied toMSG. This option is very similar
to the Actions:

l Verify the items you want to Copy for File 
l Select a Destination Directory
l Watch the Action in Progress
l View the log file if there are any errors exporting.

Copy to
PST

For email items only (messages or attachments), this option copies sourcemessages to
PST file, maintaining any parent/child relationship. This means that the exportedmessage
will be an exact copy of the sourcemessage, including all attachments. The steps involved
to export to PST include:

l Verify the items you wish to copy to PST
l Choose the PST option and the directory or file you wish to hold the exported items
l Review the Actions in Progress
l View the log files for items that could not be exported

Export to
CSV

This creates a CSV file of this list of Exceptions.

Filter By: Drop down boxes used to create filters by Exception Type, Level and Item Type.



See Also

l Main Console
l Troubleshooting
l Handling Exceptions

Manage Custodians Dialog
This screen allows users to view, add andmodify custodians that will be referenced in this project.  It is
reached from theMain Console Tools | Manage Custodians menu and various Organize | Manage Custodians
menu options in the Results Management screens.

Description

This screen is used to create andmanage the custodian details that will be used when associating custodians
with results. WithDiscovery Attender, users have a number of methods for working with custodians including
manually or automatically assigning one or more custodians to specific portions of the result set.

The Custodian top level nodes list the descriptions of the custodians, while the aliases listed under each node
act as the properties that uniquely identify those custodians for automatic assignment.



Steps

Description

Ste-
p 1

Create a new custodian by clicking theADD CUSTODIAN button. The following dialog will appear:

Enter the name of the new custodian and click OK to save the entry.

Ste-
p 2

Add Aliases for the custodians. Select the custodian then click on theADD ALIAS button. The fol-
lowing dialog will appear:

Enter a new alias, then click OK to save the entry.

Ste-
p 3

Click OK to save all the custodians.

Buttons

Description

To create a new custodian, click theADD CUSTODIAN button. The following dialog will
appear:



To add a new Alias for a selected custodian, simply click on theADD ALIAS button. The
following dialog will appear:

Opens the edit form for the selected custodian or alias.

Deletes the selected custodian or alias from the list

Imports custodians from .dact (Discovery Attender Custodian Template) files. These files
are created by exporting the custodians using theEXPORT button below. You can access
the files between projects and use this IMPORT button to add them to a new project list.

Exports the list of custodians to a dact (Discovery Attender Custodian Template) file. Use
the above Import button to import the custodians listed in the template to a new project.

Opens this help page.

Saves the entries to the template.

Please note:  Until theOK button is selected, Custodians will not be saved to the template.
Custodians that are not in the template can not be assigned to results.



Closes this form. No changes will be saved.

See Also

l Manage Custodians
l Automatically Assigning Custodians
l Main Console
l Result Management

Custom Exceptions
This screen allows users to view, enable, add andmodify custom exceptions.  It is reached from the
Tools | Custom Exceptions menu option on theMain Console.



Description

This screen is used to create andmanage custom exceptions. This functionality is helpful in aiding custom
grouping, auditing and reporting of non-searchable documents based on file type or message class. Custom
exceptions are set and enabled on an application level. Any project will follow the settings listed here.

Users have a choice of two types of actions for enabled custom exceptions, 'Ignore' or 'Create Exception'.
These actions will take places before any other standard criteria is processed.

l The 'Ignore' option will simply ignore any files of the types listed and files of the types listed will not be
searched. If logging is set to 'Debug' then items that match the ignore criteria will be entered in the
task log file during the search.

l The 'Create Exception' option will create an entry in the Combined Exception Log for any files that
match the file type criteria set up in these custom exceptions. At that point users will be able to open,
export, or create a report for any items that matched the custom exceptions.

Please note: 

l Files found in compressed container files (e.g. .zip, .tar, .rar) must first follow the Container Files set-
ting of 'Folder' or 'Single File'

l The Custom Exceptions are processed before the 'File Name and Type' or Message Type wizard cri-
teria. Therefore if you Ignore an item using a custom exception, that file or message cannot be
searched even if you include it in the wizard criteria.

Buttons

Description

This buttons opens theENTER CUSTOM EXCEPTION dialog for creating a new cus-
tom exception.



Opens theEDIT CUSTOM EXCEPTIONS dialog to edit the currently selected excep-
tion.

Removes the currently selected exception.

Enables the currently selected exceptions so they will be deployed for any future
searches.

Disables the currently selected exceptions so they will not be used in any future
searches.

Opens this help document.

Saves this list of custom exceptions

Closes this form without saving any of the changes.

See Also

l Add / Edit Custom Exceptions
l Container Files
l Main Console

Add or Edit a Folder Entry
This dialog box allows you to add or edit a folder for inclusion in a folder list. It is accessed from the Select
Public Folders, Select Email Folders or Select NSF Folders wizard pages.



Options

Description

Folder Path or Pattern  The name or path of the folder entry. It can contain wildcards or tokens.

Match Gives choices on how the folder shouldmatch:

Folder Name Matches the exact name of the folder.

Folder Path Matches the Path of the folder.

Describes how the folder entry will be evaluated.

Exactly As Entered The exact folder will be used as entered. The folder will not be found if it
does not exactly match the given text. For example, an entry of Account
will not match a folder calledAccounting.

Like Pattern Wildcards are processed for the folder entry.

RegEx Pattern Regular Expression patterns are parsed for the folder entry.

Include Subfolders Check this to include all the subfolders of thematching folder entry as part
of the search.

Resolve Tokens Check this if the folder entry contains tokens.

Allows the user to choose a token (pre-defined folder) from a list of appro-
priate tokens per searchedmail store.



See Also

l Select Public Folders
l Select Email Folders
l Select NSF Folders

Export File Name Format
This form allows you to create a custom export file name for use when a file result is exported using any 
'Export to Individual File' actions. It is also accessible from the Export to File options in the Settings.

To create a custom export file name, use theADD button to select a tokens from the 'Available Token' list.
When exporting files, the tokens selected will be replaced by values as listed below to create the custom
name. Tokens can be usedmore than once.



Token  Description

<Counter> The counter is an incrementing value. As each result is processed, the counter
value will be incremented by one. See File Number Padding and Start Count for
more counter options.

<_> The underscore is useful for making file names more readable. It is a good idea to
put an underscore between each token.

<OriginalFileName> The name of the source file. This is the default value.

<FileModificationDate> The date the file was last modified as stored in the database.

<MD5Hash> TheMD5Hash of the file as recorded when the file was searched.

<UniqueID> A globally unique identifier created by Discovery Attender. It ensures a unique 
name for the file.

Please note:  This is not the result guid which uniquely identifies the item inDis-
covery Attender. Rather, it this ID uniquely identifies the exported item at the
time of export. Technically you can have 100 exports of the same item to the
same location all with a different, unique name.

<CustomTag> A user created tag that uses the 'Custom Tag' value as a component for  the
export file name.

The 'Example Export File Name' will show a sample of the exported file name based upon the selected
tokens.

Export Email Name Format
This form allows you to create a custom export name for any email result exported using a Export to Indi-
vidual File action. It is accessed from the Settings or when the Export to File action is chosen for email items.



To create a custom export message name, use theADD button to select a tokens from the 'Available Token'
list. When exportingmessage or attachment items, the tokens selected will be replaced by values as listed
below to create the custom name. Tokens can be usedmore than once. In the case of attachments, all tokens
refer to the sourcemessage.

Please note:  Some of the options available in this screen reflect choices in the Email Specific portion of the
Export Actions in the Settings.

Token  Description

<Counter> The counter is an incrementing value. As each result is processed, the counter value will
be incremented by one. See File Number Padding and Start Count for more counter
options.

<_> The underscore is useful for making file names more readable. It is a good idea to put an
underscore between each token.

<Subject> The subject of themessage normalized for a file name format.

<Sender> Display name for the sender of themessage.

<UniqueID> A globally unique identifier created by Discovery Attender. It ensures a unique  name for
the export file.

Please note:  This is not the result guid which uniquely identifies the item inDiscovery



Attender. Rather, it this ID uniquely identifies the exported item at the time of export.
Technically you can have 100 exports of the same item to the same location all with a dif-
ferent, unique name.

<ReceivedDate> Date themessage was received. The date will be rendered in yyyymmdd format.

<CustomTag> A user created tag that uses the 'Custom Tag' value as a component for  the export file
name.

The 'Example Export File Name' will show a sample of the exported file name based upon the selected
tokens.

Common File Types
This dialog box is accessed from the File Names or Types search wizard page.

Description

This box shows a list of common files for use in the File Names and Types search wizard page. These lists
are populated from the Common Files node in the Tools | Settings screen accessed from theMain Console.
The selected file types will be added to the text box on the wizard page. It is helpful to use these common lists
to maintain consistency between searches and to expedite the search processing of file shares.

The lists of common files shown in this screen are split into an include and an exclude list. Use the context
menu (Right-click) to check or uncheck the entire list, or check just the appropriate items. Click OK to pop-
ulate the File Name list in the SearchWizard.

Please note: ClickingOK will populate the file name lists, but will not change the drop down box setting on the
File Names search wizard page. Don't  forget to verify the drop down box on the wizard is including or exclud-
ing as you intend.



Context Menu

Select All Selects all the extensions in the list

Check All Checks all the file extensions in the list

Uncheck All Un-checks all the file extensions in the list.

See Also

l File Names and Types
l Searching Large File Shares
l Settings

Browse the Global Address List (GAL)
Using this dialog box, a user can look upmailboxes, addresses and distribution lists from theGlobal Address
List (GAL). If there are no entries on this list, the account usedmay not have access to the GAL associated
with it.

To add items to the Selected Mailbox list,  highlight an item and click theADD button, or double-click an item
from the list. Once the Selected Mailbox list is populated, click OK to return the list of mailboxes.

Please note:  



l This dialog will reflect the local version of theMAPI drivers (installed with Outlook). The examples
below are based on theOutlook 2007 version of MAPI. Newer versions of Outlook / Exchange will look
differently.

l TheGAL accessed shownwith is the same one used by the default profile on themachine whereDis-
covery Attender is installed. If youmake changes to the properties, add addresses to the contact list,
or insert new entries, you will be changing the actual values in the GAL. Use these features with cau-
tion!

Description

Search The list will focus on the entered text

Address
Book

Source for the list of addresses. Defaults to the GAL, if available.

Selected
Addresses

List of mailboxes which will be returned when theOK button is clicked.

Button Description

Copies selections from themailbox list to the list of Selected Mailboxes

Opens theADVANCED FIND FORM

To use effectively, simply enter the detail for the address you are seeking into the appro-
priate field then click OK. To leave the form, click CANCEL.



Context Menu

Properties Shows the Properties for the selectedmailbox or Distribution List as saved in the GAL.

Add to Contacts Adds the items to the associated contact lists.

New Entry Adds a new entry to the GAL.

Properties Dialog Box

This form shows the properties for the selected item as stored in the GAL. Note, only one item can be selec-
ted for the properties to open correctly. Also note, any changes made here will affect the system GAL.

See Also

l Select ExchangeMailboxes
l Configure Public Folder Mailboxes
l Choose Addresses

About Discovery Attender

This view is reached from theMain Console Helpmenu.  It contains information about theDiscovery Attender
installation files and details of the computer where the installation resides.



This screen contains three tabs:

l Components
l System
l Contact Information

Components Tab



Product Versions
This section contains details about various Discovery Attender components. This information is useful for
technical support if an issue arises.

TheRELEASE NOTES button will open a set of notes detailing changes tomade to Discovery Attender in the
most current version. For a full set of release notes from the inception of the product, please see
ReleaseNotes.pdf in the Help Folder under the installation directory.

TheDETAILS button will provide a complete listing of all components located in the installation directory.
Please note, your listingmay have different dates and versions than those in this image:



TheCOPY button will copy the component details list to memory, allowing you to paste it into another applic-
ation (e.g. Notepad). To export this list of components to a CSV file, right click and choose 'Export to CSV'.

System Tab
This section displays details about the system components.

TheSystem Details section contains useful information for troubleshooting.

The Install GUID is a unique identifier that differentiates this Discovery Attender installation from any other
installation.

Contact Information Tab
This tab contains helpful information for contacting Sherpa Software. Please note:  TheUser ID andPIN
fields are optional. They are provided as an easy to reference area for your login credentials.



See Also

l Main Console
l Troubleshooting

License Management
This screen allows users to view, enter and change license key details.  It is reached from theMain Console
using theHelp | LicenseManagementmenu option. 



There are two sections to the LicenseManagement: Discovery Attender License Key andSharePoint
License Key.  A valid Discovery Attender license key is required for the full running of the product.  The
SharePoint license key is optional.  It enables functionality to search files located on SharePoint data stores.

Evaluation or demo versions do not require a license key.  Evaluation installations are limited by the number of
locations they can search (5mailboxes, 5 PST files, 5 NSF files, 1 file path, 1 SharePoint site), items that can
be exported (250), and time allotted (15 days).

License agreements forDiscovery Attender orDiscovery Attender for SharePoint can be accessed via the
appropriate LICENSE AGREEMENT links.

Entering a Discovery Attender License Key

License keys can be added at startup, or changed from this screen.  To add a license key, click on the
CHANGE button to open theChange License Key dialog for the appropriate key:



Enter a new 25 character alpha-numeric license key then click OK. If the key is invalid, an error message will
show.

Entering a SharePoint License Key (Optional)

An additional license key is needed if you plan to use the SharePoint search feature. If you do not require
access to the SharePoint search feature, this step should be skipped.

To have full access to SharePoint functionality, click theCHANGE button in theSharePoint License Key
(optional) section. This separate unique 25 character key will differ the standard license key.

For any questions regarding license keys, please contact technical support.

See Also

l Welcome Screen
l Main Console

New Project Dialog Form
This form appears whenCreate New Project is selected from theWelcome Screen, theNEW button is
chosen from theOpen Project Screen , or New Project is selected from the Filemenu on theMain Console. It
should be used to create a new project which is used to group relatedDiscovery Attender searches together.



Creating a new project performs several tasks. First, a new project folder is created underneath the location
selected inProject Path . A project file with a prefix .dapj is created in the new project folder to help locate
the project when browsing. Additionally all the project related information including searches, database, res-
ults, and logs will be housed under the project folder. Therefore it is essential to ensure the location you select
for the project has sufficient space to store this data.

Note: Sherpa recommends storing projects local to themachine whereDiscovery Attender is running.
Although Sherpa will support projects stored on a network share, searches run far more efficiently when the
projects are stored locally.

Description

Project Name This is the name of the project as it will appear in your project list and also the name
of the folder which holds all the project details.

Description User entered details describing the project. This information is  stored with the pro-
ject and can be seen in the Open Project screen.

Project Path User entered directory location for this project. Use theBROWSE button to select a
path value, or type it in directly.

The default location is the root drive, but youmay want to store your projects in a dir-
ectory that has more storage capacity, or in amore centralized location.

Pleasemake sure the length of the project path will not exceed 100 characters.

Please note: 



l Is is a good idea to store your project on the samemachine where Discovery
Attender is installed for most efficient processing.

l Projects are self contained, so you canmove the it at a later time after your
searching is complete.

l Never run your project from aUSB drive.

Project File This is the complete path of the project file as stored.

Clicking theCREATE button will create the project file, project directory and the default directory structure for
the project.

Click CANCEL if you do not want to create a project at this time. TheMain Console will open, but you will not
be able to start or manage any searches.

Create a New Search Form

Once a new project has been created, Discovery Attendermay prompt you to create a new search. Clicking
OK will start a new SearchWizard, while clicking 'Cancel' will take you directly to theMain Console.

This is an optional screen. Check the 'Please do not show this message again' option to hide the screen in
future.



See Also

l Main Console
l Open Project Screen
l Welcome Screen

Open Project Dialog
This screen is used to navigate or create projects. This OPEN PROJECT DIALOGwill appear whenOpen Exist-
ing Project is selected from theWelcome Screen or, if theWELCOME SCREEN has been disabled, this will be
the first screen shown on startup of Discovery Attender.

Description

This form provides access to all the recent projects created in Discovery Attender. In addition to opening pro-
jects, this form allows you to create new projects, browse for existing ones or remove them from the project
list.

Buttons

Open the selected project by loading it in theMain Console. Double-clicking on any
item in the list of recent projects will also open the selected project

Open the New Project Dialog where you can create a new, empty project.



If the project you would like to open is not listed, you can use this button to locate
the project file (*.dapj) and open it from a local or network drive

Deletes the selected projects from the list. This same functionality is also access-
ible by right-clicking and selecting 'Remove from List' from the context menu.

Please note:  Removing a project will not delete the project file or any of the project
data. This functionality simply removes the details from the Recent Project list in
this form and in theMain Console.

Closes this OPEN PROJECT dialog and take you directly to theMain Console. From
there, you will be able to access the Tools, Settings andHelp, but will not be able to
create any searches as there is no open project.

See Also

l Main Console
l New Project
l Welcome Screen

Search for Mail Files (PST or NSF)
This dialog box appears when theSEARCH button is clicked on the Select PST Files wizard screen, or in a
slightly different form when theSEARCH button is clicked on the Select NSF Files wizard screen.



Description

This dialog allows the user to create and edit a list of all themail files of the appropriate type located on spe-
cified hard drives, external machine or network locations. The selectedmail files can then be added to the
appropriate list in the wizard.

Users can select multiple directories to search for mail files using the toolbar buttons.

This option will remove selected path and stop the any search that may
be running for the highlighted path.

Use aBROWSE dialog to select a Folder Path wheremail files can be loc-
ated. This option is useful for directories that are easily accessed such as
local or mapped drives.

Select a computer wheremail files can be found. This can be useful for
selectingmail files on remote desktops.



Please note: You will need connectivity, access and permissions to view
and collect data from these drives.

Use Active Directory to find computers to search for mail files.

Enter a file path to locatemail files. This option is helpful to locatemail
files in UNC file paths such as network shares. 

This slide bar controls the speed of the search tasks. 

Please note: When searching a network share, it is best to enter a UNC path in  ‘\\server\\share’ format rather
than a named share such as ‘g:\share\’.



Buttons

Adds all the listed entries to the appropriate wizard page, regardless of check box.

Adds only the checked entries to the appropriate wizard page

Cancels the dialog and doesn't add any users to the wizard page.

See Also

l Select PST Files
l Select NSF Files

Select Archive Users
This screen is used in conjunction withArchive Attender archives. It provides an efficient method for selecting
archive users distributed amongmultiple archive locations. It is accessed by clicking the LOAD button in  the
Select Archive Users wizard page.

To correctly use this screen, youmust first create a list of archived locations by adding entries theArchive
Attender for Exchange Archive Paths section in Tools | Settings | Archive Attender.



Please note:  Not all archives store information on a user level. This form can also be employed to select
archives stored by date or other grouping.

Toolbar

Select a CSV file containing a list of archive locations to populate theArchive Location
Paths section of this form. Although you can create your ownCSV file, youmay find it easier
to create and edit the default list in theArchive Attender for Exchange Archive Paths' sec-
tion in Tools | Settings | Archive Attender.

Populate the Archive User Listwith every user found in each Archive Location Path listed in
this form. It provides a quick and easy way to enter all your archive users into the list.

Sections

Archive Location Paths

This section lists the archive locations. Select an entry in this list to view the associated users in theUsers
for Selected Archive Location section of the form. Right-Clicking and selectingAdd All will add all users in
this archive location to the user list.

Users for Selected Archive Location

This section lists all the users from the archive location selected inArchive Location Paths. You can add 
users individually or as a group to the user list by using the context (Right-Click) menu.

Selected Users to Add to Archive User List



This list shows the archive user entries already selected. You can use the context menu to select, check or
uncheck the listed items. Archive Users must be present in this list to be copied to the wizard page.

Buttons

Adds all the listed entries to the Select Archive Users page, regardless of check box.

Adds only the checked entries to the Select Archive Users page.

Cancels the dialog and doesn't add any users to the Select Archive Users wizard page.

Columns

Archive Path File path which contains the archive location

Archived User Name of the user for these archive

Message Count Total number of messages in the selected archive

Archive Size Total size of the selected archive

Note: themessage count and archive size are values generated by the Archive Attender process.

See Also

l Archive Attender Settings
l Select Archive Attender Archives

SharePoint Orphaned Search Options
This dialog box opens if orphaned tasks were left on the SharePoint servers from previous searches in the
selected project. 



This dialog will appear by default, but the functionality can be automatically handled, or this dialog disabled via
theOrphaned Task Process option in Tools |Settings |SharePoint. 

Options

Download The orphaned results will be downloaded to the task directory.  This version does not yet sup-
port processing these orphaned items.

Delete Deletes the local and server based task files for the orphaned tasks

Ignore for
now

Ignores all orphaned tasks.

Click theOK button to save your changes and continue

See Also

l Main Console
l Searching SharePoint
l Settings



Advanced Result Filter
Discovery Attender has the ability to search within a set of results using date, address or keyword filters.
These advanced filters can be accessed, modified and viewed from the Advanced Filters node in Result Man-
agement. To create a new filter, select New orCopy and theAdvanced Result Filter Wizardwill open.

l Although theADVANCED RESULT FILTERmay seem like a stripped down version of the search wizard,
the syntax and searchmethodology is different. Dates, Addresses and other Properties are resolved
from data stored in the databases, not the original document in the source data store.

l General keyword options are only available if results were indexed, although internally stored prop-
erties can be searched using theProperties filter.

Follow the wizard screens by clickingNEXT to create and create a new set of filtered results.

Welcome - Start Your Search Within Results

This section is used to describe the advanced result filter and provide a summary of the results.

Filter
Description

Title for the filter. This namewill appear in all lists, so it is a good idea to create a name that
will uniquely identify and describe this filter.

Revision Incremented number to distinguish filters with the same title

Summary This area shows you the number of hits that are in your search for your reference.

Select Criteria

This screen allows you to select the criteria that you will use in your filter.



Dates Uses date criteria to filter result set.

Addresses Uses message address to find results.

Please Note: this criteria can only be used if address details were collected for the search.
These details are collected by default. See Settings for more detail.

Properties Search database properties for keywords.

Index Uses the index to locate keywords for the filter.

Please note: This criteria will only be enabled if the results were indexed as part of the search.

Evaluation
Type

Themethod to evaluate the criteria.

l All Criteriameans that all the selected criteria will have tomatch to return a hit.
l Any Criteria allows any of the criteria options tomatch to add it to the filtered list.

Choose Date Criteria

This criteria can be used for any type of result, however, theSent andReceived dates can only be used if
Messages orAttachmentswere searched. The filter will use properties stored in themain database for its
information source.



Step
1

Select the types of dates you wish to use under the "Match Any of the Following Dates" section. At
least one date typemust be selected, or else the filter will error when it is applied.

Please Note:  Sent and Received Dates apply to email results only.

Step
2

Set the range in the "Choose the Date Range" section. The range is inclusive and the dates start at
midnight.

Step
3

Click on 'NEXT' to advance the wizard

Choose Addresses

Use Address criteria to filter for addresses in messages and attachments.



Step 1 Select the Addresses type you wish to search in the 'Addresses to Search' section.

l Senderwill search the 'From' and "On Behalf Of" address fields,
l Recipientswill find items in the "To", "CC", "BCC" fields.

Step 2 Enter your address criteria, one per line.

l  You can use wildcards, but not complex patterns (Near, Like, RegEx, Boolean).
l It is always a good idea to use the '*' wildcard when searching addresses.

Step 3 Click on 'Next' to advance the wizard

Browses the Global Address List for addresses.

Allows user to select a file from which to import a list of addresses into the text box.

l The address filter uses properties stored in the detail database as the source of its information. To work
properly, Address Details must have been saved as part of the search. This option is on by default and
is available in the Settings screen.

l This criteria can only be used for message and attachment results.
l TheDisplay Name andAddress of eachmessage address property are compared against the criteria
entered in this form to find amatch. As of this writing the SMTP fields are not.



Indexed Keyword Criteria

Advanced Result Filters can useKeyword criteria only if the results were indexed as part of the search. This
result index is a collection of keywords from each result arranged for quick and efficient searching. Please
note:  Searching an index requires different syntax than the SearchWizard. See Filter Expression Syntax for
detail.

Step 1 Choose anOption to select the evaluationmethod for the keyword filter.

l Any on List evaluates the criteria as a list of words. If a match is found against
any keyword on the list,  it will be returned as part of the filtered set.

l All on List also evaluates a list of words. In order to be returned as part of the filter
set, each and every keyword in this list must match. This is equivalent to using the
AND conjunction to join the keywords in the list.

l Expression expects an advanced filter expression based on special syntax. See
below for syntax details. This is the default for new filters.

Step 2 Enter the keywords you wish to search based on the option selected. Any on List  and
All on List  expect a list of words, one per line.

If using an advanced filterExpression option, enter the entire expression without line
breaks . The text will wrap around the control.

Step 3 Click on 'NEXT' to advance the wizard.

Allows user to select a file from which to import a set of keyword criteria into the text box.

To find your index location, right-click on the search in theMain Console. Navigate to the DebugMenu, and
select Search Directory to open the folders for the selected search. If a search has been indexed, there will be
a folder called 'Index'.



Properties

Search various database properties for keywords.

Step 1 Choose the properties you wish to search.

Message Subject:  This is the subject of amessage that is stored for all message and
attachment results.

File Name:  This is the name of the file for all attachment and file results.

Message Type:  Themessage class which is stored for all message and attachment res-
ults.

File Properties: Items must match one of the properties collected for file or attachment
results. These properties vary by file type and accessibility. To collect these properties
successfully, the Collect Document Properties optionmust have been enabled for this
search.

Step 2 Enter the text into the Keyword List. All Keyword options can be used here, but this func-
tionality is comparing against the database fields for each of these properties.

Please note:  Be sure to use the tester to validate your criteria.

Step 3 Select the evaluation options:

Any on the list:  Parses the text box as a list of words or phrases, one per line. If any of
these words or phrases canmatch, then the result is included in the filter.

All on the list:  Parses the text box as a list of words or phrases, one per line. All of
these words or phrases mustmatch to include the result in the filter.

Expression: The entire text box is used as the search expression andmust be syn-
tactically correct to continue. Only if the properties match the expression will the item be
a hit.



Please note: For theAll on list and theExpression options - at least one individual field
must match the entire listed criteria. The fields are not compared as an aggregate.

Step 4 Click on 'NEXT' to advance the wizard.

Tests the text box and options using the Keyword Tester.

Imports the keyword list from a file and inserts it into the text box.

Finish

From this screen you will complete the filter by clicking 'FINISH'.

Use the 'SHOW SUMMARY' button to view a summary of the filter you have created. If you need to change any
criteria, simply click JUMP TO'and choose the screen.

Once you have set up the filter to your satisfaction, click the 'FINISH' button. The wizard will close and a new
node will be created under 'ADVANCED FILTERS' with a listing of your results. This may take a few minutes if
you have a large result set.

If you have there are nomatches to this filter, a message will be displayed in the status bar.



Filter Expression Syntax

Index searching uses different syntax from a search created with the SearchWizard. Filter Expressions give
you the options to use Boolean operators or Proximity searches.

In filter expression syntax, Boolean operators (AND, OR, NOT) are used to distinguish a relationship between
the keywords. Please see the Boolean operator portion of Search Term Clarification for more detail.

Proximity searches are available in your filter expression, however, the syntax is different from themain
search. The format for the filter expression isWordA w/# WordB where  # represents  the number words
between your first and last word.

Another helpful option is xfirstword and xlastword which refer to a number of words between your keyword
and the beginning or end of a document. The format is Keyword w/# xfirstword.

If you are usingmultiple proximity operators in an search expression, be sure to put them in parentheses, e.g.
(sherpa w/2 software) OR (discovery w/2 Attender).

Please note:

l Indexes do not include so called noise words such as 'the', 'a', 'or', 'and', or 'if'.
l Punctuation is not included in this index. Do not include punctuation such as periods, hyphens, com-
mas, quotes etc. as part of your keyword criteria.

l Messages and attachments are indexed together. All sourcemessages for attachments hits will be
included in the index. Likewise, all attachments will be included for any message hit. Furthermore, if
both an attachment and amessage had hits in themain search, themessage result will be returned as
a filter hit, even if the filter keywordmatched in the attachment.

l The index is created using the dtSearch indexing engine. If you wish, you can use dtSearch syntax as
part of your search expression, or even use dtSearch Desktop to search your index with more
advanced functionality.

l To find your index location, right-click on the search in theMain Console. Navigate to the Debug
Menu, and select Search Directory to open the folders for the selected search. If a search has been
indexed, there will be a folder called 'Index'.

See Also

l Result Management
l Filter Summary
l Filter Detail

Address Tester
The Address Tester is designed to help the user validate address criteria against actual message data. It is
accessed from the Choose Addresses wizard page. The sample data to test these addresses can come from
the attachedOutlook Profiles (ADD EMAILS), loose PST Files (ADD PSTS) or loose .MSG Files (ADD MSGS).

Note:  Please use small test data sets to avoid delays.



To use the tester, follow these steps:

Step 1 Add your Address criteria to the Choose Addresses wizard page, then click on the TEST but-
ton.

Step 2 Click on the provided buttons to select emails to add to the Sample Emails List

Note: It is best to use small PSTs to test. Selecting a large PST will freeze the program
while it works on opening the set of folders.

Step 3 Review messages listed in the Sample Emails list. Entries with green font correspond to
matches, those in plain black are non-matches.

Step 4 Select an item to view. The address expansion windowwill reflect address format within a
message. The Address Match Detail will show how themessage was evaluated, giving
details if there was amatch.

Step 5 Make changes to the address criteria, if needed, in the Choose Addresses wizard page,
then click TEST again.

Sections:
Sample Email List

This portion of the window shows the list of messages chosen using the available buttons. The list is



cumulative: more emails can be added to the list without replacing the current occupants. Selecting an item in
this list will populate the Address Expansion and Address Matching Detail Windows

Columns:

From Sender of themessages

Subject Subject of themessages

Received Date themessages were received

Size Size of themessage

Address Expansion Window

This section shows the address details - From (Sender), To, CC, BCC - for themessage highlighted (selec-
ted) in the Sample Emails list.

Detail Information:
 If you hover over an address, you will see details for the address in a yellow tool tip:

Name Display Name for the address

Type Address Type as defined by the originating email server. Likely candidates include EX for
Exchange and SMTP for Internet addresses.

Address The actual representation of the address property as used by the server and stored in themes-
sage. In the example above, the address is in Legacy Distinguished Name format, which is used
for messages sent within theMicrosoft Exchange servers.

Address Matching Details



This portion shows how the selectedmessagematches against the address criteria.

The first line (in brackets) shows whether there was amatch or not. If there was amatch in the selectedmes-
sage, details for eachmatching address will be presented along with the information about the address and
the criteria which it used.

Buttons:

Clears all the entries in theSample Emails list.

Allows the user to select emails to be included in theSample Emails list. First the user
selects a profile from the list. The profile will link to a ExchangeMailbox or PST file con-
nected to the chosen or default profile on themachine. The dialog box will open to the root
folder allowing the user to select a folder containing the relevant email.

.

Click OK to addmessages from the selected folder to theSample Email list.

Opens a browse window to addmessages located in PST files to theSample Email list.
Once a PST is selected via the Browse dialog, a folder selection dialog will appear.

Choose a folder then click OK to add all messages from the selected folder to theSample
Email List.

Opens a Browse dialog so users can enter one or moreMSG files to theSample Email
List. 



See Also

l Choose Addresses

Keyword Tester
Discovery Attender provides a number of complex keyword options, from Search Expressions to Pattern
Matching, to help you find the data you need. However, the variety of choicemakes it a challenge to validate
the keyword criteria to determine which results will be produced. TheKEYWORD TESTER is a tool created to
help you evaluate keyword lists and expressions without leaving the comfort of the search wizard. It is
designed to help you determine if your expression is logically correct as well as syntactically sound.



Who should use the Keyword Tester?

l If you have any doubt about how an expression or pattern will be evaluated by Discovery Attender, use
the Keyword Tester.

l If you are using a keyword list, use the Keyword Tester for its testing capabilities as well as verifying
how items are parsed.

l Use the tester to assist in refining your search criteria before a search is initiated or after, to answer
questions as to why an item did or did not hit after a search.

What can the Keyword Tester do?

Themain functionality, as the name suggests, is to test keyword criteria for syntax, validity, proper structure,
efficiency and effect. It is designed to assist a user in understanding how Discovery Attender evaluates a
given list of words, patterns or search expressions. It can also be used to answer questions as to why a
search expressionmatched (or not) given a file or snippet of text.

What doesn't the Keyword Tester do?

While the Keyword Tester is unsurpassed at letting users automatically know when an expression is syn-
tactically incorrect, it cannot automatically test for items that are logically incorrect. That is why it is import-
ant to always to test the expressions using theSEARCH TEXT andSEARCH FILE buttons to enter sample data
that the given expression shouldmatch, and also data that it should notmatch.

Using the Keyword Tester

The following steps should prove helpful in using the keyword tester. Before starting, make sure you have a
sample text or file that you know shouldmatch your criteria, as well as samples that should *not* match your
keyword criteria.

Step 1 Enter your criteria into the Choose Keyword Criteria wizard screen

Step 2 Click on the Test button of theCHOOSE KEYWORD wizard screen. If your criteria is not syn-
tactically correct, an error message will appear. Youmust correct the error before the tester
will open.

Step 3 The keyword logic tree  of the Keyword Tester will be populated. Review the tree to verify
the search engine will evaluate your criteria as intended.

Step 4 Enable the optional settings (Complete Search,Merge Files orMatch Case) or keep the
defaults.

Step 5 Use the buttons and options on the Search Panel to test sample text, a file in native format ,
in memory or a file in binary format.

Step 6 Click OK to submit the test item.

Step 7 The logic tree will change from all black to highlights of blue or green depending on whether a
hit was found or not.

Step 8 If a hit was found with your test sample, the Details section is populated with data about the
hits. Review this data to verify that any hits found are valid.

Step 9 Adjust your criteria in the search wizard or hit reset to test more items.



Keyword Logic Tree

The Keyword Logic Tree is a visual representation of how the Discovery Attender search engine will evaluate
a search expression or list. Each line, or 'leaf' is a word or phrase to evaluate. The leafs are joined in to
'branches' rooted in the logical operators.

The Keyword Logic Tree can be used for two purposes. First, to validate that a search expression parses as
expected. Secondly, it is used to show how the search engine has evaluated test data.

Keyword Logic Tree:  Standard Parsing

Hint: Experiment with various expressions to see how they will parse. Themore narrow a tree, themore effi-
cient the search. Use the expressions in Example A below with the Search Expression Tester to understand
the differences format canmake in the evaluation of an expression.

In addition to representing a format of an expression, the logic tree also provides a visual map of how a
keyword hit is represented from the sample test item.

A green font leaf (a.k.a line) indicates that word or phrase was found. The word [Found] will be added to the
leaf.

TheOperator branch  (e.g. AND- [TRUE]) will also be changed to a green font *if* that branchmatches the cri-
teria. If a branch does not match the criteria, it will appear in blue with the word [False] appended to it (e.g.
AND- [FALSE]).

The root operator that appears at the very top of the tree will list the final result of the Test. It will append [Key-
word Hit] for a successful test or [Not A Hit] for when nomatch was found.

Search Panel



Resets the logic tree

The remaining buttons allow a user to mimic the various styles of search
using sample text or files for parsing.

Allows the user to enter sample text to test against the keyword criteria.
Enter the text and then click OK to process your sample text.

This option will search a file against the keyword criteria in native format,
parsing the available text and displaying it in a new window. This is the
equivalent of selectingNative Format from the Keyword Options wizard
screen.

l Select the sample file using the browse window.
l TheAVAILABLE TEXT window will open. This shows the text that has
been parsed from the selected sample file:



l Click OK to submit the entry for testing.

Similar to the option forPARSE TEXT FROM FILE, thePARSE FILE option
searches in native format andmimics a file searched inmemory (found in
GENERAL | SEARCH node in the Settings), which does not produce visible
text.

Click this button to select a file to be ingested into the logic tree.

Similar to thePARSE FILE option, except the search engine will evaluate
the file as binary (raw data level). This is the equivalent of selecting 'Raw
Data' in the Keyword Options wizard screen.

Perform Complete Search This option brings back hit values for any keyword that matches in the tree.
This is the equivalent of theComplete Search in theKeyword Options wiz-
ard screen.

If this option is not selected, only the first set of matching criteria will be
returned. This is the equivalent of theSimple Search in theKeyword
Options wizard screen.

Merge Filename Tests files with the filename included with the body. This is effective for
testing theMerge Fields options in the File Options wizard page.

Match Case Check this item if you would like the tester to only find items that match the
case (Upper Case, Lower Case) of the search expression.



Once a logic type and sample (be it file or text) has been inputted, theKeyword Logic Treewill change to
reflect the evaluation of the text.

Please Note: Themaximum number of characters that any single branch of the logic tree that can be display
ed is 259. Any termmore than 259 characters will show only the first 259 characters.

In addition, theHit Detail will change to reflect items found.

Details Section

This section lists the hits from the test item. If the Complete option is selected, there will be one entry per
keyword hit.

 Each entry will provide several points of data. The example below uses the "bicycle" entry above.

Section Example Description



Keyword "Bicycle" The keyword or phrase whichmatched the criteria.

Count found 2 time(s) Number of times the item was found in the sample text or file

Location @56664 The character at which thematching text was last located.

Context Hit [bicycle] Outlines the keyword in the returned snippet

Examples

A. To help understand how the Keyword Tester works, check the difference between the grouping of search
expressions.

Fence OR Paint AND River OR Boat (Fence OR Paint) AND (River
OR Boat)

Hint: Always use parenthesis to group items which need to be evaluated together.

B. Use the search expression:(Blue OR Green) AND (Red or Yellow)with the following tests to get an idea
of how the tester will appear

Text Result Screen

The blue bird found the red ball in the white snow. Hit



The blue house has purple shutters. No Hit

C. Experiment with your own keywords to see how they will be evaluated with real data

Using Keyword Expression Hit Delineation (<,>):

Reporting hits on a branch or original expression level requires the use of carrots entered as part of the
keyword criteria. The keyword tester will add a node to indicate that this kind of reporting has been defined:

See Also

l Choose Keywords

Sherpa Text Viewer
When a result is opened in the Result Management screen, users have a choice to use the built-in viewer to
render the text from the results.



Please note: ThePreview Pane in the results screens is based on theSherpa Text Viewer.

To use the viewer successfully, please be aware of the following:

l TheSherpa Text Viewermust be selected as the default result viewer in the Viewer Options in Tools |
Settings | Results.

l Not all file types can be opened. If theSherpa Text Viewer encounters a file that it cannot parse, no
text will appear.

l If no keywords were used in a search, the text [No Matches] will appear in theKeyword section.

l If theSherpa Text Viewer is not installed, result items will open in their native application.

l You can also set log files to open in theSherpa Text Viewer, to do so, go to the Logs node in Tools |
Settings.

l TheSherpa Text Viewer contains its own help document if you wish to explore its advanced features.

Regular Expressionmatches often cannot be highlighted.

See Also

l Result Management
l OpenResults

PreSearch Tool
Discovery Attender contains a stand alone utility that offers a variety of functionality to deduplicate, export
and convert data stores.



The PreSearch tool is accessed from theMain Console using the Tools | PreSearch Toolmenu option or from
theWelcome Screen by selecting thePreSearch Tool option.. All functions in the PreSearch Tool are enabled
using a wizard interface. The tool contains its own help document with more detail on each screen. For an
overview of options, see below.

Although Discovery Attender functionality does cover many of the options found within the PreSearch Tool, it
tends to be significantly slower due to enhanced logging and database storage of metadata. Discovery
Attender must always run a two or three step process to achieve these goals, while the PreSearch tool tends
to bemore efficient and quicker, albeit with less logging.

Options

Description

Deduplicate Deduplicates PST files (without running a search)

Export

O365



365 to EML Copies all items from cloud basedOffice 365 (or other
EWS source) to individual EML files

365 to PST Copies all items from cloud basedOffice 365 (or other
EWS source) to PST files

Exchange

Mailbox to PST Copies all items in an ExchangeMailbox to a PST file

Online Archive to PST Copies all items in an ExchangeOnline Archives to PST files

IMAP to PST Copies messages fromWeb based IMAP data stores (e.g.
Google Mail) to PST files

NSF to EML Copies messages from NSF files into individual EML files (native
format)

PST

PST to PST Creates a new PST using the selected filters (date, message
type, etc.O

PST to EML Copies messages from PST files into individual EML files

PST to MSG Copies messages from PST files into individual MSG files (native
format)

Attachments to File Exports a copy of all attachments in the PST file to the designated
file share

Split Breaks up the chosen PST into a new set of smaller PSTs (size is
customizable)

Convert

Journal Export These options convert messages in journal format to standard
format PSTs...

Mailbox to PST ...from source data in amailbox

PST to PST .... from source data in an existing PST

MBOX

MBOX to EML Converts MBOX files to a set of individual EML files

MBOX to PST Converts anMBOX to PST file format

MSG

MSG to EML Converts individual MSG files to EML files

MSG to PST Imports looseMSG files into a PST file.

NSF to PST Transforms the items found in Lotus Notes NSFMail Files to PST
Files.

Note: this functionality is only valid for NSF files in aMail format.
No other Notes applications are convertible using this tool.

OST to PST Converts Outlook Offline Data Stores (OST files) into PST files.

EML to PST Converts individual EMLmessages to PST format.



Snapshot Provides statistics for the PST including address list, rela-
tionships, date range, domain list, folder list andmore. Useful for
analysis or early case assessment.

Contact Information
Sherpa Software Group
456Washington Rd, Suite 2
Bridgeville, PA 15017
www.sherpasoftware.com

Toll-free:     800.255.5155 (in the United States)
Direct:        412.206.0005
Fax:            412.206.0018

Email:         information@sherpasoftware.com

Technical Support

You have several choices to contact technical support. You will need an active user name and pin to access
support.

Please note:  If you are testing the evaluation software and need technical support, please contact your
account manager who can direct you to the proper resources.

On-line

l Log onto the Sherpa Software website with your username and password.

l  Select 'Support Request' from the left sidemenu.

l Fill out the support form. Be sure to verify the listed phone number and email address so you can be
contacted.

l Click 'Send' and your request will be submitted.

Please note: In addition to technical support, the website is rich in customer resources. You can download
new releases, manage your account, view tutorials andmore.

By Phone

l Contact our Technical Support line at 412-206-0016.

l Enter your User ID followed by the pound (#) sign.

l Enter your PIN number followed by the pound (#) sign.

l Follow the remaining prompts to help us direct your call to the proper support personnel.

mailto:information@sherpasoftware.com
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